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Perche, se tu alia virtu circonde

La tua misura, non alia parvenza

Delle sustanzie che t' appaion tonde,

Tu vederai mirabil convenenza,

Di maggio a piu, et di minore a meno,
In ciascun cielo, a sua intelligenza.



To

Ogle, IsSq.,

OF TRINITY COLLEGE, OXFORD

WHOSE WORK AND CHARACTER SUGGEST

MANY PRECIOUS LESSONS

WHICH HE NEVER THINKS OF

TEACHING





preface to fije ^frst

THESE Lectures were delivered in St. James' Church,

Piccadilly, during the Lent of 1870.

They were, at the time, through God's mercy, of

service at least to some minds, anxious, if it might
be, to escape from perplexities which "beset an age of

feverish scepticism. It was accordingly difficult to

resist the practical reasons which were urged in

favour of publishing the Lectures ; but the announce-

ment of their intended publication was, perhaps,

made, before the drawbacks which must necessarily

accompany the rhetorical treatment of such a subject

as the present, in a permanent form, had beer) suffi-

ciently considered. Moreover, a fulness and method

of discussion which satisfies the purposes ofa Lecture,

and which indeed is all that an audience will bear,

must fall altogether below the standard which may
be reasonably looked for in a book, supposed to make

any pretension whatever to the character of a formal

treatise upon a wide and very serious subject. Of

this, upon further reflection, the writer became so

strongly convinced, as to have .entertained the de-
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sign of expanding these fragments into a larger

work. But, apart from the pressure of other duties,

he could not but feel that such an attempt would

destroy, together with the identity of the Lectures,

any moral or spiritual associations that might cling

to them ; and, in working for the cause of faith, as

in other matters,

"Un sou, quand il est assure,

"Vaut mieux, que cinq en esperance."

The Lectures are therefore published as they

stand. It will be borne in mind that they suggest

only a few thoughts on each of the points of which

they treat; that they cannot but raise some diffi-

culties which they leave unanswered ; and, in a word,

that their limits are not in any sense determined by
those of the general subject, but only by the number

of Sundays in Lent.

WHITSUNTIDE, 1872.
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A FRIENDLY reviewer x has expressed his opinion that

ihe point of the "scientific" objection to prayer on

the ground of the idea of law is missed in the fifth

of these Lectures.2

"That objection," he says, "we understand to be that a

certain absolute universality in the physical or.ler of the universe

is now well ascertained to be a part of the Divine Bule, and

consequently that to pray for anything which involves a viola-

tion of that order js to pray for what it is unreasonable, arrogant,
and even irreverent to ask. For example, for a man to pray
that a sword thrust into the body of his friend shall not wound

him, that deadly poison if drunk by him should not injure

him, that a stone thrown from a tower, should be suspended in

mid-air, that a body in which decomposition has set in should

be restored to life, that a leafless tree should blossom months
before its season, that a ship should perform in two days a

voyage never yet performed in less than ten, to pray for these

things, tvitii however holy an aim or purpose, would seem we say

arrogant, unreasonable, irreverent, as assuming that God had
no higher or larger purpose in laying out the plan of the

universe than one which any pious finite wish might overset."

The " scientific
"
objection which is here stated so

vividly, is, it would seem, only such an objection as

1
Spectator, Sept. 21, 1872. *

Pa^es 18'i-187. :
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a sincere ."believer in God's existence could entertain.

*-' Scientific objectors
"

to prayer on tho ground of

a supposed invariability of natural law, are not,

generally speaking, Tbeists at all. Whether they

dogmatically deny that God exists, or, as is more

common, decline to affirm His existence, on the

ground that they cannot prove it experimentally,

they alike conceive of Nature in a manner which is

irreconcilable with the ideas of a Creator and a Pro-

vidence. For them the laws of Nature are existing

forces, of whose origin they can give no account,

forces which, as they conceive, act fatally, inevi-

tably, and in accordance with an observed order.

My reviewer too understands by natural law an

ascertained order governing the Universe. But for

him law is so far from constraining God's liberty, or

. usurping His throne, that it only expresses the

regularity of His action, which is perfectly and

always, free. God freely .wills to work regularly ;

and the result is what we call law. Yet since

natural law is the product or expression of the

Highest Love and Wisdom, it is, says my reviewer,

irrational and irreverent to ask for its suspension,

at any rate on what might be deemed a considerable

scale.

This objection to prayer appears to be rather theo-

logical than "
scientific," if we understand the latter

word in the narrow sense which is now so commonly

assigned to it. It is an appeal ad verecundiam an
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appeal to our creaturely sense of ignorance and

nothingness in presence of the Wisdom arid Greatr

ness of the Author and Ruler of the Universe. But

the objection which is contemplated in the passage

referred to does not take any account of God : my
reviewer reads his own deeply religious convictions

into the objection, and makes it substantially a

distinct one. Still, as it issues from his hands, it is

entitled to respectful attention, and certainly not

less so, because it is advanced in the name of a

higher truth than any science of created things can

claim to represent.

When it is maintained that God knows, and that

knowing He does what is best; that the laws of

nature shew what is His settled plan, of governing
His creation ; and that we cannot plead our particular

and finite wishes before Him without implying that

He ought to change His all-comprehending purpose
at our entreaty ; it is clear that such a line of objec-

tion might be made to cover a great deal more ground
than my reviewer at least would desire. It has

indeed been urged, that since every specific petition

involves something like an attempt at interference

with Perfect Wisdom and Perfect Love, the only
lawful kind of prayer is one continuous act of resig-

nation and of praise. Prayer however, as mankind

have everywhere understood it, means a great deal

more than resignation. No one will afiirm that the

Bible only means resignation when it prescribes

&
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prayer : or that, according to the Mind of our Lord, it

is irreverent or unreasonable to say, not merely,
"
Thy

Will be done," but, "Give us this day our daily

bread,"
" Lead us not into temptation,"

" Deliver

us from evil." Yet these are petitions for blessings

which may or may not be granted to us when and as

we ask. Nor do such petitions involve an irreverent

claim that God should overset the plan ofHis general

government in the interests of one of His creatures.

It is maintained in these Lectures that prayer is

a human act, which, together with its results, is

already embraced in the eternal predestination of

God : and that real answers to prayer are no more

inconsistent with God's Wisdom and Sovereignty
than any other real consequences of human free-will.

Correspondingly to this, in asking God for specific

and personal blessings, we are not asking Him to

suspend the general principles of His government,in

our particular interests ; we assume that these prin-

ciples of His and our own deepest interests, as we
conceive of them, are reconcilable by His Wisdom :

we refuse to believe that He is in such sense the

slave of His own rules, as to become the author of

anarchy, because He supersedes a lower rule of work-

ing by a higher one. Whether He can do this'or

not in a given case we leave to Him : but we are not

restrained from asking Him to grant our petitions,

because we know that in His wise Love He may
refuse to do so.
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My reviewer will rejoin that he only objects to

prayers which ask God to work " miracles ;

" he con-

tends that "no miracle, properly so called, could he

properly prayed for, for a private purpose, at all."

But what does he mean by a private purpose ? If he

is thinking of a temporal blessing, granted to an in-

dividual, such as an increase of family, or of income,

with no moral or spiritual aim beyond, we must all

agree with him. But if the object of a given prayer

be sincerely spiritual and moral, it is difficult to see

why the moral Ruler of the Universe should not

grant it, even although to do so involves one ofthose

physical occurrences which we term miraculous, and

benefits only a single soul. The distinction between

individual and public interests, which is so legitimate

and familiar in human legislation, is unknown to the

spiritual world. There is no reason for supposing
that a number of souls interest Almighty God because

of their number, while a single soul does not interest

Him, at any rate sufficiently to be redeemed or

sanctified. If our Lord says,
" God so loved the

world, that He gave His only-begotten Son" to

save it ; an Apostle cries " He loved me, and gave
Himself for me." It belongs to God's Infinity to be

as interested in units as in multitudes; while it

belongs to His essentially moral nature to give pre-

cedence to the least moral interests over the largest

material interests. Although then a specific petition

be urged with a private or individual object, it may
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surely, if the object be moral, "be so preferred without

immodesty or irreverence, considering the absolute

morality and the all-embracing tenderness of God.

But is it right under any circumstances to pray
for what we popularly term a miracle? On this

subject the reviewer observes :

""We can only pray for physical benefits when we fully
believe that they might be granted without miracle, that they

might be granted, for instance, through that providential

guidance of our own or other hearts and wills, which may, as

Mr. Galton has himself admitted, materially alter the physical
facts of the world without any real interference with physical
law. The legitimacy of such prayers as that for rain seems to

us to depend on the possibility that the conditions of rain are

not absolutely determined by fixed laws of creation that the

conditions of rain are not as purely physical as the conditions

of an eclipse. All the world would quite rightly protest against
the blasphemy of praying that we might be spared an eclipse

at the time astronomers predicted one, however detrimental it

might conceivably be to human interests. On the other hand,

it is possible, though hardly probable, that rain, like human
health and the health of cattle, may depend on laws not purely

physical, not absolutely invariable; and so long as this is

possible, there is no harm in praying for rain under the ordi-

nary reserves of Christian prayer. But Dr. Liddon himself

would hardly justify a prayer against an eclipse, even though
it could be shewn to be apparently in the highest degree in-

jurious to us."

It may perhaps be questioned whether every real

answer to prayer is not miraculous. Every such

answer disturbs the normal operation of existing

laws, whether by procuring the intervention of a

higher law, or otherwise. Or, to speak more accu-

rately, every such answer involves a certain de-
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parture from what, as we presume, would otherwise

have been His mode of working, Who works every-

where in the physical as in the moral world. The

difference between a resurrection from the dead at a

prophet's prayer, and the increase of clearsightedness

or of love through an infusion of grace, in the soul

of a cottager, is" a difference of degree. It is not a

difference of kind. Each result is the product of

a Divine interference with the normal course of

things. And if this be the case, the distinction

between what we think great and striking answers

to prayer, because they impress our human imagina-

tions so powerfully, and ordinary answers, does not

exist for Him, to Whose Intelligence the least among
created things are as the greatest, and before Whom
all that He has made is in the aggregate so infinitely

little.

But if I rightly understand this passage, it practi-

cally divides the universe, when considered with a

view to determining the legitimate range of prayer,

into three districts. In one district, the purely

physical, everything is regarded as irrevocably fixed.

Here prayer is held to be out of the question. On
the other hand, in the province of human will and

destiny the moral and spiritual sphere, the fact

of human free-will opens the widest scope to the

agency of prayer. In an intermediate region,

which affects human life very directly and power-

fully, "rain and human health may depend on
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laws not purely physical, not absolutely invariable."

Here, although prayer is less at home than in the

sphere of spiritual "blessings, it is not " irrational
"

or "irreverent," as it would "be in the reviewer's

judgment, if ifc should invade the sphere ofastronomy.

The objections to such a theory would appear to

be twofold. In the first place, it implies that the

reign of law is confined to certain districts of the

universe, and in particular that it does not obtain in

the spiritual sphere. This assumption appears to

involve philosophical as well as theological diffi-

culties. Theological difficulties; because those

attributes of the Divine Being which lead Him to

work anywhere according to that order, of which law

is an expression, would lead Him to do so every-

where. And philosophical difficulties; because re-

cognition of the existence of law is the result of an

ever-widening induction ; and there are no adequate

grounds for supposing that the frontier of the

material universe is also the frontier of the empire
of law. In particular, the phenomenon of free-will

does not appear to constitute such a ground. It

is true that the activity of free-will in the moral

sphere mates the laws which govern that ispher

much more intricate and difficult to trace than are

physical laws. But it cannot be held to annihilate

all law in the highest region of created life, and

therefore, if the presence of law is an objection to

prayer anywhere, it is an objection to it everywhere.
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If it is an impertinence to ask God to vary Hia

ordinary working in the lower region of physics, it

must be an impertinence to ask Him to do so in the

higher region of spiritual being, or of morals.

Accordingly, it seems to be difficult to follow the

reviewer in the sharp distinction which he draws

between prayers for rain, and prayers against an

eclipse, predicted by the astronomers. The rainfall,

he says, is determined by laws less purely physical

than are the motions of the heavenly bodies. Is

this certainly the case ? May it not be that the only
real difference lies in our power of recognizing the

presence of law in these two departments of the

natural world ? If men knew more than they do

know, they would probably be able to predict rain

as accurately as they predict eclipses. But the laws

which govern the rainfall being more complex than

astronomical laws, human knowledge is at present
able to trace the latter unerringly, while it is at

fault about the former. Can we suppose that the

empire of law is only conterminous with our know-

ledge of it ? Does not all that we already know of

it lead us on to the inference that it extends as

perfectly into spheres where we cannot as yet trace

it, as it does into the regions through whichwe can ;

that it governs the weather and the health ofhuman

beings or animals as truly as the movements of the

suns and stars ? Certainly human health and even

the rainfall are not beyond the influence of the human
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will. A shower has been suddenly brought down

by a discharge of artillery, and health is affected by
human energy in ways too numerous to mention.

Still, as has been already said, this efficacy of will

does not arrest the reign of law. "We are not here

dealing with a purely capricious force, which defies

all attempts to measure it. Will makes the opera-

tions of law more complex. Probably at the most

human will can only arrest or precipitate the work-

ing of one law by bringing another into the field.

But this theory would further seem to suggest,,

that the lawful subjects of prayer will be constantly

diminishing with the increasing progress of our

knowledge. Science is continually enlarging our

conceptions of the range of law. With this pro-

gressive enlargement the frontier within which prayer

is possible will recede, if prayer is only possible in

the region of " the unsettled," where we cannot

recognize law. "
If," it has been said,

" we still

pray for rain and health, we shall probably find that

rain and health are just as much regulated by law

as are eclipses of the sun and moon, and that prayer
for either is equally irrational." Thus it may
happen that prayer for any physical blessing will

ultimately be pronounced unscientific. But if this

conclusion be accepted, can it be supposed that men
will continue to recognize the reasonableness of

prayer for piirely spiritual blessings ? Are we right

in thinking that law has no sway in the spiritual
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world, only because we have not yet made a survey
of its dominion ? Does it not seem probable that the

recognition of law will be carriedthrough psychology
as clearly and certainly as it is being carried through

physics ? And when this has been achieved, if the

recognized presence of law is to check or forbid

prayer ; will it not become just as "
arrogant

"
to

ask for peace of the soul, with.the idea that a Power

independent of ourselves will interfere to give it us,

as to pray for safety from lightning and thunder,

from plague and pestilence ?

Certainly it would appear to the present writer

that if the scientific
" idea of law "

is fatal to th

practice of prayer in any department of human

interest, it must, sooner or later, be fatal to that

practice, in any serious sense, altogether. And
therefore he cannot allow that the admitted govern-

ment of the physical world by laws which God has

ordained, and which science has traced, and is

tracing every day with increasing accuracy, makes

prayers for objects within the recognized jurisdiction

of these laws irrational or irreverent. If God is

Omnipotent, He can vary the laws, that is, He can

vary His accustomed methods of working, when He
wills. If He is a moral Being, He is likely to do so,

supposing moral interests to be really at stake;

"Whether a prayer for a physical object, say for the

suspension of an eclipse, be irrational or irreverent,

would surely depend upon the motive of such a
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prayer. It would be shocking to pray against an

eclipse only in order to gratify the curiosity of a

scientific association : no serious Theist can conceive

that such a prayer as that would be granted. Nay,
the bodily distress of millions of human beings might

perhaps be no sufficient reason for asking God to

work so complex and gigantic a miracle as is here in

question, in order to avert it. But let us suppose

an eclipse to provoke some outbursts of crime, which

could not be counteracted by any known human

agency, such as that of missionaries who have pre-

vented the execution of great acts of cruelty among

savage tribes. In that case prayer against an eclipse

would at least be rational and reverent. Eational,

because God might arrest eclipses, and a great <leal

else, ifHe willed to do so ; and reverent, because God

is pre-eminently a Moral Being, .and such a prayer

would be an acknowledgment of His Morality. Of

course He might not answer such a prayer under any
circumstances. But it is inconceivable that, being

whatHe is, He should be angry with His suppliant.

Happily, the practical question is easily settled,

for all who believe that God is really Almighty,
and that He is not merely a Force or an Intellect,

but a Father. As His children, whom He loves

dearly, and for whom He has done and is ever doing
so much, and doing it so wonderfully, we can have

no cold distrust of Him. We must indeed watch,

anxiously and reverently, His ways of working in
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nature as elsewhere ; we may not lightly ask Him

to reverse what we believe to be His rxtles of work-

ing : we dare not ask Him to vary capriciously His

action in the physical world, or at once to take our

judgment of the needs of the moral world for granted.

All our prayer must be accompanied by the reserves

which His Wisdom imposes upon our shortsighted-

ness ; and the more filial our spirit, the less likely

shall we ever be to feel disappointment at His

decisions, be they what they may. But this temper
of resignation, incessantly present to religious minds,

will not lead us practically to treat the Living God

as a helpless Fate, nor will it dry up the springs of

prayer, by stripping of their power and encourage-
ment the undying words, as fresh now as they were

eighteen centuries ago,
" Whatsoever ye shall ask

the Father in My Name, He will give it you."

ST. PAUL'S,

Septemberr 1873.
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THESE lectures are now issued in a smaller and

cheaper form than that of previous editions, by

way of answer to an appeal which the writer did

not feel at liberty to disregard. It was represented

to him, and with the authority of experience, that

the book would be welcome and useful to a section

of the working men in London and other large

towns, if it could be placed within their reach ; and

accordingly, through the courtesy of his publishers,

it is reprinted in its entirety, with only such

changes as a rearrangement of the pages has

rendered necessary.

Ten years have passed since the lectures were

delivered, and in the world of negative thought as

elsewhere they have been years of rapid change.

In particular, among the cultivated classes, Agnos-

ticism has apparently made a progress which might
seem to require some extended notice. But to

attempt this would be to write a substantially new

book. The readers of Mr. Herbert Spencer's
" Data

of Ethics
"
will have noted the anxiety with which
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that eminent writer views the prospects of moral

convictions among the people at large, in the event

of a general acceptance of Agnostic speculations.

But can the efforts hitherto made to provide a
" scientific

"
basis, so termed, for that practical idea

of right conduct which has hitherto rested on Faith

in Almighty God, the Maker and Judge of all

mankind, be deemed successful? As soon as Agnos-
ticism attempts to provide for the moral needs of

daily human life, it has to fall back upon those large

assumptions which are inevitable, whenever men try

to construct a working theory of duty, apart from

belief in a Personal and Moral God. This necessity,

must in the end be fatal either to its intellectual

Consistency, or to its pretension to deal adequately
with human nature as a whole; and it may be

hoped that such a dilemma will lead some of the

gifted minds who are at present attracted by a

way of looking at things, that has seemed to them to

be so modest and so clear, to reconsider the steps by
which they have left the Faith and Church of Jesus

C/hrist.

ST. PAUL'S,

October, 1880.

preface to tijc JFtftiJ (SHitton.

IN this edition no corrections have been made.

3, AMEN COXJRT,

December, 1884.
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THIS Edition has been furnished with an Index,

at the desire of some persons who have every

right to say that such an addition would make

the book more useful.

ST. PAUL'S,

Jtecm&er, 1888.
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LECTURE I

&uixfcas in Sent.

THE IDEA OF KELIGION.

Ps. cxliii. 8.

Skew Tliou me the way that I should walk in, for I lift up my
soul unto Thee.

OUR age, it has been said, longs to be religious. If

this is too -unguarded an assertion, it is at least true

that the instinct or sentiment of religion is treated

among us with more respect and sympathy than has

been the case at some past epochs of our national

history. Amid the debaucheries of the ^Restoration,

and the shallow habits of thought on the gravest

subjects which marked portions of the last century,

Religion, in the broad sense of the term, was largely

discredited, even when it was not openly scouted as

a weakness or a superstition. Whereas in our day
religion is named, even by the irreligious, with the

forms if not with the sincerity of respect. And
some men interest themselves in religion as an

abstract good, with very great sincerity, who oppose

by turns all that asserts its power and presence in

the world. Thus they declaim against churches,
while they explain that in doing this they are

B



* 2 Religion howfar welcomed

befriending that true Eeligion which churches mis-

represent. Or, they would do away with priest-

hoods; but then they are only anxious, while

rescuing the fair jewel of religion from clerical

keeping, to make its sway more imperial, "by making
its mien and countenance more human. Or they,

make war upon theology the theology of Apostles,

Fathers, Creeds ; but theology, they declare, again
and again, is a pedantic product of the clerical under-

standing, and they for their part are passionately
interested on behalf of the religion of the human
heart. They discredit " book revelations," and insist

upon errors of fact or errors of morals, which they
hold to be discoverable in the Bible ; but they are

all the more eager to profess and feel a zeal for that

unerring and sublime essence of religion, which is not

bound, as they phrase it, to the letter, and which

fires their enthusiasm in renouncing the letter. And
thus, however warmly the institutions, the ministers,

the beliefs, the sacred literature of religion, may be

successively assailed, religion itself, we are assured,

is respected ; or rather it is respect for and loyalty
to religion to religion divested of accretions which

have gathered round it and obscured its beauty

during the lapse of time, which is in fact the ani-

mating motive of this most friendly and discrimina-

ting opposition.
That religion should be thus safeguarded as an

idea, when all that secures its practical power is

by turns objected to ; that the abstract, disembodied,

intangible essence should be so sedulously honoured,
while its concrete forms, its living and working
embodiments, are opposed and denounced, is a fact



in the modern world. 3

which must engage attention. How are we to

account for it? Is it that we live in a "period

of transition," when men have not yet faced the

last consequences of the principles which they are

adopting, and hang with a pardonable, although

illogical tenderness beween premiss and conclusion?

Does the sacred name of religion still command an

awe which, while it is not strong enough ;to protect

many practical interests, can yet hedge around a

remote object with the forms of popular respect?

Is it that, as of old, barbarian invaders, who will

without scruple devastate the precincts and sack the

interior of the temple, are pausing involuntarily,

spell-bound, almost terrified, upon the threshold of

the sacred shrine? Or does the aesthetic feeling of

our time, looking at man's life with the eye of an

artist rather than, with the eye of a statesman

or philanthropist, prompt this interest on behalf of

religion, as alone adequately representing and up-

holding the ideal side of human enterprise? Does

it anticipate, not -without reason, the dull, barren,

uninteresting, prosaic level of existence to which
we should be reduced, if all that points upward in

thought and feeling could be utterly stripped from

us, and eliminated ; if human life could be robbed

of the most refining and stimulating influences that

can be brought to bear on it ? Or is this reserve

of interest on behalf of religion at bottom a social,

or political if- you like, a selfish- class instinct ?

Is it order cowering before approaching revolution,
and endeavouring to support its regiments and its

policemen with forces summoned from some higher

world, whether of fact or fancy; with invisible
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powers capable of making their way into the very
heart of the enemy's camp ? Is it that we of this

generation, who have read in the annals of a

neighbouring country the stern lessons taugfet by
eighty years of active or suppressed anarchy, are

more keenly alive than were our ancestors to the

tremendous force of the volcanic passions latent in

human nature ? Are we willing to grant that some

religion at least is a social necessity ; a necessity in

the sense of Machiavelli, if not in the sense of Jesus

Christ ? Are we satisfied that the brute within us,

if he is to be chained and imprisoned at all, can only
be taken captive by a superhuman master, and will

never forfeit his destructive liberty, except at the

bidding of an unearthly creed ?

Undoubtedly, it may be admitted that religion
owes something, on the score of respect yielded to

her as an abstract idea, to each of these causes. The
awe which a reasoned scepticism cannot always
crush, the perception of what it is that constitutes

beauty in life, combine with the stern practical,

instincts of social safety, with the love of order, and

the anxiety to make property and life secure, to

insist that man must have something in the way of

a religion. Schemes of independent morality, even

if they were theoretically defensible, are not equal
to resisting the impetuosities of passion, or the exor-

bitant demands of a low self-interest.
" Take my

word for it," said a great statesman, "it is not

prudent as a rule to trust yourself to any man who
tells j'ou that he does not believe in a God or in a

future after death." x

> Sir Robert PeeL



Influence of the subjective spirit. 5

But a deeper reason for the fact we are consider-

ing, is to be found in the wider conviction that

religion is, if I may so express it, an indispensable

part of man's moral and mental outfit. Two causes

nave contributed to deepen this conviction in modern

times.

The first is the subjective spirit of the age, which

insists on looking at truth, not as it is in itself, in

its utter independence of the mind of man, but as it

presents itself to man's mind, or rather as man's

mind in very varying moods apprehends it. This

spirit, while it has weakened the public hold upon
Creeds and Scriptures, has directed attention, with

an intensity unknown before our day, to the needs

of the human mind, and among them to its supreme
need of a i-eligion.

- It has indeed exaggerated this

into maintaining, as with Feuerbach, that all exist-

ing religions are but the creations of human thought,
which, while it is really doomed to an uninterrupted
contact with the world of sense, aspires to create, if

it cannot discover, an ideal world beyond ; but this

paradox only yields an additional testimony to the

need we have, as men, of some religion, in order to

do justice to our humanity. Religion, says a modern

English writer, who certainly will not be suspected
of any desire to exaggerate its influence, is that
" which gives to man, in the midst of the rest of

creation, his special elevation and dignity."
1 And

it was perhaps, upon the whole, the most marked
feature in the work of Schleiermacher, that when

groping his way back from the grim intellectual

desert into which many of his countrymen had been
1 Froude : Hist. Engl. xii. 535.
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led, under the guidance of the older Rationalism, he

insisted with such emphasis and success upon the

necessity of religion in order to the completion of

human life. Beyond any of his contemporaries, he

saw and pointed out that by our capacity for religion;,

by our power of looking beyond this deceptive and

passing world of sense to a higher world, invisible

and eternal ; by loyalty to the obligations which
that clearer sight imposes on us, we men are best

distinguished from the brutes around us. Language
itself, the physical dress in which we clothe our

thought, is not more distinctly royal among our

outward human prerogatives, than that upturned
countenance which, as the heathen poet divined, is

the symbol of our intelligent capacity for a higher
life. .

The indispensableness of religion to human life

has also been forced on the mind of this generation

by a deeper study of history. The more we know
of the annals of our race, the more clearly is it seen

how the greatest catastrophes, and the most profound
and far-reaching changes, have really turned upon
religious questions ; and that the stronger and more
definite has been the religion, the more fundamental

and striking have been these results. Thus, for

instance, the modern history of Europe has been little

else than a history of struggles fundamentally reli-

gious. A recent historian of civilization has indeed

maintained that this is true only of the past,
1 and

that the present age has more and more learned to

restrict its enthusiasm to material objects. But he

forgets that religion does not cease to influence

1 Buckle : Hist. Civ. i. 2il-325.
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events among those who reject its claims : it excites

the strongest human passions not merely in its

defenders, but in its enemies. The claim to hold

communion with an unseen world irritates when it

does not win and satisfy. Atheism has again and

again teen a fanaticism; it has been a missionary
and a persecutor by turns ; it is lashed into passion

by the very presence of the sublime passion to which

it is opposed. We of to-day know full well that no

political subjects are discussed so warmly as those

which bear even remotely upon religion. "The

deepest subject," says Goethe,
" in the history of the

world and of mankind, and that to which all others

are subordinate, is the conflict between faith and

unbelief." 1

While these causes make an interest in religion,

of whatever kind, inevitable among thoughtful men
in our day and generation, they only reinforce,

they do not obscure or supersede, those permanent
reasons for its influence, which are part of our

natural and human circumstances. Among these it

may suffice to mention one. It is a fact, certain to

each one of us, that we shall individually die. If

science could arrest the empire of death, as it has

limited that of disease; if thought, in its onward
march throughout the centuries, could rob us utterly
of the presentiment of an immortality and of our

aspirations towards a higher world, then religion
would retain, in the fixed circumstances of lite, no

ally of anything like equal power. But there is the

certainty, present to each one of us in our thoughtful
moments, never entirely absent from the thought of

1 Qu. b.y LutLaidt.
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those who seriously think at all, that an hour will

come when we shall face the problem of problems
for ourselves and alone; when we shall know by
experience what really is beyond the veil, and how
it is related to that which we see and are here ; and
it is impossible, with this prospect before us, to treat

the voice and claims of religion as wholly trivial or

unimportant.
1

But here the question arises as to what it is that

man seeks in seeking religion. Or rather, what is

religion ? We know it when we meet it in life ; we
know it by its bearing, by its fruits, by the atmo-

sphere with which it surrounds itself. But what is

it within the soul? what is its chief element or sub-

stance? What is this power which does not meet

the eye, but which we trace in its results ? what is

the true psychological account that must be given
of it?

I.

As we repeat "the question,
" What is religion ?

"

we find ourselves, it may be, in the position of

standing face to face with a very old acquaintance,
with whose countenance and habits we have been

familiar all our lives, but of whose real selfwe cannot

but feel we have a somewhat shadowy perception.
1. Is religion, then, in the heart of man, to be

looked upon chiefly as the highest and purest form

of feeling ? Is feeling the essential thing in true

religion ? So thought no less a person than Schleier-

1 This is admitted, although, of course, in terms which the
writer would not adopt, by Mr. Buckle. Hist. Civ. i. 113.
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macher.1 He makes religion to consist in feeling

notably in our feeling of dependence on a Higher
Power; and his influence has won for this repre-

sentation a wide acceptance in modern Protestant

Germany.
8 Such in England is, or has been at

times, the practical instinct, if not the decision, of

Wesleyanism and kindred systems.
3

Feeling, not

knowledge; feeling, not morality ; feeling, not even

conscience, is the test of acceptance that is to say,

of satisfactory religion. Acceptance is warranted

by the sense of acceptance; religious progress is

measured by the sense of enjoying more and more

the raptures of the religious life.

Nor, if we look either into the recesses of the

human heart, or into the historical expressions of

religious earnestness, can the high place of feeling
in the religious life be rightly depreciated. Feeling
is the play of our consciousness coming into contact

with its object : it varies in intensity according to

the interest we take in that object : it is a totally
different thing in the case of a casual acquaintance
and of a near relative. When, then, the soul is in

intimate contact with the Object of objects with

1
Schleiermacher, Cbristliche Glaube, i. pp. 6-14. He is

expanding the proposition that " Die Frommigkeit, welche die
Basis aller kirchlichen Gemeinschaften d,usmacht, ist rein fur
sich betrachtet weder ein Wissen noch em Thnn, sondern em
Bestimmtheit des Gefiihls oder des unmittelbaren Selbstbc-
wusstseins." Compare p. 16. Das gemeinsame aller derjenigen
Bestimmtheiten des Selbstbewusstseins, welche iiberwiegend
ein Irgendwohergetroffensein der Empfanglichkeit aussagen,
ist dass wir uns als abhangig fiihlen.

2 As -with Nitzsch, Twesten, and others. Cf. Grimm, Inst.
Th. Dogm. p. 19.

3
Compare the remarks in Southey's "Life of Wesley,"

P. 2(i7.
Jf
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Feeling

"
in the Psalter and in S. Paul.

God, feeling, the purest and most intense, is not

merely legitimate, but ordinarily inevitable. How
much, of the Psalter is feeling the tenderest, the

strongest, the most loyal, the most affectionate !

"Like as the hart desireth the water-brooks, so

longeth my soul after Thee, God. My soul is

athirst for God, yea, even for the living God : when
shall I come to appear before the presence of God ?

"

"Whom have I in heaven but Thee, and there is

none upon earth that I desire in comparison of

Thee! " " My soul hangeth upon Thee : Thy right
hand hath upholden me." " Do not I hate them,

Lord, that hate Thee, and am not I grieved with

those that rise up against Thee : yea, I hate them

right sore, even as though they were mine enemies!" 1

How profoundly is the religion of S. Paul, as we

study it in his Epistles, penetrated by feeling !

Always in felt contact with an unseen Master; he

is tender, he is vehement, he burns, he is melted :

his dispositions towards his fellow-men are so various

and keen, because in him feeling has been educated

in a higher Presence. " The love of Christ con-

straineth us :

" " To me to live is Christ :

" Who
shall separate us from the love of Christ?" "I live;

yet not I, but Christ liveth in me :" "If any man
love not the Lord Jesus Christ, let him be anathema

maranatha." 2

But the question is not whether feeling be an
element of sincere religion ; but whether it be the

one most essential element. And here two observa-

tions cannot fail to strike us.

1 Ps. xlii. 1 ; Ixxiii. 25 ; Ixiii. 8 ; cxxxix. 21, 22.
* 2 Cor. v. 14 ; Phil. i. 21 ; Jlom. viii. 35 ; Gal. ii. 20 ; 1 Cor.

xvi. 22.



"
Feeling" should have a worthy object, n

In the long run, there can be, for well-ordered

minds, no strong play of feeling apart from a sense

of the intellectual truth of the object upon which

feeling is bestowed. To lavish feeling, if it be pos-
sible to do so, upon a personage who is even suspected

of being mythical -or half mythical, is to prostitute

feeling. Some idea, then, of the object of feeling
must precede the feeling, as well as a conviction of

the truth of the object so conceived of. "Wie are told

that religious feeling is especially the sense of entire

dependence upon a Higher Power : man's inmost soul

hangs confidingly upon the Power in which we live

and mo\:e and have our being. But, then, what is

this power ? That is a question which -must be

answered before feeling can determine its complexion.
Is this power an impersonal force? is it a blind fate

or destiny ? is it some vast machine, having neither

heart nor will, but moving onwards through endless

cycles of destructions and recombinations, of life and

death, unceasingly, resistlessly, inexorably? If so,

feeling at least cannot t-ike the form of absolute

dependence: there is no such thing as surrender-

ing yourself in trustful resignation to a piece of

machinery, which may crush you to death at any
moment in its advance. Trustful dependence is only

possible when that on which we depend is seen to

be a Person, and a moral Person, that is to say, holy,

truthful, compassionate, just. But here we pass out

of the region of feeling. It appears that before

feeling can trust itself, something is wanted to

guide and colour it. Knowledge is at least as

essential to religion as feeling; and knowledge
of the Object of religion, expressed in clear and
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Feeling" should accompany right conduct.

precise terms, is after all only another name for

dogma.
But, moreover, feeling, even if intelligent, must

accompany right moral effort, in order to he religious.

Feeling, even when directed to heavenly objects,

may he, in its suhstance, partly physical ; and there

is no necessary connection between feeling so origin-

ating and moral earnestness, or even a right morality.

Nay, it is very possible for those who feel warmly to

imagine, mistakenly enough, that warm feeling is

the same thing as, or an adequate substitute for,

acting rightly. He who said,
" If ye love Me, keep

My commandments,"
1
implied that there are forms

of religious passion, distinct no doubt from the true

Christian grace of love, which may co-exist with

disobedience, and may even appear to compensate
for it. The Galatians had not been the less willing
to "

pluck out their own eyes," out of devotion to

S. Paul, at the time of their conversion, because

they afterwards looked on him as a personal enemy
for telling them the truth about the Judaisers.2

The Apostle was not insincere who protested,
"
Though I should die with Thee, yet will I not

deny Thee;" 3 albeit a few hours later, at the crisis

of danger, he could exclaim, "I know not the

Man." 4
Feeling is not necessarily moral purpose ;

and its possible deficiencies on this side, as well as

on the side of knowledge, show that we cannot

regard it as alone forming the raw material of

religious life.
5

1 S. John xiv. 15. Gal. iv. 15, 16.
8 S. Matt. xxvi. 35. * S. Matt. xxvi. 72, 74.
6
Hegel, Werke, xvii. 295 (qu. Grimm). Grundet sieh die

Religion im Menschen nur auf ein Gefiihl, BO hat solchea richtig
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2. Is it then more nearly true to say that the

one essential thing in religion is knowledge know-

ledge of God and of the things of God? Some-

what of this kind was the opinion of the Gnostics of

the second .century. They regarded the Christian

doctrines as simply an addition to the existing stock

of current human speculations, and they ventilated

what appear to us nothing less than the wildest

fancies under the protection of current Christian

phrases, which served to decorate and recommend

speculations that often had nothing to do with Chris

tianity. They thought that the Apostles had been

unintellectual persons, upon whose well-meant efforts

they had themselves improved.
1 Since faith has in

it a large moral element, their watchword was, not

faith, but knowledge; and, in their own phrase, this

knowledge was to be the salvation of souls.8

The history of the human mind repeats itself, and
a position which is at bottom akin to the foregoing,
is familiar to some of us in the philosophies of

Schelling and Hegel. Here too faith is only the

lower grade, the popular form of the religious con-

sciousness; its most cherished doctrines are only

keine weitere Bestimnmng als das Gefiihl seiner Abhangigkeit
zu seyn, tmd so ware der Hund der beste Christ, denn er tragt
dieses am starksten in sich, und lebt vornehmlich in diesem
Gefiihle. Auch erlbsungsgefiihle hat der Hund, wenn seinem

Hunger durch einen Knochen Befdedigung wird." This does
not exolude the truth that the affectionate loyalty of a dog for

his master is a rebuke to the coldheartedness of Christians ;

but it is rightly implied that the religion of humanity must be
based on something more than feeling.

1 S. Irenseus, Hser. III. 12, 12.
8
Compare the account which S. IrensBus gives of the Valen-

tinians, Hser. i. 6, 2. Their contemptuous estimate of Catholic
Christians is expressed in the phrase

"
of 5! <tpya>v icol ir/crrews

fiffiatovfifvot Kai pi] vty Te\eiav yvwffiv e
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"
Knowledge

"
necessary to religion ;

parables of the realities open to the eye of science

upon which the modern thinker may gaze. His

religion is thus mainly an effort of the intellect,

which is perpetually engaged in disentangling and

distilling from the rude forms of old-world creeds

those abstract scientific conceptions which are better

suited to the palate of modern philosophy.
1

It has already been implied that knowledge true

knowledge of truth is of vital importance to re-

ligion. No one would question this, except in the

interests of a morbid fanaticism. Religion is im-

possible without some knowledge of its object ; and

our capacities for true religious life must, to a

certain extent, vary with our varying degrees of

religious knowledge.
2 "

This," says our Saviour,
" is

life eternal ; that they may know Thee, the only
true God, and Jesus Christ, Whom Thou hast sent." 8

The knowledge spoken of here, and elsewhere in the

Bible, is indeed not merely intellectual : it is know-

ledge in act ; it is the knowledge which is won by
love and obedience, as distinct from, although to-

gether with, intelligence. Nevertheless, knowledge,
in its ordinary sense of information apprehended

by the understanding, is indispensable to religion.

Sight is not the power of walking or working ; but

we cannot work or walk blindfolded without disaster.

1 In the words of a more recent Hegelian writer,
" Dass der

Inhalt der Eeligion und Philosophic derselbe sey, indem den
- Vorstellungen des religiosen Bewusstseyns ein inner fern

liegender Sinn nntergelegt wird, den man unverholen auszu-

sprechen sich nicht getrauen darf. Dawner, Andeutung eines

Systemes speculativer Philosophic, p 45, qii. by Grimm.
2 Kom. x. 2; Eph. i. 17; iv. 13; Phil. i. 9; Col. i. 9, 10;

ii. 2; 1 Tim. ii. 4; 2 Tim. iii. 7; Heb. x. 26; 2 Pet. i 2, 3, 8;

ii. 20. * B. Johu xvii. 3.



but it must be fertilized by love. 15

Yet no mere action of the intelligence, however

active, upon the subject-matter of religion, is the

true back-bone of religion. Knowledge alone may
only enhance responsibility. If Christ had not come

and spoken to the Jews, they had not had sin : as it

was, they had no cloke for their sin.
1

S. Paul con-

trasts a merely intelligent apprehension of religious

subjects with love. "
Knowledge," he says,;

'

puffeth

up, but charity edifieth." 2 The whole drift of

S. James's Epistle goes to show the worthlessness,

religiously speaking, of unfruitful knowledge. The
hearer of the Word who is not a doer, is compared
with the man who continueth in the perfect law of

liberty besides looking into it. The first does but

realize a fleeting and unproductive impression; the

second has undergone a change of life.
3

The most intellectual of the Greeks, whose

thoughts about God and the soul might at times

almost seem to anticipate Christianity, as they have

been welcomed with the respect of many a genera-
tion of Christians, has unwittingly warned us of the

religious impotence of mere culture, by staining his

pages, not once or twice, but habitually, with sym-

pathetic references to crimes, tolerable enough to the

public sentiment of Athens, but the very names of

which are defiling to Christian lips. The most in-

tellectual Gnostics were sensualists ; sensualists upon
a theory and with deliberation.4 And modern history,

1 S. John xv. 22 ; ix. 41. 2 1 Cor. viii. 1.
* S. James i. 22-24..
4 S. Irenseus, Hser. i. 6, 3. Sib fify KO! ra aireipypfva irdvra

45eSy of T\ei6raTot irpdrrovaiv mir&v, irepl 8>v at ypcupal

tfcuovvTcu, robs iroiovvras turrit ^otriXeiiw eou /J
Cf. 1 Cor. vi. 9, 10.
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if it were worth our while to consult it here, yields

many a warning that intellectual culture about

religious things is one thing, and genuine religion

quite another. Henry VIII., who had been destined

for the English Primacy, was among the best read

theologians of his day; but whatever opinion may
be entertained of his place, as a far-sighted states-

man in English history, no one would seriously

speak of him as personally religious.

Intelligence indeed, however cultivated, is only a

department of human life. Man is something greater
than a cultivated intellect; even than an intellect

cultivated by study of the highest objects that can

be presented to it, by study of the things of God.

More than this is needed to constitute religion;

which, if it be not merely a sentiment or passion, so

certainly it is more than an intellectual effort, how-
ever serious be its purpose or sublime its goal.

3. Are we then to say, with a large section of the

modern world, that the essential thing in religion
is morality? This was the teaching of Immanuel
Kant. Religion, as he phrases it, is a practical

recognition of the Divine origin of the moral law.1

And it is a doctrine which constantly meets us in

the society and the general literature of our own

country at the present day. Its popularity is easy
of explanation in an age when belief in the Unseen

has been seriously weakened among those classes of

the people to which the political necessity of strength-

ening virtues which purify life and uphold society

is pre-eminently obvious.

And certainly we must admit that religion has no

Quot. in Luthardt: Apologetische Vortfage, 1. 6.
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more appropriate work than the regulation of human
life in accordance with moral truth : it is in this

province especially that we look for evidences of its

reality. and its power. "By their fruits ye shall

know them,"
1 said its one great Master, of certain

religious aspirants.
" Pure religion," according to

His Apostle,
" and undefiled before God and the

Father, is this, to visit the fatherless and widows in

their affliction, and to keep himself unspotted from

the world." 2 In other. words, it is active philan-

thropy and personal purity. The language used

to describe it in the Bible, implies that knowledge
of religion and religious emotions are, as we have

seen, worse than incomplete, if they do not lead -to

active goodness.
3 What a man knows or feels is of

little import, until it is ascertained what he does, or

rather what he is.
4

But it by no means follows that morality can be

truly described as the essence of religion. It differs

from religion in this, that morality is conformity to

a law of right, while religion is essentially a relation

towards a Person. A perfect, absolute inqrality will

cover the same practical ground as true religion.
But if men endeavour to treat morality as the only
essential element in religion, and accordingly at-

tempt to plant it on some independent basis, physical
or otherwise, of its own two things will happen.
Such a morality will be much narrower than a

religious morality; it will, in the judgment of

religious men, present an incomplete view of the

1 S. Matt; vii. 16. * S. James i. 27.
3 S. Matt. vii. 22, 23 ; 2 S. Pet. ii. 20, 21.
4 Ps. xv. i. sqg. ; xxiv. 3, 5 ; Kom. viii. 13, 14. -

C
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real cycle of duty; notably, it will fail to recognize
that most important side of duty which we owe

exclusively to God. But, besides this, morality,
divorced from religion, will tend more and more,
from the nature of the case, to approximate to a

department of mere htiman law; to concern itself

only with acts and not with motives ; to make the

external product, and not the internal governing

principle, the supreme consideration. Morality,
severed from religious motive, is like a branch cut

off from a tree : it may, here and there, from acci-

dental causes, retain its greenness for a while ; but

its chance of vigorous life is a very slender one. Nor
is it possible to popularize a real morality, a morality
that shall deal with motives as well as with acts,

without unveiling to the eye of the soul something
more personal than an abstract law. It is when
man has caught sight of the one Perfect Being, and

in the effort to escape from the weakness and degra-
dations of his own earthly life,

"
lifts up his soul

"

to. 'this unseen, all-powerful, all-bountiful Friend,

that he may hope to discover the true ideal of his

life,', and to realize it.
"

Religion is thus the constant

spring and best guarantee of morality ; but morality
is not the " essence of- religion." Eeligion consists

fundamentally in the practical recognition of a con-

straining bond between the inward life of man and
an unseen Person.1

The ancients were fond of discussing the deriva-

tion pf the word religion ;- and Cicero refers it to

1
Compare Eus. Prsep. Ev. 1,2. y irpbs rlv eVa /cal ptvov obs

a\7]8eas 6fio\oyovp.ev6v re Kal vvra. Qebv ts.vd.vev<ris KctL rj Kara.

TOVTOV -fi*
--.,-
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that anxious habit of mind which cons over again
and again all that bears on the service of heaven.1

Lactantius may be wrong in his etymology, but He

has certainly seized the broad popular sense of the

word, when he connects it with the idea of an oblfc

gatibn by which man is bound to an invisible Lord.2

With this the Biblical phraseology is in substan-

tial harmony. The expressions which describe the

religion of the earliest Patriarchs are in point ; and,

like much else in the Pentateuch, they mould the

later language -of the Psalter. Enoch and Noah are

said to have " walked with God ;

" Abraham was
bidden "walk before the face of God, and be per-
fect."

s Here God is represented as the bourideh

Companion of a man's life, as well as his all-survey-

ing Judge and Master ; and this idea of religion as

personal devotedness to God nnderlies all the repre-
sentations of Scripture on the subject. Religion in

the understanding, is the knowledge of God,
4 of

His will and commandments ; it is the knowledge of

His "
mystery

"
or secret counsel revealed in Christ,5

When the Jewish law had been given, religion was

practically a "
walking in the law of the Lord ;

" G

when the Christian revelation has been made, it is

an "acknowledgment of the truth which is after

godliness/'
7 But in this truth, in that law, it seeks

1 Nat. Depr. ii. 28. Qui omnia qa.se ad culttun deorum pcr-
tinerent, diligenter retractarent et tanquam relegerent, religiosi
dicti sunt ex relegendo.

2 Inst. Diy. iv. 28. Vinculo pietatis obstricti, Deo religati
fiumus, unde ipsa religio nomen- cepit. Compare the hostile
phrase of Lucretius,

"
religionum se nodia solvere." Of. St. Au-

Eetract. 1. 13 ; de vera relig. xli. 55.

!
e
?-
v
:
24 ; vi' 9 : xvii - L 4 Hos. iv. 1.

8
Eph. 1. 17. 6 Pa. cxix. 1 ; Cf. S. Luke i. G. 7 Tit, i. 1.
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a Person ; it is fundamentally .the maintenance of a

re.al relation with, the Personal God, or with a Divine

Person really incarnate in Jesus Christ. Accordingly,

religion, both Jewish and Christian, is described as a

covenant; it is a "bond or understanding "between

the nation or the sonl and God ; or, still more, from

the point of view of a faith that worketh by love, it

is personal communion with God. " That which we
have seen and heard," says S. John, "declare we
.nnto you, that ye also may have communion with

us, and truly our communion is with the Father,,

and with His Son Jesus Christ." *

Thus religious life is more than feeling, since feel-

ing may be physical, misdirected, selfish. It is more
than knowledge, which, even if it be complete and

accurate, may fail to govern the moral nature. It

is more than obedience to a moral code, because such

obedience, if sufficiently complete to be religious,

already implies relations to the Lawgiver. And yet

religion is feeling ; it is mental illumination ; it is

especially moral effort ; because it is that which im-

plies, and comprehends, and combines them all. Jfc

is the sacred bond, freely accepted, generously,

enthusiastically, persistently welcomed, whereby the

soul engages to make a continuous expenditure of

its highest powers in attaching itself to the Personal

Source and Object of its being. It is the tie by
which the soul binds itself to God, its true friend.

To be thus bound to a person is to cherish strong,

nay, passionate feelings towards him ; it is to seek

to know all that can be known about his wishes and

character, and to register this knowledge in exact

'IS. John i. 3.
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terms; it is to obey scrupulously all that is clearly

ascertained to be his will. " Shew Thou me the

way that I should walk in, for I lift up my soul

unto Thee." This is the language of feeling, pure
and strong ; it is the language of intelligence, ever

desiring a higher knowledge of its Highest Object ;

it is the language of obedience, the most absolute

that man can proffer. It is these, because it is the

voice, the exceeding great cry, of that unquenchable

passion, of that irrepressible aspiration, whereby the

soul of man shews forth its truest dignity and high-
est virtue in seeking the better to know and love

and serve its Highest and Invisible Object ; because,

in a word, it is the language of religion.

II.

If the prayer of the human soul be granted, can

we infer from the needs of the suppliant any of the

necessary characteristics of the great gift which is

to relieve them ? To say that we can do so will not

fce
"
dictating terms to God," because He is not more

the author of a religious Eevelation than of the

moral and mental instincts which demand it. To

say that we can do so will not involve our "paying
court to the corrupt instincts of a fallen nature ;

"

because it certainly is not these instincts which seek

a close approach to a nearer vision of the Throne of

Moral Purity and Light. Nor will it compromise
the True Faith by drawing attention to some
features which are, and must be, more or less

common to it with the false faiths whereby man,
again and again, during his long and weary history,
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has sought to satisfy the noblest of his passions, even

when lie has only lighted up the dark canopy of

heaven from fires kindled by himself on earth. For
in order to exist at all, false beliefs must embody
some, even considerable elements of truth; and

conversely, the True Faith, in order to be itself,

must have something, both in its form and in its

substance, that is common to itself and to every
falsehood that opposes it. :

1. First of all, then, an answer from God to the

religious needs of man will be, at least in some

degree, a mysterious answer: it will half unveil

much which shades off into the unknown and the

incomprehensible. To profess to reveal the Infinite,

and yet to undertake to explain -everything to the

perfect satisfaction of a finite understanding, is

worse than unreasonable. And a creed which should

discover nothing that lies beyond the province of

our experience, can have no pretensions to be a

religious creed at all. For religion is not a relation

to or communion with nature, or with any natural

force or law; it is communion with an Invisible

Person. Certainly, we hear men speak of a religion

of. art, of a religion of work, of a religion of civil-

ization. Harmless metaphors , these, if it be only
meant that all the occupations of life can and should

be penetrated and sanctified by the sense, of God's

Presence and Will ; but mischievous and misleading
to the last degree, if it be suggested that either art,

or work, or civilization is in itself an end worthy of

the highest energies of the human spirit. He. only
who, made us for Himself the Infinite and Eternal

God can be the object of religion, and any serious
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answer to the religious aspirations ofhumanity must

point to Sim. " Our preachers," said a German

writer, referring to his university some thirty years

ago, .

"
having got rid of the Christian doctrin.es "by

means of the higher criticism, are now insisting with

much earnestness upon the importance of taking

regular exercise." 1
Kegular exercise is no doubt

a matter .of real importance in its way: hut an

advocacy of its advantages, however impassioned,

says nothing to that side of our being which breathes

^the prayer,
" Shew Thou me the way that I should

walk in, for I lift up my soul unto Thee."

That Christianity is mysterious, is no new objec-

tion against it. Unquestionably it is mysterious.
In the year 1702, Toland undertook to prove that
"
Christianity is not mysterious :

" but he only suc-

ceeded in leading a certain number of minds to a

belief that it is false. That "the Gospel contains

nothing contrary to reason
"

is the conviction of

every Christian, who knows that right reason and
revelation are alike gifts of God. That the Gospel
" contains nothing above reason," is an assertion so

paradoxical, as. to be undeserving of a reply from
those who believe that the historical and doctrinal

statements of the New Testament are integral ele-

ments of the. Gospel. Toland, indeed, could only
make any approach to demonstrating his thesis, by
tampering with the ordinary and world-wide sense

of the term "
Mystery ;

" and since the days of

Toland science herself has, by her discoveries, made
men feel more keenly than did our fathers the

mysteriousness of Nature, and through Nature, of

Nature's GOD.
1 Dr. Tholuck to Dr. Puscy.
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2. Next, God's answer to man's prayer must, at

least within limits, be definite. An answer made Tip

altogether of vague hopes, aspirations, surmisings,

guesses, probabilities, whatever its other merits, will

not meet the specific needs of man. What does man
seek in seeking a religious creed? He seeks intel-

lectual satisfaction and moral support. His intellect

asks for reliable information upon certain subjects
of the most momentous importance. How does he
come to be here? Whither is he going? What is

the purpose and drift of the various forms of exist-

ence around him ? Above all, what is the nature,
what are the attributes and dispositions, of that

Being to Whom the highest yearnings of his inmost

self constantly point as the true object of his exist-

ence ? In asking that the answers to these questions
shall be definite, that what is certain shall be affirmed

as certain, what is doubtful as doubtful, what is false

as false, he is only asking that his religious informa-

tion shall be presented in as clear and practical a

shape as his information on other subjects. In no

department of human knowledge is haziness deemed
a merit : by nothing is an educated mind more dis-

tinguished than by the resolute effort to mark the

exact frontiers of its knowledge and its ignorance ;

to hesitate only when hesitation is necessary; to

despair of knowledge only when knowledge is ascer-

tainably out of reach. Surely on the highest and
most momentous of all subjects this same precision

may be asked for with reverence and in reason;

surely the human mind is not bound to forget its

noblest instincts when it approaches the throne and

presence of its Maker.
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Yet more necessary are definite statements of

truth and duty to the moral side of human life. To

obey at all, we must know what are the true limits

of obedience, and what the nature and authority of

the lawgiver. A soldier under fire has two things
to do : first to attend to the word of his commanding
officer, and then to strengthen his will by all the

considerations which may enable him to do his duty.

Man, as a moral being, is engaged in a perpetual

campaign against the invading forces of temptation
which assail him from without, and the insurrec-

tionary outbreaks of lawless passions from within.

If he is to make a successful resistance, he must be

penetrated by a conviction that it is of vital import-
ance to resist to the last extremity. This conviction

must itself be made up of and depend upon other

convictions, such as the sanctity of God, His power,
His omnipresence, the interest which He takes in

our success, the strength with which He supplies us,

the certainty that He will come to judge us. A
hazy sketch, a faltering utterance may suffice for an

aimless sentimentalism ; it is useless for the purposes
of an earnest moral struggle.
An exact creed and code of conduct is therefore a

need of man's mental and moral nature; and all

religious systems, whatever their truth or falsehood,
have attempted to satisfy it. The answer to this

need, with which we are familiar, is that contained

in the Christian theology ; and we use that word in
its broad sense, as including the whole cycle of re-

vealed doctrine and morals. Theology, in its scien-

tific exhibition, results from, the effort . which the-

Christian mind makes from age to age to reduce to
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a precise and working form the deposit of truth

committed at the first to the Christian Church. It

is - the elaborate . inventory which century after

century the Church has been taking of the priceless

treasures which were committed to her keeping in

the age of the Apostles. What doctrines may and

may not "be catalogued in that inventory without

serious inaccuracy, is a point upon which, unhappily,
there are wide divisions in the Christian world j but

in the fifty generations of Christians from the first

until the present age there has never been any sort

of question as to the duty of ascertaining, as correctly

as may be, what are the truths which Christ and
His Apostles have taught, what is the exact area and

import of these truths, what their moral and.social

significance, what our practical duties towards them.

Yes ; but it is said, has not his inveterate instinct

of the Christian jnmd "been fatal to the beauty of

religious truth? Is not religious truth better left

in the vague, hazy distance of popular thought ? Is

it not vulgarized by this nearer probing, by this

inquisitive anxiety to make out exactly what it is ?

Is not the New Testament vague and undecided, and

are we likely to improve upon it? Are not the

clergy, too, under a temptation to confuse between

their professional instinct of making the most of their

title-deeds, and the real broad interests of Christen-

dom? Has not Christendom, in fact, suffered by
over-definitions, by false definitions; and this in

former ages as certainly as in our own ?

Certainly there are arguments which may be urged
against definitions ; and first of all on aesthetic

grounds. A picture of Turner's is a more beautiful
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thing than a working drawing ; but if your object

be to give the measurements of a public edifice,

Turner's picture would not be the more useful guide
of the two. It is easy to advise a man to "

study
and admii'e the poetry of Isaiah and S. John, with-

out troubling himself with the truth of their theo-

logical dogmas, or even of their historical statements."

No doubt the poetry of the Evangelist and of the

Prophet is of consummate beauty, but it is not their

poetry which has impressed them on the thought
and heart of the Christian world. The really im-

portant question about both these writers is, what

do they exactly teach upon the gravest subjects that

can interest thoughtful men? And next, is their

teaching true? The answer to this, to be worth

having, must be a sharply defined answer ; and art,

if needs be, must make a sacrifice to the demands of

truth . That thereiave been unnecessary definitions;

xash definitions, false definitions in Christendom,
must be frankly granted : that they are still possible
cannot be denied, in view of contemporary events;
that they have injured the cause of Christ cannot be
doubted. But the question is as to the principle of

definiteness, not as to its abuse : false definitions, like,

false miracles, imply the true, of which they are a
counterfeit and caricature. As to the New Testament,
those who speak of its teaching as indefinite, appear to

confuse between its substance and its form. Made up
as it is of four biographical sketches, of one narrative

of the lives and works of some missionary teachers, of

twenty-one letters, six of them addressed to indi-

viduals, and of one description of a heavenly visionj

its form is, of necessity, unmethodical; it is, if .you
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will, anti-scholastic. But its form is distinct from

its substance ; and from age to age the clear import
of its substance is pressed upon the imagination and
heart of the world by the matchless beauties of its

form. The teaching of the New Testament indefi-

nite ! It is simple paradox. "What can be more
definite than the account of Christ's Birth, of His

Miracles, of His Eesurrection, of His Ascension into

heaven, in the first three Gospels ? What more defi-

nite than the awful representation of His Person in

the fourth? Is the account of justification t
in the

Epistle to the Romans and the G-alatians indefinite ?

Or that of the Eucharist and the supernatural gifts

of the Spirit in the First Epistle to the Corinthians,

or that of the incorporation of the Church with the

living and triumphant Christ in the letters to the

Colossians and Ephesians, or that of its organization
in the Pastoral Epistles ? Is it not rather true that

the New Testament is much too definite for modern

unbelief, and that the real crime of the Church is,

not that she has added the quality of definiteness to

the writings of the Apostles and the Evangelists,
but that she has persistently called attention to that

quality which from the first, and from the nature of

the case, belonged to them ?

How, indeed, could it be otherwise ? How would

the cry of humanity for light and guidance have

been answered ? how would it not rather have been

mocked and scorned, by a revelation of the indefinite ;

by a revelation, of mists whereof none could decide

the frontiers, or unfold the meaning, or insist upon
the worth? Such a revelation would have in fact

revealed nothing; nothing that might not have
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been in some degree surmised by reason ; nothing
that could invigorate the heart or control the will.

And in Christianity God has not thus disappointed
us. He has not contrived to say much without

asserting anything. If our Heavenly Father has

not answered the petition of His children for the

solid bread of truth with a stone, He as certainly

has not met it by offering them a transcendental

vapour.
; ;

3. Thirdly, a real answer to the religious needs of

man must be positive. It must state what is truth,

and not merely what is not truth. The soul of man
does not look inward and upward only in the hope
of detecting falsehoods : its deepest desire is to

know, not what is not, but what is. Merely nega-
tive teachers are as the wind ; they destroy but they
cannot build ; at their best they do but sweep away
the unsubstantial fictions of human fancy or human
fraud, but they erect nothing solid in the place of

the discarded fictions. Positive truth alone can

feed, sustain, invigorate the soul. It is no support
in the hour of despondency or in the hour of tempt-
ation to reflect or to be told that .such and such ra

doctrine or system is false. Possibly enough it is

false ; but what then ? Does a sense of its falsehood

nerve the will to do and the heart to sustain when
action and endurance are hard ? A sense of false-

hood only supplies moral power so long and ,so far

as you are confronted with the falsehood. You hate

the lie, and your hatred imports force into your
contradiction ; you loathe the idol, and a righteous
scorn nerves your arm to shatter it. But when the
idol has been pulverized and the lie is exploded,
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your force is gone. Your force was purely relative

to the objects of its animosity, and it perished with

them. Nay, more ; even while they lasted, your
force was good for nothing beyond and beside the

function of destroying them. Such force is like

Jehu-; it is trenchant energy so long as vengeance
has to be wreaked upon

1the house of Ahab; but it

is-abject-impotence when-the time comes -for settling

the polity of Israel on a sure foundation, so as to

store up a legacy of strength and safety for the

coming times. Positive doctrine, on the other hand,

is, or ought to be, moral power. The whisper,
" there is no God," in the heart of the moral fool,

can never add to his stock of practical force. The
faith of the Psalmist,

" the Lord liveth," is at once

followed by the exclamation,
" and blessed be my

strong Helper, and praised be the God of my- salva-

tion." 1 :The soul cannot rest upon the void which
is the result of that vast negation : it can and does

draw comfort, strength, support, determination, as it

grasps and leans upon this greatest of all assertions.

This is a point which requires insisting on, espe-

cially in an age of criticism. Here and there

criticism may vindicate an affirmation ; its more

ordinary occiipation is to destroy. It. almost pro-
ceeds upon the assumption that the soil of truth is

encumbered on all sides with brushwood and rub-

bish, and that it can scarcely do wrong in burning
and clearing away for ever. We may allow that

there is legitimate and useful work for it to do ; but
it is not the less true that the temper of mind which
it creates is prone to entertain a most serious misap-

1 Ps. xviii. 47.
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prehension on religious matters. It tends to beget
the notion that religious truth is simply negation-

negation of false beliefs, negation of superstitious

practices, negation of the errors and mistakes of

other people; but scarcely anything that is really

positive, with a body and substance of its own.

Very many people in this country, especially among
the educated classes, conceive of religion; in this

way, and to their own unspeakable loss. What God
is not, what Christ is not, what the atonement and

work of Christ are not, what prayer is not, what

sacraments are not; these' are the questions with

which they concern themselves almost exclusively.

Yet the only question that is lastingly practical is

what God, Christ, the atonement, prayer, the sacra-

ments are. The. negative conclusion does nothing

beyond . removing one or more misconceptions, or

being supposed to do so ; or rather it does something
which were^better, undone. It satisfies the vague
sense that religion is too important a concern 'to be

entirely passed by: it furnishes a -form of interest

in religion, of strictly intellectual interest; that may
be warranted,.to entail no practical consequences.
And thus the half-awakened conscience is again
lulled to sleep, by encountering a -religious idea

which only .presents itself to be discarded-;- and the

eyes of the spirit close, perhaps for ever.

Dp I say that a true faith has no- negative aspects ?

Certainly not. The Jewish -faith was -a negation
of Polytheism; Christianity is a -negation of Poly-
theism, and of much besides. The most character-

istic writings; of the .great Apostle
; -' are protests

against false ideas.:of the work of Christ : the most
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elaborate of the Catholic creeds contains a repudia-
tion of errors which deny the truth of the Divine

Nature, or the truth of the Person of Jesus. - But in

these cases the negation does not stand alone ; it is

only the inevitable corollary of a greater affirmation.

Unlike the dreary criticism which makes a solitude

in the human spirit, and then sardonically calls it

peace, the negations of the Creed do but remove

obstructions to its positive statements : they clear a

space in thought for laying the foundations and

raising the walls of a solid edifice, within which the

Divine Architect has provided for the most urgent
wants of man.

4. Yet again, if man's deepest needs are to be

satisfied, he must believe that his creed is absolutely,

and not merely relatively, true. Kelative truth

truth which is true only to certain persons or under

certain circumstances ceases to be truth when thdse

persons and circumstances pass. It is transient ;

and to say that truth is transient, is to qualify the

idea of truth by an attribute which destroys it.

Relative truth is not truth, in the plain sense of the

term ;
it is only opinion ; it is opinion which in the

event proves to be unfounded.

We are often told that Christianity, like the other

positive religions of the world, is relatively true;
and hard words are used of Christians, who say that

its truth is absolute if it be true at all. Yet how
can a creed profess to be relatively true without

admitting itself to be really false ? It was pardon-
able in Benhadad's Syrians to suggest that the God
of Israel was only a God of the hills ; but no believ-

ing Israelite could have granted this without deny-
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ing the first article of his creed. And Philosophy-

has sometimes meant to befriend Christianity, by
asserting that it teaches a relative truth. She bids

believers make the best of it, on the ground that if

.not absolutely true, it is a phase of truth, true to

the believer, true provisionally, although liable to

be superseded by a higher truth in days to come.

But who could make the most of a creed with

such an estimate of its worth as this ? Would any
sensible man die for a "relatively true" religion?

Could it teach him the duties of prayer or self-

sacrifice ? Would he live for it ? Would he be even

interested for long in a philosophy which he believed

to be only relatively true? While the Ptolemaic

system of the heavens lasted, it was supposed to be

absolutely true. Would the ancient world have

listened quietly to the Ptolemaic teachers had it

suspected, however distantly, the advent of a Coper-
nicus ? The ceremonial element in the Jewish dis-

pensation, as S. Paul has taught us, was only of

relative authority. But it was believed by the Jews
to be absolute. To see in it

" a figure of the time

then present," was already to have become a Chris-

tian. Any creed, whether true or false, must claim

to be absolute, or it must make no claim at all ; since

upon our faith in its absolute truth depends our per-
suasion of the necessity and even of the reasonable-

ness of the acts, habits, efforts, sacrifices, which
constitute its practical side of the ventures, in

short, which men make on account of it.

To say that Christianity is only relatively true ;

that it is but the prelude and introduction to some
broader religion of humanity, which will in time

D
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supersede it, is, in fact, to reject Christianity. For
from the first Christianity has claimed to be the

Universal Eeligion. It was destined from the first

to embrace the whole world ; it was to last through-
out the ages.

" Go ye," said its Founder,
" and

make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the

name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy
Ghost;

"
and,

"
lo, I am with you alway, even unto

the end of the world." 1 In this claim of uni-

versality, whether in time or range of empire, there

lay the implied and further claim to be the Absolute

Religion the one final unveiling of the Universal

Father's mind before the eyes of His children.2 This

conviction underlies S. Paul's earnest apostolate of

the Gentiles in the face of active Jewish prejudice.
He " owed " 3 the absolute religion,. as he could have

owed no relative religion whatever, to the Greeks

and to the Barbarians alike, to the philosophers and

to the uneducated. To his eye all the deepest
divisions of country, race, and station vanished

entirely as men passed within the Church. " There

is," he exclaimed,
" neither Greek nor Jew, circum-

cision nor uncircumcision, Barbarian, Scythian, bond
nor free, but Christ is all, and in all." 4 A religion
conscious of being suitable only to particular dates

or localities could never have originally aspired to

bring within the range of its influence all the

varieties of race and thought that are found in the

human family. It would feel its unsuitableness to

1 S. Matt, xxviii. 19, 20.
8 Baur: Vorlesungen fiber Neutestamentliche Theologie,

p.. 131.
3 Eom. L 14. Col. iii. 11 ; of. Gal. iii. 28.
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some races, to some civilizations, to some historical

periods, if not to all.
" To make all men see what

is the fellowship of the mystery which from the

beginning of the world hath been hid in God,"
1

was an ambition appropriate "to the faith once

for all delivered to the Saints." a

5. Lastly, if man's religious wants are to be

answered, his creed must speak, not merely to his

intelligence, but to his heart and will. He cannot

really rest upon the most unimpeachable abstrac-

tions. He needs something warmer than the truest

philosophy. He yearns to come in contact with a

heart; and no religion therefore can really satisfy

him which does not at least lead him to know and

love a person. An unseen Friend, who will purify,

and teach, and check, and lead, and sustain him :

this is his great necessity. And this want, this last

but deepest want of man's religious life, Christianity
has satisfied. As humanity,

"
sitting in darkness

and in the shadow of death," pleads with the Power
Whom it feels but cannot see " Shew Thou me the

way tiiat I should walk in, for I lift up my soul

uirto Thee "
lo ! the heavens drop down from above,

and the skies pour forth righteousness. And One
fairer than the children of men presents Himself to

all the centuries and countries of the world with

the gracious bidding, "Come unto Me, all ye that

labour and are heavy laden, and I will give you
rest." 8

In the Lectures which are to follow during the

succeeding Sundays of Lent, an attempt will be
made to insist upon some of the truths which are

1

Eph. iii. 9. * S. Jude 3. S. Matt. xi. 28.
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most fundamentally related to the soul's religious

life, as they come into contact with some forms of

modern thought. Of so vast a subject a few frag-

ments are all that, from the nature of the case, can

possibly be offered. If we could say all that could

be said, such truths must still shade off into the

unknown. But we may at least endeavour to trace

what we can see of their real outline, to quicken our

sense of their positive contents, to deepen our con-

victions of their absolute and unchanging signifi-

cance, to enhance the influence which they already

exert over our moral natures. It is not well thaib

such topics should be approached with no higher

purpose than that of an intellectual enterprise. If

we do not mean the cry,
" Shew Thou me the way

that I should walk in, for I lift up my soul unto

Thee," it were better not to enter on the holy

ground. Religion must indeed always command the

attention of practical men, because it is, at least, one

of the most powerful forces, because it shapes the

strongest passions, that can govern the conduct of

large masses of mankind. It also will ever be in-

teresting to serious thinkers, whether they accept
its authority or not ; for without controversy it has

.a word to say upon the highest objects of human

thought. But for those who look at it, not only
from without but from within, not as a toy of the

intellect, but as a necessity of the soul, it must be

something more than this. If there be any truth

in its teachings at all, if its aspirations be anything
more than a waste of heart .and effort, lavished

through centuries upon what are after all only weird

or graceful phantoms of the brain, then nothing that
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can occupy our thoughts can really compare with

it in point of absorbing and momentous import.

Beyond" everything else, it must have imperious
claims upon the time and thought and working

power of every human being who has ever felt, in

any serious degree, the unspeakable solemnity of life

and death. May Grod endow us with a sense of this

interest in that which binds us to Himself, or may
He deepen it; and then, in answer to the longings
which it will assuredly foster in every sincere soul,

may He this Lent be merciful to us, each and all,

and bless us, and shew us the light of His counte-

nance, and be merciful nnto us 1
l

1 Ps. Ixvii. 1



LECTURE II

.Second jSsunUaj) in ilcnt.

GOD, THE OBJECT OF EELIGIOK.

Ps. xlii. 2.

My soul is afhirst for God, yea even for the living God : when
shall I come to appear before the presence of God ?

THERE is scarcely, even in the Psalter, a more touch-

ing psalm than this. The Psalmist is probably an
exile of the early Assyrian period. In the land of

his captivity, he is surrounded by all the institutions

of an established idolatry, and, as he sadly reflects,

he is far removed from the Holy Home of the race of

Israel ; from the place which the Lord had chosen

to put His name there ; from the worship and fellow-

ship of the sacred commonwealth. His thought

spans the intervening desert, and he dwells with a

full and aching heart on all that lies beyond it. He
remembers the festival services in Jerusalem in by-

gone years, when he went with the " multitude

keeping holyday," when he, too, had his share in the
" voice of joy and praise." As he calls up in memory
this cherished part, he pours out his soul in secret

grief; and while the cruel heathen around taunt

him with the insulting question, Where is thy God?
he can only find refuge in tears ; his tears, as he
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tells us, flow by day and by night. When will the

long years of exile have an end? When will he

come to "
appear before the presence of God "

? He
is like the thirsty stag, panting after the distant

water-brooks ; his inmost being is
" athirst for God,

yea even for the living God."
" The living God !

" What a strange, yet what a

pregnant phrase ! Surely, the Author of Life must

live ; yet here is an expression which hints at the

idea of deities who are not alive. It was thus that

the Hebrews distinguished the true God Who had

revealed Himself to their ancestors from the false

gods of the nations around them. " As for all the

gods of the heathen, they are but idols ; but it is the

Lord that made the heavens." x The heathen deities

were so much carving, sculpture, and colouring ; or

they were so much human imagination or human,

speculation ; they had no being independent of the

toil, whether of the hands or of the brains of men.

They had no existence in themselves ; they did not

live, whether men thought about them or not : as

we should say, they had no objective existence. It

was true that evil spirits, by lurking beneath the

idol forms, or draping themselves in the debasing
fancies of the heathen world, might contrive to

appropriate the homage which the human heart in

its darkness lavished upon its own creations; and
thus the Canaauites are said, in their cruel' Moloch-

worship, to have sacrificed their sons and their

daughters unto devils.2 But the broad contrast,
latent in the expression

" the living God," is the
contrast between imagination and fact ; between an

1 PB. xcvL 5. *
I's. cvi. 37.
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Existing Being and a collection of fancy personages;
between a solemn truth and a stupid and debasing

unreality.
We are not here concerned to inquire what

elements of truth there may have been in the forms

of heathen worship with which the Jews came into

contact.1 Some truth there certainly was in the

most degraded of them ; since a religion which is

pure undiluted falsehood could not continue to exist

as a religion, and the false religions which do exist,

only exist by virtue of the elements of truth which
in varying proportions they severally contain. The
lowest fetichism witnesses to the great truth, that

man must go out of himself in order to seek for an

adequate object of his heart-felt devotion of his

highest enthusiasms. And no instructed Christian

would deny that certain forms of heathenism embrace

incidentally the recognition of considerable districts

of fundamental truth. If, indeed, as S. Paul says,

God teaches all men up to a certain point through
nature and conscience,

2 it could not be otherwise;
and this intermixture of truth, which is thus latent

in all heathenism, affords the best starting-point for

convincing heathens of the errors which they admit,

and of the truths which they deny beyond.
8 In this

1 On the " Dispensation of Paganism," see Newman's " Arians
of the Fourth Century," pp. 87-91 ; and the quotation from
S. Clem. Alex. Strom, vii. 2. "He (the Word) it is who gives
to the Greeks their philosophy. . . . His revelations, both the
former and the latter, are drawn forth from one fount ; those
who were before the Law, not suffered to be without Law;
those who do not hear the Jewish philosophy, uot surrendered
to an unbridled course."

2 Rom. i. 19, 20.
3 So S. Clem. Alex, speaks of Greek philosophy as
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sense, undoubtedly, the science, which has been of

late named Comparative Theology, may be made

really serviceable to the interests of Christian truth.

It is a widely different thing to start with an

assumption that all the positive religions in the

world, the Jewish and Christian revelations included,

are alike conglomerate formations in very varying

degrees, partly true and partly false ; and that the

religion of the future an etherealized abstraction,
to be distilled by science from all the creeds and

worships of mankind will be something beyond,
and distinct from all of them. Certainly heathenism

is not treated, either in the Old Testament or in the

New, with the tenderness which would befit such an

anticipation as this. Practically speaking, and as

contrasted with the revealed truth, whether Jewish
or Chiistian, heathenism is represented as a lie. To
live within its territorial range is to live in the

kingdom of darkness ;
* to practise its rites is to be

an enemy to God by wicked works ;
2 to go after false

gods is to have the earnest of great trouble,
8 and to

provoke the anger of the real Lord of the Universe.

The Assyrian idols did not raise in the exile's mind
any question as to the stray elements of truth which

might be underlying so much tawdry and impure
error. " My soul," he cried,

" is athirst for God, yea
even for the living God: when shall I come to

appear before the presence of God ?
"

The language of this exile is in truth the language

-rijs KOT& Xpjtrrbv <t>t\off<j>ias. Strom, vi., qu. by Newman,
ubi sup.

1 Is. Ix. 2 ; 1 Pet. ii. 9. a Col. i.'21.
* Ps. Ixxviii. 59, 60; cvi. 36-40.
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of the human heart, under the stress of the purest
and deepest desire that man can know. In this life

man is an exile ; he is parted from his true home
and country ; he is the victim of an unconquerable
restlessness. This restlessness of the mind this

"wasting fever of the heart" of man this un-

willingness to "be satisfied with any earthly good
attracted the attention of ancient thinkers. But

they did not understand its secret. They would
fain have accounted for it "by pointing to some fatal

warp or flaw in human nature ; or they would have

silenced it by the tentative guesses of successive

philosophies, moving in cycles which ended in pro-

claiming that nothing beyond the province of sense

is trustworthy ; or they would have buried it beneath

the cares of business, or the cares of empire, or the

grosser attractions of sensual pleasure. But again
and again the human heart has protested against
these endeavours to crush the noblest of its aspira-

tions; and history again and again has echoed with

the cry, "My soul is athirst," not for pleasures
which may degrade, nor yet for philosophies which

may disappoint, but for the Pure, the Absolute, the

Everlasting Being. "My soul is athirst for God:

when shall I come to appear before the presence of

God?"
Was this cry ever heard more distinctly by those

who have ears to hear the voices of the spiritual

world than in our own generation ? The passion, or,

as the Psalmist phrases it, the thirst for God the

strong desire of the soul mounting towards Him
with all the agonized earnestness of a disappointed
and tortured sense speaks, not merely or chiefly in
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churches and pulpits, but in magazines, in news-

papers, in social gatherings, in political assemblies,

with a fervour and decision which would have

startled the age of George III. The pulse of this

desire is felt outside the Christian camp ; it quickens
the very enthusiasms of error and paradox; often

enough, it mistakes friends for foes and foes for

friends; but it is generally sincere, vehement, in-

tolerant of trifling and delay.
" My soul is athirst

for God, yea even for the living God," is the desire

of desires ; it really underlies and explains all others

that are not purely brutal in this Europe, this Eng-
land of the nineteenth century. Let us see how it

fares this thirst for God at the hands of some

great speculative systems which more particularly

challenge attention in the present day.

I.

High in the world of thought, if we determine its

place by the intellectual forces which it can at

present muster, while we refuse to adopt any truer

and worthier rule of measurement, lies the camp of

the Materialists. Materialism is sometimes digested
into a system ; sometimes it is little more than an
intellectual tendency. Occasionally it displays the

constructive enthusiasm together with the stiff, and,

perhaps, pedantic livery of Positivism : more fre-

quently, it is shy of committing itself to definite

theories, while it is consistently earnest in resenting
all attempts to base knowledge upon anything
besides the verdict of sense. It bids us believe what
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we can see and smell, and taste and touch ; it invites

us to make such generalizations as .we can out of the

report which our senses bring to us. Thus, it

assures us, will the mighty universe in which we
live reveal itself to us ; and we shall learn to perceive
in it two, and only two, elements in the last analysis,

a kingdom of matter, that is apparently eternal,

unceasingly, infinitely modified by eternal force. How
this force and that matter came to be, it knows not :

it affirms, as it denies nothing. A philosophy that

is positive does not concern itself with the origin of

the universe,
" if it ever had one," or with what

happens to living beings after their death.1 Of this

eternal interfusion of force with matter, man himself

is only a ripe and very complex product. There is

nothing in him for which his chemistry cannot give
an account : his intelligence is exactly proportioned
to the mass of his brain. : his thought is " but the

expression of molecular changes in the physical
matter of his life :

" 2 his thought is impossible
without phosphorus ; his consciousness is only a

property of matter: 8 his virtue is the result of a

current of electricity ; his virtue and his vice are

strictly due to his natural organization, they are
"
products in the same sense as are sugar and vitriol."

All that he can do, either with himself or with the

world around him, is to search out and to register

the several qualities of matter, and to number and

1 Paroles de Philosophie Positive, p. 31, qu. by Bp. Dupan-
loup.

2 Fortn. Rev., 1869.
8
Buchner, Kraft und Stoft, 122. Ohne Phosphor kein

Gedauke, . . . aueh das Bewusstsein ist nichta als eine

Eigenschaft dcs Stoffes.
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measure the ever-shifting forms of the force which

governs it. There may be something beyond matter

and force who knows? But science, which deals

only with positive realities, cannot concern herself

with, as she does not need,
" such an hypothesis

"
as

God. Can God be verified by the senses? Is He
not a phantom that belongs properly to the child-

hood of humanity? Is He not an anachronism in

a scientific age?
1 What is He, then, whpm men

commonly name God? God, says Feuerbach, whose
Pantheism is really Materialism, is only

" the nature

of man regarded as absolute truth ;

" " that which is

given to man's God, is in truth given to man him-

self;
" " what a man declares concerning God, he in

truth declares concerning himself;" "the Divine

activity is not distinct from the human ;

" " in God
man has only his own activity as an object ;

" " the

mystery of the inexhaustible fulness of the Divine

predicates is nothing else than the mystery of human
nature considered as an infinitely varied, infinitely

modifiable, but consequently phenomenal being."
2

In other words, God does not exist apart from the

mind and imagination of man ; He is only its

creation, and has no rightful place in the region of

serious and scientific thought.
This is not, I trust, a misrepresentation of the

language of contemporary Materialism: and what-
ever else may be said of it, this at least is certain,

that it does nothing whatever towards satisfying
that great desire or " thirst

"
for communion with

1 See Conservation, Revolution, Positivisme, p. 70, qu. by
Dupanloup, I'Atheisme, p. 70.

8 Feuerbach, Geist des Christenthums, 2.
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a Higher Being, of -which, in his best and highest

moods, man is so profoundly conscious. It denies, if

not that any such being really exists, at least that

we can know Him to be really existing. They who
have no satisfaction to offer to a need naturally
condemn the demand for one : they who have no

answer to give, would rather not be questioned.
And yet the religious side of man's nature is a fact

of which a philosophy of experience should surely
take account. Upon what is man's religious instinct

to spend itself in the Materialistic universe ? Upon
that phantom-god who, as we are told, is only a pale
reflection of human vanity ? But the soul asks for

reality, and cannot occupy itself with a confessed-

shadow. Upon that eternal flux of self existent

matter? upon that ceaseless activity of self-existing

force ? But is there anything in mere force or

matter, or in both combined, I will not say to satisfy

a passion which is purest and strongest in saintly

men, but even to have any contact with or relation

towards it whatever ? How can that which is purely

physical touch the sense which appreciates a moral

world? It is a merit of Auguste Comte to have

recognized the necessity of some answer ; and.he tells

us that it is our privilege and our business to love,

reverence, and worship
" a Being, immense and

eternal Humanity."
1

Not, mark you, a sinless and
Divine representative of the race, such as we Chris-

tians adore in the Incarnate Jesus, seated as He is at

the right hand of the Father. Not even an idealized

abstraction, which, in the pure realms of thought,

might conceivably be separated from the weaknesses
1 Cat. Pos. Int.
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and degradations of the sum-total of human flesh and

blood. But this very collective human family itself,

in all ages and of all conditions, viewed as one or-

ganism ; this human family, not merely illuminated

by its struggles, its sufferings, its victories, but also

weighted with its crimes, its brutalities, its deep and

hideous degradations. It might be thought that " we
men know man too well to care to worship him."

Yet, seriously, this is the god who is to supersede
the Most Holy Trinity, when Positivism has won
its way to empire in European thought. Will he,

think you, satisfy the mighty thirst of the human
soul? What does this thirst mean but man's en-

deavour to escape from himself, to rise to an ideal,

or rather to a reality above himself, to lose himself

in a Being who is greater, wiser, better than him-

self? Yet here he is bidden, in the name, if without

the sanction of the most recent science, to seek

the object of his trust and worship within him-

self, since nothing higher than himself is really

cognizable by his understanding. It is clear that

teachers who do not believe in a living God must
leave one side, and that the highest, of human
nature altogether uncared for ; since in truth they
have nothing to say to it. And history does not

smile upon materialistic attempts to bribe the re-

ligious yearnings of the soul of man. Atheism could

indeed, on one fatal day, throne naked vice as the

goddess Eeason upon the high altar of a Christian

basilica, while an apostate archbishop lent his

presence to the hideous ceremony; but it was one

thing to obey the interested or sentimental fanati-

cism of the Jacobin Clubs, and quite another per-
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manently to control the heart and convictions even

of the Voltairianized multitudes of Paris.1 The
realities of religion might have been hated; but

this godless parody of worship could only provoke
a languid contempt.

Against Materialism, in all its forms, the common
sense of man, not to speak of his religious instinct,

will ever protest. The idea or presentiment of God,

everywhere rooted in the mind of man, is a fact

sufficiently important to be treated as something
better than a superstition by those who put forward

any serious doctrine about human nature. A mental

fact is as worthy of attention as any fact which can

be appraised in a chemical laboratory or on the roof

of an observatory. Cicero's statement 2 that there is

no nation so barbarous and wild as not to have

1
Pressense, L'Eglise et la Bevolution Fraiujaise, p. 280.

" II ne resta de ce jour que le souvenir d'une stupide parodie

qui vengeait a elle seule la religion sainte que 1'on avait voulu
fouler aux pieds. C'est en vain que pour ranimer la ferveur
on rempla9a a Paris et.dans les departments les actrices par
les prostituees. L'emmi et le degout frapperent le nouveau
culte des ses\de'buts.

2 Gic. de tegibus, i. 8. Itaque ex tot generibus nullum est

animal prseter hominem quod habeat notitiam aliquam dei:

ipsisque in homiuibus nulla gens est neque tarn immansueta

neque tarn fera, qusB non, etiam si ignorat qualem habere deum
deceat, tamen habendum sciat. Tuscul. Disput., i. 13. Ut
porro firmissimum hoc afferri videtur, cur deos ease credamus,
quod nulla gens tarn fbra, nemo omnium tarn sit immanis, cujua
mentem non imbuerit deorum opinio: multi de diis prava
sentiunt (id enim vitioso more effici solet) ; omnes tamen esse

vim et naturam divinani arbitrantur: nee vero id collocutio

hominum aut consensus effecit ; non institutis opinio est con-

firmata, non legibus. Onmi autein in re consentio omnium
gentium lex. naturae putanda est.

.
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believed in some divinity, is still, notwithstanding

certain apparent exceptions, true. A nation of pure

Atheists is yet to be discovered.1 Unworthy and

degraded as are many of the beliefs on the subject

of a Higher Power that are to be found in the

heathen world, some groping after the Great Unseen,

some tentative intuition, some shadowy belief there

is to be found always and everywhere. Man thinks

of a Higher Power as naturally as he thinks of the

world around him, or of himself. Nay, he thinks of

Truth ;
and truth is no mere abstraction ; it is a Eeal

Being ; it is God.a He thinks of the Infinite, sa^ s

Fenelon, as he thinks of the circle, of the line, of the

distinction between whole and part.
8 The spon-

taneous activity of his consciousness brings with it,

contains in itself, the thought of One who is greater,

if not also stronger, wiser, better than all else; and

1 Of. Diderot, .Philosophic des Canadians. CEuvres, I. p. 433.

Max Miiller,
"
Chips from a German Workshop."

" There is

perhaps no race of men so low and degraded as the Papuas. It

has frequently been asserted that they have no religion at nil,

and yet these same Papuas, if they want to know whether what
they are going to undertake is right or wrong, squat before
their karwar, clasp the hands over the forehead, and bow re-

peatedly, at the same time stating their intentions. If they
are seized with any nervous feeling during this time, it is con-
sidered as a bad sign, and the project is abandoned for a time ;

if otherwise, the idol is supposed to approve. Here we have
but to translate what they in their helpless language call

'nervoua feeling* by our word 'conscience,' and we shall not

only understand what they really mean, but confess, perhaps,
that it would be well for us if, in our own hearts, the karwar
occupied the.same prominent place which it occupies in the

cottage of every Papua."
* Plat. Repub. vii. 517.
De 1'existence de Dieu, I6

partie, p. 60. L'idee de Tinfini
-

est en moi comme celle des nombres, des lignes, des cercles,
d'un tout et d'une partie. Changer nos idees ce serait andantir
la ruison meme.
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that man should in all ages and everywhere thus

think of Him, is of itself a presumption that He

really exists.1 This instinctive perception and affir-

mation of God is not indeed merely an act of the

intellect ; it is also, as will he insisted on presently,

perhaps it is chiefly, an act of the moral sense, an act

of the conscience. It is that upward attraction of

the soul upon which Plato dilates ;

2 it is the universal

hypothesis which Aristotle registers;
3 it is the world-

wide prejudice of Epicurus ; it is the "
anticipation

"

naturally imhedded in the human mind, of Cicero. 4

1 The ontological "argument" for the existence of God is

stated in varying degrees of completeness by S. Augustine
Boethius, S. Anselm, and Descartes. To cite the two last;

S. Ans. Proslog. 2, convincitur etiiim insipiens (Ps. xiv. 1) esse

vel in intellectu aliquid quo nihil majus cogitari potest. Et-
certe id quo majus cogitari nequit non potest esse in intellectu

solo. Si enim vel in solo intellectu est, potest cogitari esse et

in re quod majus est. Si ergo id quo majus cogitari non potest
est in iiitelltctu ; id ipsum, quo majus cogitari non potest
est quo majus cogitari potest : sed certe hoc esse non potest.
Existit ergo procul dubio aliquid quo majus cogitari non valet,
et in intellectu et in re. Descartes observes (Medit. de Prim.
Philos. 3, 4, sub fin.) "notiones nostras esse aut adventitias,
ant factitias, aut innatas. Ideam de Deo non esse adventitiam,
Deum enim non experientia duce reperiri; neque factitiam,
nam non arbitrio a nobis efBctam esse ; ergo esse innatam, sive
a Deo ipso nobis suppeditatam." This is undoubtedly th-.i

weakest of the arguments for God's existence; but its real

value should not be mistaken on account of the facility with
which it lends itself to the Hegelian doctrine that " God is

only God in so far as He has knowledge of Himself; but His
self-knowledge is 'sein selbst bewusstseyn in Menschen und
das Wissen des Menschen von Gott ' "

(Encycl. p. 576, qu. by
Grimm).

2 Of. the whole passage in Plato, de Legibus, ix. x. 899,
c. d. e., qu. by Staudenmaier, Dogm. H. 22.

3 Arist. de Ccelo, 13. Ka.v^es yap &vQptairoi irepl Qeuv %-)(ovffa>

vir6\i)fyiv, (eal -jroiVTes rbv CM/WTC&TW rip Bety rmroy &iro8tS<ioun.

Referred to by Staudenmaier, ubi sup.
4 Cic. de Nat. Deorum, i. 16. Solus enim vidit [Epicurus]

primum esse deos, quod in omnium auimis eorum notionem
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It precedes demonstration; it is out of the reach, of

criticism ;
it resists hostile argument. It is, speaking

philosophically, a fact in psychological science, and

a fact so fruitful and stimulating, that to it must he

traced all in human life and effort that looks really

upward, man's love of truth, his clinging to a

coming life, his aspirations to rise ahove the level

of an animal existence. It is, speaking religiously,

in its way, a revelation; it is a revelation of God

within, as S. Paul says, answering to the revelation

of God from without ; it sets man's thought in

motion as he gazes upon the natural world, and bids

him not to rest until he has wrung from it a dis-

closure of the highest truth which it has to teach

him.

And thus, with this preparatory idea or intuition

of a Divinity, the human mind approaches what are

called the proofs of God's existence. Looking out

upon the universe around it, the mind seeks for its

productive cause.1 Whatever efforts may have been

impressisset ipsa natura. Quse est enim gens, aut quod genus
hominum, quod non habeat sine doctrina anticipationem quau-
dam deorum ? quam appellat irp6\fityiv Epicurus, id est, ante-

ceptam animo rei quandam informationem, sine qua nee intelligi

quidquam, nee quseri, nee disputari potest. Gujus rationis vim
atque utilitatem ex illo coelesti Epicuri de regula et judicio
volumine accepimus.

1 The cosmological proof of God's existence is stated with,

great beauty and variety of illustration by Fenelon, Traite de
f'existence et dea Atlributs de Dieu, c. 1, 2. To the original
form of the argument which, looking upon the world as an
effect, seeks for its cause, Leibnitz adds a second, based upo i

the contingent nature of the world and its several parts, which
obliges us to seek in the irp&rov KIVOW, or First Cause, t' e

Unchanging and intrinsically Necessary Being. This Ne<vs-
sary Being is not, as Strauss says, the

"
ewiges Grundwesen der

"Welt," or the permanent material of the universe, as distinct
from its ever-changing forms; because the necessity of seeking
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made by recent writers to reduce causation to mere

antecedence, the law of causation is at once a primary
law of human thought and of the world without us.1

What cause, what force, preceded and brought into

existence this universe? All the causes with which

we come in contact here, are, as we term them,
second causes; hut they point to a cause beyond
themselves, to a cause of causes, to a supreme all-

producing Cause, Itself uncaused, unoriginated. The

heavenly bodies move on unceasingly in their orbits,

obedient to the laws of gravitation, but no law of

gravitation could have assigned them their place in

space.
2 The whole universe bids us look beyond

itself for the adequate explanation of its existence.
" So far is it from being true," says Lord Bacon,
" that the explanation of phenomena by natural

causes leads us away from God and His Providence,
that those philosophers who have passed their lives

in discovering such causes can find nothing that

affords a final explanation without having recourse

to God and His Providence." 3 The father of the

inductive philosophy does but speak the common

a first cause obliges us to go beyond the universe, which, as a

whole, is an effect. On the other hand, the cosmological argu-
ment does not of itself lead us to a moral God, such as would

satisfy the instincts of piety the " thirst
" of the soul.

1 Cf. M'Cosh, " Method of the Divine Government," Appen-
dices HI. and IV.

2
Newton, Philos. Nat. Princip. L. ILL schol. gen. Perse-

verabunt quidem in orbibus suis per leges gravitatis, sed

regularem orbium situin primitus acquirers per has leges
minime potuerunt.

3 De Augm. Scient. iii. 4. Adeo ut tantum absit ut caussa

physicse hominem a Deo et Providentia abducant, ut contra

potiiis philosophi illi qui in iisdem eruendis oecupati fuerunfc,
nullum exitum rei reperiant. nisi postreuio ad Deum et provi-
dentiam coufugiant.
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sense of religion ; but will it be maintained, except

by writers who are prepared to deny the existence of

causation, that he does not also utter the common
sense of scientific thought ?

Does the universe tell us anything as to the nature

of its First Cause? Surely we may at least presume
that the Author of the natural world must be higher
and greater than anything in the natural world.1

Water will not rise above its source ; and it is in-

conceivable that, if there be an Author of nature

at all, His Self-existent Life must not be higher and

nobler than any life which He has bestowed. Who
does not see the force of the Psalmist's argument,
" He that made the ear, shall He not hear ? and He
that gave the eye, shall He not see ?

" 2 Above the

life of the tree, there is that of the animal; above

that of the animal, there is the life of man. Man,
with all his ingenuity and will, cannot produce a

leaf or a shell fish : and is it to be supposed that the

author of man's life is less endowed with thought
and volition than man? We may paraphrase the

Psalmist :
" He that made the human intellect, shall

He not think?" And how came the intellect to exist,

if He did not make it? 8 There are chasms in the

1 That the one true God may "be known from His works in
Nature is taught, aa against Gentile idolatry, in Isaiah xliv. ;

xlv. 18, sqg.; Acts xiv. 15-17; xvii. 22, sqq. ; Rom. i. 19,20.
That the natural world witnesses to the beauty of His Being
and Attributes is implied in Psalms viii. 2-4; xix. I, sqq. ; civ.,

passim, &c. Holy Scripture, of course, does not demonstrate
the existence of Him Whose true Nature it unveils; but it

points to the natural world as having in trust for all reasoning
beings the privilege and the responsibility of some knowledge
of its Author's existence, and of His character.

2 Ps. xi-iv. 9.
*
Bossuet, CEuv. i. 79. Si nous etions tous seuls intelligeuts
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natural world which no theories substituting a fated

self-development for the free action of God will really

bridge over. There is the chasm between the in-

organic and the organic ; the chasm between the life-

less and that which lives ; the chasm between animal

instinct and the reflective consciousness. At each

of these levels of creation we seem to feel more

sensibly than elsewhere the fresh intervention of a

creating Intelligence; and our conviction of His

activity is strengthened when we observe the inter-

dependence and harmony of the universe as a whole,
in which each part is necessary, in which nothing is

really out of place, and between the several elements

of which new relations are continually coming to

light, as if to justify His foresight and to enhance

our estimate of His inexhaustible resources.1 " Those

dans le monde, nous seuls nous vaudrions mieux avec notre

intelligence imparfaite, que toute la reste, qui serait tout--fait

brute et stupide, et on ne pourrait comprehendre d'ou viendtait

dans ce tout qui n'entend pas cette partie qui entend, 1'intelli-

gence ne pouvant naitre d'une chose brute et insensee.
1 The ideological argument for the existence of God, which

sees a purpose in the forces and laws of the natural world, and
in the events of human history, has been chiefly discredited in

modern times by the popular supposition that modern attacks

upon the doctrine of final causes have been finally successful.

For a partial and popular consideration of some recent objec-
tions to Final Causes, urged by Mr. Herbert Spencer, Mr. Lewes,
and others, cf. M'Cosh, Christianity and Positivism, pp. 78-88.

Even if a doctrine of evolution should in time be accepted as

scientifically, and so theologically certain, such a doctrine

would not be inconsistent either with that belief in the original
act of creation which is essential to Theism, or with "the

recognition of plan and purpose in the number and variety of

animated beings."
"
Evolution," from a Theistic point of view,

is merely our way of describing what we can observe of God's
continuous action upon the physical world; and because the

phrase seems tacitly or poetically to invest the universe with a

power of self- unfolding, it does not follow that the question of
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persons," says Montesquieu,
" who maintain that a

blind fate has produced all the effects we see in the

world, maintain that which is a great absurdity;

for what absurdity can be greater than a blind fate

producing intelligent beings ?
:) * How do you know,

a Bedouin was asked, that there is a God? " In the

same way," he replied,
" that I know, on looking at

the sand, when a man or a beast has crossed the desert

by His footprints in the world around me."

m.
Thus does the common sense or reason of man lead

him up to recognizing One Supreme Intelligence as

at least the original cause of all that he is and sees

around him. But then the question arises, what

is the relation that actually subsists between this

Highest Intelligence and the universe? To this

question there are two leading answers.

The Deist so far agrees with the Christian, as to

admit that God is related to the world as its Creator ;

and that He must have made it out of nothing by
the fiat of His Will. But with this admission

momentous as it is the old Deism practically closes

its account of God's free personal action upon His

work. Since the creation, God's action is represented
as being practically superseded by a system of un-

changeable routine; and this routine is conceived

to be so strictly invariable, as to bind the liberty of the

presumed Agent. The Deistic theory of the universe

an Intelligent Creator and Kuler is thereby decided in the

negative by tbose who employ it.

1 Esprit des Lois. Of. Ps. xiv. 1.
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might remind us of the relations which, at least until

some very recent events, were understood to exist

between the Government of Egypt and the Sublime

Porte. There was occasionally a formal recognition
of the sovereign power on the part of the nominal

dependency, but Egypt was governed by a practically

independent Viceroy ; the Suzerain's name was men-

tioned rarely, or only in a formal way ; his active

influence would have been at once resented, the real

power being lodged elsewhere. According to the old

Deism, God created the world; but He cannot be

supposed ever to interfere with the ordinary laws

of its government. He cannot work miracles; He
is, in no tangible sense, a Providence. He is well

out of the way of active human interests : it is not

to be supposed that He can hear the prayer of a

worm writhing on one of His planets; that the

happiness or misfortunes of a larger sort of ani-

malculae can give Him any real concern. So He is

throned by the Deistic writer in magnificent in-

activity at a very remote corner of the universe,

while a new power has practically taken His

place.

In the last century, at the first great outburst of

Deistic thought, Nature practically superseded God.

Men talked and wrote persistently about the laws

of Nature, the moods of Nature, the religion of

Nature : Nature was so vividly and constantly per-

sonified in conversation and in literature, that the

European world might be supposed to have lighted

upon a new goddess, charged, in a very special sense,

with the interests of humanity. We live in a more

positive and realistic age; and where our fathers
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talked of Nature, modern Deism names "laws."

What is lust in picturesqueness is gained in truth.

There is no such person as Nature; but there are

observable modes of the Divine activity, which may
never vary within the experience of a race. Order

is, as Christians know, a characteristic of all God's

works; but He, the Almighty, is so little enslaved

by the rules which He freely observes, that moment

by moment He wills the very order that seems to

bind His liberty. Deism, however, really means

by "laws"- forces which have become somehow

independent of God; fatal forces, which d-fy His

power to innovate upon their resistless play. But
what can this impotent Deistic god, from whose

control his universe has so escaped as to constitute

itself a self-governing machine, say or do to meet

the aspirations, or to relieve the despondencies of

the human soul? If we cannot love and trust

volcanic forces, or vital forces, the laws of growth
or the laws of decomposition ; can we love and trust

a being who has left this universe to itself; who

surveys it, if he does survey it, in the cynicism of an

unbroken silence from a very distant throne ; to whom
its vast oceans of hope and fear, and struggle and

disappointment, and triumph and failure all the

mysteries of its moral life, are of no more concern

than they are to the rocks and seas around us?

No, the god of Deism does not quench the re-

ligious thirst of the soul. The soul of man seeks

the Living God, not a deity who is as remote

from human interests as was the Jupiter of expiring

Paganism.
The French Revolution was fertile in religious or
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irreligious experiments; and as it endeavoured to

satisfy the human soul with Atheism, so it made

yet more strenuous effort to satisfy it with Deism.1

Robespierre had publicly declared that Chaumette
deserved death for the abomination which accom-

panied the Eeast of Reason in Notre Dame, on

November 7, 1793; and he took a leading part in

the Feast of the Supreme Being, which was cele-

brated in the gardens of the Tuileries and in the

Champ de Mars, on June 9, 1794. The Convention

1 So Alison. Compare Pressense", 1'Eglise et la Revolution,

p. 294. La fete cut lieu le 20 praiiial. Rien n'avait etc

epargne pour la rendre grandiose et cependant elle n'evita pas
les puerilite's ridicules. Robespierre, president de la Conven-

tion, en bel habit bleu, avec un bouquet de fruits et d'epis dans
les mains, prit place avec tous ses collegues sur 1'amphitheatre
eleve au milieu des Tuileries. Apies un pompeux discours, il

en descen lit pour incendier la statue de 1'Atheisms, prompte-
ment remplacee par celle de la Sagesse qui parut malheureuse-
ment tres eufumee. Des Tuileries la Convention se rendit au

Champ de Mars, entouree et comme enlaces d'un ruban tricolore,

que portaient des enfants ornes de violettes, des adolescents

ceints de myrtes, des hommes d'age rnur couronnes de feuilles

de chines et des vieillards pares de pampre et d'olivier. Un
char bucolique charge d'instruments aratoires suivait la Con-
vention, traine par les inevitables bceufs a comes dorees et suivi

par les non moins inevitables jeunes filles en blanc. Au Champ
de Mars la Convention se plaga sur une montiigne artificielle,

monument flatteur pour les deputes de la majorite. Le presi-
dent perora, les jeunes filles clianterent, les vieillards donnerent
leur benediction, les canons tonnerent et tout se termina par le

cri de vive la Repiiblique. Ces pompes d'opera comique, ces

symboles ridicules et ces rites glaces apprenaient a la France

qu'il est plus facile de decre'ter un changement de religion que
de 1'operer. Jamais le deisme ne fondera un culte et tout ce

qu'il essayera dans ce genre tombera sous la risee publique.
La fete fut trouvee bien longue, surtout pour ceux qu'irritait le

role preponderant de Robespierre. On raconte qtfun repre-.
sentant moins patient que ses collegues lui dit en termes d'une
trivialite energique:

" Tu commences a nous ennuyer avec ton
fitre Supreme."
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decreed that he should discharge the duties of

Supreme Pontiff on the occasion. The Deism of

Bobespierre was sufficiently vivid to admit of his

believing that God does rule the affairs of men ; he
maintained with particular earnestness that God
hates kings and priests. The undeniable eloquence
of the president of the Convention, the art and

industry of the painter David, the music, the

costumes, the political enthusiasm at fever height,
did all that could be done for the success of the

festival. But you cannot lash a multitude into

devotion to a remote and hypothetical abstraction

by any elaborate display of ceremonial; and the

real deity of the occasion was Eobespierre. As he
marched along, overshadowed with his plumes, and
adorned with his tricolor scarf, while the air re-

sounded with cries of "Yive Eobespierre," his

countenance, says the historian, was radiant with

joy. "See how they applaud him," said his col-

leagues.
" He would become a god : he is no longer

the High Priest of the Supreme Being." History
does not ascribe to this attempt any special efficacy
in reviving among the French people a sense of

their duties towards their forgotten Maker. The
most tangible result of the day was the decree pro-

posed by Couthon, for increasing the jpowers of the

Eevolutionary Tribunal.

To the question, What is the relation between
the universe and the Supreme Intelligence ? another

and a very different answer has been given. II

Deism practically banishes God from the world,

Pantheism, at least, sees what it calls God every-
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where, and in everything.
1 The Pantheistic god is

the common principle which not only is held to

constitute the nnity of, but which is, the universe.

According to Benedict Spinoza,
2 God is the one

eternal substance, which makes its appearance m
the twofold realm of thought and of matter. Out
of it all individual forms of existence are constantly

emerging, and like waves upon the ocean, they are

as constantly sinking back into, and being absorbed

by it, as the common stream of universal life. God
alone is, says Eichte, and apart from Him is nothing,

8

a great truth in one sense, and a great falsehood

in another. Hegel teaches that the Absolute is the

universal reason; which, after having buried and

lost itself in nature, recovers itself in man, in the

shape of self-conscious thought. Man's thought of

God, therefore, is the true God, the only existing
God. God exists only in human thought; human

thought is the reason of nature arriving at self-

consciousness. Man thinks of God, and, in man's

thinking, God exists; He has no independent or

personal existence.4

The great attraction and strength of Pantheism

lies in the satisfaction which it professes to offer to

1
Wegscheider, Inst. p. 240. Pantheismus ea sententia qua

naturam divinam mundo supponant et Deum ac inundum untun

idemque esse statuunt.
3 Of. Tractat. de Deo. c. 2. Suppl. ad. opp. Amst. 1862.

For his Theory of Substance, cf. Ethic, p. 1, Def. 5.
*
Fichte, Von Sel. Leben, 143.

4
Hegel's fundamental error consists in his identification of

the " abstract thought
" of man with the " Absolute Thought."

Fichte (Zeitschrii't fur Philosophic, Bd. 17, 292) says that
this is "nicht niir hochst \villkurlich und grundlos, sondern
eine contradictio in adjecto." Qu. by Hettinger; cf. Hegel,
Phil, der Eel. 207, 2(51, 263; Encycl. 56.
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one ^ery deep and legitimate aspiration; it en-

deavours to assure man of his real union with the

source of his own and of the universal life. It is

this profound idea, this most fascinating allurement,
that can alone explain the empire, which, in various

ages and under various forms, Pantheism has wielded

in human history. It inspires Eleatic and Indian

philosophies ; it is the animating principle of such

worship of the generative and life-sustaining powers
in nature, as was, for instance, that of the Phoeni-

cian Baalim. Since Lessing, Spinoza has almost

reigned in certain districts of cultivated Europe,
and Germany is by no means the only home of the

thought of Schelling and of Hegel. In its later

forms Pantheism is, speaking historically, a reaction

from and a protest against the older Eationalistic

Deism. It often represents a noble plea that God
shall not be banished by modern thought from all

real contact with humanity : nay, it would fain

essay to do in its way what the Divine Incarnation

has actually done; it would mate men partakers
of the Divine Nature. And this, its religious aim,
is beyond question a main secret of its power.
Yet does the Pantheistic deity afford any real

satisfaction to the needs of the soul of man ? Can
he be the object of any serious religious effort what-
ever? What is there in him to which the life of

religion can possibly attach itself? He is not a

person : for Pantheism necessarily denies the exist-

ence of personality. He is not a cause : for Pan-
theism cannot tolerate any doctrine of causation.

He is not even, as the Absolute Substance, in any-
wise distinct from phenomena ; for while it is loyal
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to its central position, Pantheism cannot afford to

admit the correctness of such a distinction. What
is he then ? He is only a fine name for the universe.

He has no existence apart from it: he is the

universal life, of which you and I are transient

manifestations or forms. You may indeed encounter

him draped and veiled in a phraseology so reverent

and tender, that it might seem to have been bor-

rowed from the inmost shrines of Christian mysti-
cism ; but when you force yourself to look at the

hard reality beneath, you find that it is practically
identical with that presented by Materialism.1 If

God be in reality only the spirit or life of the uni-

verse, how can He provoke the yearnings of the soul,

or how satisfy its aspirations? How can He be the

object, whether of religious homage, or of religious
trust? How can we yield love, obedience, worship
to a mere torrent of existence that flows onwards

inexorably beneath our feet; we, the ripples, who
do but rise upon its surface to sink away after our

little moment of undulation ? Or how can a sensible

and modest man love, trust, worship, his own self-

consciousness, under the idea that in each reflecting7 o
mind God has become conscious of Himself? Nay,
if religion has anything to do with reverence for

goodness and with abhorrence of moral evil, if it is

not a sentiment that has been rendered by modern

speculation wholly independent of moral truth, how
can we worship either an inner self into which, as

we must each of us know, evil penetrates so con-

1
Strauss, Gl. 1, 517. Seine Existenz als wesen ist miser

denken von ihm; abcr seine reale Existenz ist die Natur, zu
welcher das cinzelne Denkei-dc als Moment geliort.
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atantly and so pervadingly; or a universal life

of which in its highest, that is its human, manifesta-

tion, evil is, as a matter of fact, more frequently
an accompaniment than good? How, I say, can

such an absolute principle be the object of religion,

if its activity be manifested not less truly in murder

and lust than in heroism and unselfishness ; if the

darkest forms of evil stand to it in a relation just

as necessary as do the highest fonns of good; ''if by
it, in a word, all moral distinctions whatever are

really annihilated ?

Between Pantheism and an earnest hatred of moral

evil there is accordingly a necessary opposition, and

this reason alone establishes a permanent divorce

between it and any true effort at communion with the

All-Pure, such as all that is best in us enjoins. But

further, that which in a Christian, as in any earnest

Theist, makes Pantheism impossible, is the first

article of his creed :
" I believe in God the Father

Almighty, Maker of heaven and earth." As the

act of creation was not witnessed, so it cannot be

demonstrated. "By faith we understand that the

worlds were made by the word of God." * Creation

.

J Heb. xi. 3. That God created the universe is the first

truth, -which Scripture teaches us about Him, Gen. i. 1. Of.

Job xxxviii. 4-7 ; Ps. xxxiii. 6-9, thus revealing His majestic

beauty; Ps. xix. 1-7; xcvii. 1-6; cxix. 64. The Jews knew
that this creation involved not merely the bringing order anil

life, e| an&p<pov ti\-ns, "Wisd. xi 17, but also originally the call-

ing this formless material itself into being, e| obit tv-nav, 2 Mac.
vii. 28. In the New Testament, creation is generally referred

to as furnishing arguments for moral truths or duties ; as by
our Lord, DIa'tt. xix. 4-6, for its witness to the indissolubility
of the marriage tie ; and by S. Paul, as yielding proof of God's
real relation to the world, Acts xvii. 24 ; or of His interest in
the whole human family, and .of our duty of seeking Him, t&.
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interposes an immeasurable chasm between the

Creator and the creature; between that Pure and

Awful Life Which is indebted to none else either for

existence or for support, and this life of dependence,

weakness, corruption. And belief in creation is a

necessary outwork of any true theism whatever :

deny creation and you deny God. If God in His

unfettered freedom did not summon into existence

all that is, if the universe escaped from Him against
His will, He is not alone the Omnipotent : if any-

thing that we term matter or spirit has from the

beginning co-existed side by side with Him, He is

not alone the Eternal.1 The difficulty is not met

26 ; for the refutation of a false dualistic asceticism, 1 Tim.
iv. 3; cf. Eph. iv. 6- That He has created all thiirgs and for

Himself is His title to praise and adoration, Rev. iv. 11.

Although the New Testament does not in express terms speak
of creation out of nothing, it implies this truth. S. Paul's

arguments in Acts xvii. 24, and 1 Tim. iv. 3, would lose their

force, if it were true that God was not the maker of matter as
well as the artist who gave it form, while the doxology of Rev.
iv. 11 could not be truthfully addressed to a Being who had
not created matter, or who had formed anything out of a pre-
existent material which he did not create. The fijtiop(poy ftvij

of S. Justin Martyr (Apol. i. 1 0), and even the v\i] &xp v s of
Clement ( Phot. Bibl. cod. 109) is not necessarily eternal ; the
creation of matter out of nothing, and of the world out of

matter, were distinct events, separated by intervals that
distance all human thought. Tertullian pointed out that

Hermogenes, in teaching the eternity of matter, was really a
Ditheist (Adv. Herm. c. 4.) The general teaching of the
ancient church is expressed by S. Auustine (De fid. et symb.
c. 2): Credimus omnia Deum fecisse de nihilo, quia, etiamsi
de aliquS, materia factus est mundus, eadem ipsa materia de
nihilo facta est, ut ordinatissimo Dei munere primo capacitas
formarum fieret, ac deinde formarentur qusecunque fonnata
sunt. Hoc autem diximus, ne quis existimet contrarias sibi

esse Scripturarum sententias : quoniam et omnia Deum fecisse
de nihilo scriptum est, et mundum esse factum de inform i

materia.
1 Cf. S. Aug. Conf. xii. 7. Fecisti coelum et terrain non de
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by phrases about the eternal Idea passing into

reality ;
since it will be asked how such a passage

could have been effected, or rather, why it should

have taken place at all ? A creative Will having no

limits to its power, is at least intelligible, but the

mind refuses to dwell seriously on such a process as

a transmutation of thought into matter. In its

attempt to explain itself, Pantheism practically sinks

back into Materialism; it has no expedients equal
to the task of saving its god from burial beneath the

materialistic chaos of matter and force.

Will it be said that to believe in a Creator-God is

to close the eye to the presence of God in creation?

But who that believes in the Omnipresent can limit

His presence ? Is not the original act of creation a

warrant for the Creator's continued presence with

and action upon His work? 1 The Apostle who

taught the Athenians that God made the world and

all things therein, taught them also, and in the

same great sermon, that " He is not far from every
one of us, for in- Him we live and move and have our

being."
2 To assert God's presence in His works is

one thing ; to identify Him with them is another.

His omnipresence is a necessary attribute of His

Deity ; while if He could be identified with nature

He would cease to be. If the mystery of life, which
attests God's presence in the natural world, was ever

felt in all its awe and its beauty by any human soul,

re, nam esset sequale Unigenito Tuo, et alind prseter -Te non
erat, unde faceres, ideo de nihilo fecisti ccelum et terrain.

S. Iren. Hser. ii. 10, 4. Homines quidem de nihilo non posstmt
aliquid facere, sed de materia subjacente : Dens autem inateriam
fabrications suse, cum ante non esset, ipse adinvenit.

1 S. John v. 17. 2 Acts xvii. 27, 28.

F
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it was felt by the great Augustine. Witness the

often quoted passage of the Confessions in which he
tells us why nature was in his eyes so beautiful, by
telling us how nature had led him up to God. " I

asked the earth, and it said :
* I ana not He ;

' and
all that is upon it made the same confession. I

asked the sea and the depths, and the creeping

things that have life, and they answered :
* We are

not thy God; look thou above us.' I asked the

breezes and the gales ; and the whole air, with its

inhabitants, said to me :
' Anaximenes is in error, I

am not God.' I asked the heaven, the sun, the

moon, the stars: *We too,' said they, 'are not the

God Whom thou seekest.' And I said to all the

creatures that surrounded the doors of my fleshly

senses,
* Ye have said to me of my God that ye are

not He; tell me somewhat of Him.' And with a

great voine, they exclaimed 'He made us.'
5>1

IV.

So long as the human mind only conceives of God

as_a Supreme Intelligence, it will oscillate hesita-

tingly between these two errors; between a sterile

Deism which banishes God from the world, and a

1 S. Aug. Conf. x. 6. Interrogavi terrain et dixit : non sum ;

ct qusecumque in eSidem sunt idem confessa sunt. Interrogavi
mare et abysses et reptilia animarum vivatum, et responderunt :

Non sumus Deus tuus, quaere super nos. Interrogavi auras

flabiles, et inquit universus aer cum jflcolis suis: Fallitur

Anaximenes, non sum Deus. Interrogavi coelum, solem, lunam,
Stellas : Neque nos sumus Deus quern quseris, inquiunt. _

Et
dixi omnibus iig quse circumstant fores carnis mese : Dixistis

mihi de Deo meo quod vos non estis, dicite mihi do illo aliquid.
Et exclamav.erunt voce magna : Ipse fecit 1103.
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reactionary Pantheism which buries Him in it. It

is when we gain a height beyond, and observe the"

third great form of argument with which man clothes

and fortifies his presentiment of God, that we are

saved from this liability. Here a view of God's-

Nature opens out upon us, which is at once conserva-

tive of His moral Purity and distinctness from created

life, and also does justice to the intimacy of His

contact with the world and with humanity.
The philosopher of Konigsberg, who in his Critique

of Pure Keason has made the most of some well-

known objections against those arguments for God's

existence, which are drawn from the existence and
structure of the universe,

1 insists with great force

upon the strength of the inference by which the

human conscience ascends to the recognition of God.

If Kant is a sceptic in the domain of speculative

thought, his doubts vanish altogether when, entering
that of the practical reason, as he terms it, he listens

to the commands of moral truth.2 This practical

reason is wholly independent of any discovery or

decision external to itself: it apprehends the good as

such without waiting for the judgment of experience'.

Its commands are issued without limit or reserve ;

they have an objective certainty ; they
"
judge all

things, while they themselves are judged of no man."

They lead us to recognize as necessary truths, first,

the freedom of man's will ; next, a future life ;

thirdly, the existence of God. The voice of the

practical reason,
" Thou oughtest," implies

" Thou

1 Luthardt, Apologet. Vortr. L. iii. Scholtcn, Phil, in KeL
p. 100.

2 Kritik d. reinen Vevnunft, Abt. ii. B. 2, kap. 3, 1, 5, G.
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canst
"

; the categorical imperative is meaningless
in the absence of moral freedom. Man is free, and

his conscience perpetually affirms that he must do

good at all costs, even although doing good should

not make him happy. It affirms no less clearly that

if he is really virtuous he should be happy. Yet, in

the experience of life, the good man who does good
is often unhappy, while vice is not unfrequently
salaried and crowned with rewards that are. denied

to virtue. The sight of this contradiction forces the

conscience to infer a life to come, and a Moral Being
Who, in His justice, will re-establish those relations

between happiness and virtue which it persistently

recognizes as necessary. Thus the practical reason

reaches God, not by a demonstration of His existence,

but as a postulate of its own activity. Speculation

may mislead, but duty is a certainty ; and duty is

no arbitrary creation either of our reason, or of our

self-interest ; it is not an abstraction which rests on

nothing beyond itself; it is out of the reach of

merely speculative criticism, yet it leads us to the

Master of the moral world. Those clear, precise,

categorical orders which are imposed in varying

degrees of urgency upon all human wills, point to a

really living Euler of men, in Whom man cannot

disbelieve without doing violence to himself. Cer-

tainly Kant would have had little patience with the

theory that conscience itself is only a collection of

prejudices received from childhood, and incorporated
with the moral life ;

that it is simply the result of

fcarly training, and has no real basis in the soul. For
this theory confuses the furniture of the conscience

with the conscience itself; the acquisitions of a
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faculty with, its existence. It might be contended

with equal justice that the human mind does not

exist because it is developed by exercise, and enlarged

by information.1 Certainly conscience may be

enlightened or it may be misinformed by education.

But the original faculty which perceives the exist-

ence of some right and of some wrong, whatever

may be apprehended as such, and which refers

actions to such right and wrong ; the faculty which
under all circumstances pronounces in favour of

truth, and justice, and self-sacrifice, and courage,
and purity, wherever these can be found, because it

intuitively perceives their necessary excellence;

this faculty demands God. Conscience is unsatisfied,

according to Kant, unless there exists some Being
above the world, Who can hereafter reconcile the

discrepancies which exist between virtue and fortune

in this present life, in His quality of an arbiter of

human conduct. Here Atheism, especially in its

Positivist guise, pleads the disinterestedness of real

virtue, which is good and does good for the sake of

goodness, seeking no reward, and daunted by no

misfortune.2 But when Kant maintains that there

must be a moral God, he does this not in the interests

of a mercenary virtue, but in those of an absolute

and consummate justice, which proclaims in every
human conscience the necessity of establishing some

harmony or correspondence between the conditions

1 Kritik der Eeinen Vernunft, pp. 462-491, ed. Rosenkranz.
Sainmtt. Werke, 2er Theil. These criticisms are discussed by
Kleutgen, Theologie der Vorzeit. Bd. ii. p. 46, sqq. Philo-

sophic der Vorzeit, ii. diss. 9, 1.
2 Cf. too Strauss Glaubensl. 1, 393, qti. by Lutliardt, Lcct;

HI.; \vhom I here follow.
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of human existence on the one hand, and man's

demerits or deserts on the other.

Thus it is that conscience demands God ; and the

atheistic whisper in the fool's heart of -which the

Psalmist speaks, belongs in truth to moral rather

than to intellectual folly. It is ultimately traceable

to a failure to perceive and feel the mighty and

abiding contrast which exists between moral good
and moral evil, and the necessary bearing of this

contrast upon the ultimate destinies of the universe.

In a good man, belief in God results from belief

in the invincibility of good ; the intensity or feeble-

ness of a man's belief in God is a spiritual ther-

mometer, whereby the temperature of his moral

being may be pretty accurately measured. When
the moral sensibilities are weakened or blunted by
culpable indulgence until known sin is tolerable or

even welcome, then the intellect is always open to

theories which represent good and evil as alike

forms of the Universal 'Life, or as equally fatal

results of that "
unreasoning and -irresistible piece

of machinery which we name the Universe." .But

although the human conscience is an earnest theistic

apologist in exact proportion to its vitality, its

affirmation of God should not be divorced from the

intellectual inferences which the universe suggests
to us. The evidential strength of Theism, like that

of Christianity, lies not in any single proof, but in

the collective force of the various evidences which
are producible in its favour ; and of these, the cry
of conscience, if the strongest practically, is, after

all, only one. Nor does it follow that because con-

science is a true guide towards the throne of a
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Living and a Moral God, it is therefore an infallible

judge in reviewing all that He may reveal to us

about Himself or the laws of His government. We
may reasonably accept the witness of the universal

conscience of good men in favour of Theism, without

binding ourselves to accept all that has been pleaded

by individuals in the name of conscience against

portions of the Jewish history, for example, or the

doctrine of the Atonement. If it be urged from

another side ihat it is after, all " the conscience of

fallen man upon which we rely for this great affirm-

ation of God," the reply is, that the Fall cannot have

destroyed our powers of apprehending truth, or it

would have destroyed our responsibility, and that

it is not the weakness which the Fall has wrought
in human nature, but the strength which still

survives it, whereby man affirms the existence of a

Moral God and seeks Him. So far as man is a fallen

being, no doubt, at the approach of the Lord God,
he " hides himself amid the trees of the garden," to

the end of time. But those truth-seeking elements

of his spiritual nature which, as the Christian creed

teaches, were in Paradise invigorated by a robe of

supernatural grace, afterwards forfeited by the sin

of our first parents, are throughout heathendom still

kindled into activity by the prevenient grace of the

Holy Spirit, breathing as He wills across the deserts ;

and thus fallen man seeks the Lord, if haply he

might feel after Him and find Him, though He be

not far from every one of us,
1
instinctively assured,

as all good men must be, of His existence, and hoping
that He may be fully unveiled at last.

1 Actsxvil. 27.
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Yet the feebleness of conscience in fallen man
is a fact of significance. Although conscience seeks

in God, not merely, as does intellect, a solution of

the problem of the universe, but a Legislator Who
has given and Who will enforce the law of right andl

wrong written in the human heart, conscience is

nevertheless in the mass of men, if left to itself, too

enfeebled to keep a Moral God clearly in view, even

when it has caught sight of Him. It requires an
aid external to itself, a token from its Object that

it is not mistaken about Him. It requires a revela-

tion. Without a revelation, historical theism i&

either the fruitless speculation of a few isolated

thinkers, or the underlying idea of a popular super-
stition which obscures and degrades if. In a certain

true sense it is itself a revelation ; but its utterances

require a countersign in the world without, which

may make it certain that the inner legislator is also-

the Ruler of the Universe. Conscience itself, exactly
in the ratio of the clearness with which it discerns

the moral nature of God, discerns the implied

necessity of a revelation. It is sure that He Who-
is Himself just and merciful, cannot leave men alto-

gether to themselves: that the All-Good cannot

permanently disappoint the desires and powers
which He has Himself implanted. And thus the-

antecedent probability of a revelation is to a good'

man not less than overwhelming ; and Christianity
assures us that his conviction is warranted by the fact.

The substance of the Christian revelation of God
consists not merely in the teaching of Jesus Christ,

together with the old Hebrew literature on which

He sets His seal, and the apostolical doctrine which
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HJ warrants by anticipation, but also in His Life.

His Life was an unveiling of God to the eye of man's

sense, that the eye of man's spirit might understand

Him. Christ's Life, not less than His teaching,
confirms the highest instincts of the human con-

science, and educates them up to a point which of

themselves they could never have reached. But
how is man enabled to identify the Author of this

law within him, perfectly reflected, as it is, in Jesus

Christ, with the Author of the law of the universe

without him ? The answer is, by miracle. Miracle

is an innovation upon physical law, or at least a

suspension of some lower physical law by the inter-

vention of a higher one, in the interests of moral

law. The historical fact that Jesus Christ rose from

the dead identifies the Lord of physical life and

death with the Legislator of the Sermon on the

Mount. Miracle is the certificate of identity be-

tween the Lord of Nature and the Lord of Con-

science, the proof that He is really a Moral Being
Who subordinates physical to moral interests.

Miracle is the meeting-point between intellect and
the moral sense, because it announces the answer

to the efforts and yearnings alike of the moral sense

and the intellect; because it announces revelation.

It may be asked whether miracle, in revealing

God, is not subversive of the idea of God, Whom
it reveals. Does it not postulate in Him two con-

tradictory wills, the one whereby he enacts a per-
manent law, the other whereby He suspends it?

And is not this irreconcileable with the highest
views of His Nature, as the Immutable, Who is what
He is unchangeably, because what He is, is abso-
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lately the "best? No. For this is to apply to the

Divine Mind a human standard of measurement.

Succession is a law of human thoughts ; because the

mind of man is finite. If I resolve to spend each

day for the next six months in a given way, and

then, three months hence, determine that I will

spend one particular day very differently, I am
without doubt guilty of traversing my original and

general intention by a second and particular inten-

tion which contradicts it. But with GCQ&, no -such

self-contradiction is possible ; because in the Divine

Mind there is . no succession, whether of ideas or

resolves. The Eternal Being sees the end in the

beginning ; He sees the exception together with the

rule so simultaneously, that it is untrue to say that

He anticipates it. It is a simple, indivisible apt

.of will, whereby He everlastingly wills the rule

together with the exception the exception with

the rule. With Him is "no variableness, neither

.shadow of turning."
x The idea that God, in work-

ing a miracle,-contradicts His own earlier purpose
jn giving to the physical world unchangeable laws,

.not merely betrays a conception of law as something

independent of the free activity of God, but intro-

duces into our conception of the Divine -Mind the.

finite and human idea of a succession in thought and

-will. Whereas, in truth He, the Infinite, embraces,

by one single act, present, past, and future, the

.general and the particular, the individual and the

universal ; reaching, as the Wise Man says,
" from

one end to another, mightily, and smoothly and

.sweetly ordering all things."
2

1 S. James i. 17. 2 Wise!, viii. 1.
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But does God compromise His dignity by working
a miracle, or by exerting a special Providence over

His works ? It is pleaded, indeed, that He must do

:so. It is said to be inconceivable that the Maker
.and Monarch of all these suns can interest Himself

in the concerns of one of the smallest of His planets ;

in a particular race
.
of creatures on its surface, in

individual members of that race, in you and me.

To imagine this, we are told, is only to indulge
human self-love, which interprets all things, even

the Deity Himself, by the promptings of its own
boundless self-complacency.
And yet, what kind of "

dignity "is it which is

thus pleaded in order to depreciate the freedom,

energy, and ubiquity of God's Providential Rule?
It is at best the dignity of an oriental despot ; he

is too engrossed in the cares of personal government,
or in the pursuits of personal indulgence, to listen

to the voices and to study the wants of the poor, who

struggle and suffer around the walls of his seraglio.

The notion that a really great intelligence will

concern itself only and exclusively with the_ broad

principles and general interests, to the neglect of

"particulars and .details, is, even when we -aTe^speak-

ing of human minds, a mistaken notion. This

vulgar contempt for details belongs to the preten-
tious imitation rather than to the reality of mental

power. A really great intelligence combines the

observation and study of details with the firm grasp
of comprehensive principles ; and in this power of

combining things, which in lower minds are found

apart, lies the strength and secret of its greatness.
Nor is this less, rather it is much more the case.
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with the Eternal Mind. God is not less Divine in

literally numbering the sparrows that fall to the

ground, and the hairs of the human head, than in

formulating the highest laws which govern either

planetary systems or spiritual intelligences; while

this comprehensive and penetrating interest and

action, spending itself upon the whole outward and

inward life of His creatures, is the symptom and

expression of the moral interest which the"reasonable

creation commands in the heart of the Creator.

No ; God's greatness is not enhanced, by systems
which would banish Him from the world, or con-

demn Him to impotence. The miracles of Chris-

tianity are so far from compromising its Theism,
that they illustrate and secure it. The God of

Christianity is no mere First Cause, or Supreme
Intelligence. He is a Moral God. If He is Power
and Wisdom, He is also Sanctity, Justice, Providence,

Mercy, Love. According to the Gospel, Love is His

Essence; and love is interest in, and self-sacrifice

for that which is its object. It is such a God as

this Who can alone be the adequate object of religion.
Traceable everywhere in human history, traceable

especially in the history of one separated and chosen

race, the interest of the Perfect Moral Being in the

moral and thinking creatures ofHis Hand culminates

at Bethlehem and on Calvary. The Incarnation of

the Eternal Son, the manifestation of the Divine life

of Love, and Justice, and Compassion, and Purity,

flashing through a veil of flesh, and leading up to a
death of agony and shame, which alters the whole

existing moral relation between earth and heaven ;

this is the glorious creed which rivets a Christian's
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conviction of the moral intensity of the Life of God.
" God so loved the world that He gave His Only
begotten Son." What could He do more in order to

convince us that He is not merely a Force or an

Intelligence, but a Heart ? At the feet of Him Who
could say, "He that hath seen Me hath seen the

Father," we understand, and rest upon the certainty,
that God is moral as well as intellectual "light,
and that in Him is no darkness at all." When a

man's hold upon this creed is gone, his thought falls

back, at best, upon the more rudimentary and less

adequate ideas of the Godhead ; the darker mysteries
of the world's history present themselves with more

painful force ; and the mind tends inevitably, in the

last resort, either to Deism or to Pantheism; to a

Deism which just permits God to create, and then

dismisses Him from His creation ; or to a Pantheism

which identifies Him with all the moral evil in the

universe, arid ends by propagating the worship of

new Baals and Ashteroths.

A few words in conclusion.

God being really alive, His existence is a fact

with which no other fact that the human mind can

come to recognize will possibly compare. Nothing

among created things that can engage and stimulate

thought, nothing that can warm and expand affection,

nothing that can invigorate will and purpose, ought,
in the judgment of any thinking human being, to

compete with the Eternal God. Our reasonable

duty towards God is
" to believe in Him, to fear

Him, and to love Him, with all the heart, with all the

mind, with all the soul, and with all the strength."
And yet that unbegun, unending, self-existent Life;
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that "boundless Intelligence administering a bound-

less Power; that long array of moral attributes

which win our k>ve while they must also move our

reverence and fear; what is He, our God, to us?

Do we thirst for God ? As the days, and months,
and years pass, do we ever look out of and beyond
ourselves upon that vast ocean of Uncreated Life

Which encircles us, Which penetrates our inmost

selves ? Do we ever think steadily, so as to dwell

with a real intellectual interest upon Him Who is

the first and highest of truths, to Whose free bounty
we ourselves owe the gift of existence, and to Whom
we musb one day account for our use of it? Do we-

ever sincerely desire to love Him, and to live for

Him? Or are we constantly hurrying along our

solitary path from one vanishing shape towards

another, while we neglect the Alone Unchangeable ?

Be sure that, if we will, in God revealed in Christ,

the soul may slake the thirst of the ages ;
and the

dreariest, and darkest, and most restless existence

may find illumination and peace.
" This God is our

God for ever and ever : He will be our guide unto

death, and beyond it." To each one of us, now, He
is, if we will if we will, He will be, for ever, to

each the Eternal Truth, wherein thought can never

find its limit ; the Uncreated Beauty,
" most Ancient,

yet always Fair," whereof aifection can never tire ;

the Perfect Rule, existing eternally in the Life of

the Necessary Moral Being, whereunto each created

will may perpetually conform itself, yet never

exhaust its task. Without this Awful and Blessed

Being, man has no adequate object, even during
these days of his brief earthly existence ; his thought.
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his affection, his purpose spring \ip and are exercised

only that they may presently waste and die. With

God, the human soul not merely interprets the secret

of the universe; it comprehends, and is afc peace

with, itself. For God is the satisfaction of its

thirst ; He is the .object of Religion.



LECTUEE III.

j&untag in Etcnt.

THE SUBJECT OF RELIGIONTHE SOUL.

Ps. viii. 4.

WJiat is man, that Tliou art mindful ofMm ?

RELIGION, we have seen, is not a sentiment, or an

idea, or even a code of moral practice. It involves

the establishment and maintenance of a real bond

between God on the one hand and man on the other.

To the perfectness of this bond, feeling, thought,
and moral earnestness on the part of man, contribute

elements which are indispensable to it; so that

religion in itself, although beyond each of them, is

dependent upon all. Its object, as we have also

seen, is the Personal and Moral God. In a mere first

cause, in a mighty force, in an all-surveying intelli-

gence, religion finds nothing to which it can attach

itself; and systems which, like Pantheism, deny the

Personality of God, or, as did the old Deism, remove
Him from all interest in and moral action upon the

world, are thereby destructive of religion. And we
have so far anticipated the matter before us, as to

observe that, whatever else may be said for or against
it, Christianity satisfies those conditions of a real

religion, in which these theories severally fail ; and
that in Christendom, the purity and spirituality of

a Personal God on the one hand, and His intimate
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contact with us men on the other, by means of a

Personal Incarnation, are fully and equally recog-
nized. But this brings us face to face with a question

of scarcely inferior importance, at least from our

human and practical point of view. Eeligion being
a real relation between man and God, it is natural

and inevitable to pass from considering one of its

terms to the consideration of the other. If God be

the object, what is the subject of religion ? What is

this created being who can thus enter into relations

w-ith the high majesty of heaven ? or, as the Psalmist

puts it at once more reverently and more truthfully,

"What is man, that Thou art mindful of him?"
What is it in man which makes him capable of this

exceptional relation to God, as implied in his capacity
for religion ?

It would be a mistake to treat the inquiry on

which we "

are embarking as so entirely speculative
that it can secure or fortify no practical results. It

is easy, but unwise, in days like these to ignore the

great questions which open beneath our feet as well

as above our heads, under the pretence of being

practical men who have neither time nor inclination

for theory. No doubt, it is better to be a good man
than to be a good psychologist; but an accurate

notion of the real nature of the soul may contribute

very materially in such an age as ours to personal
enthusiasm for practical goodness. How are you to

decide whether man is capable of religion, or how
far his capacity extends, until you know what, in his

inmost, deepest being, man really is ? In other

words, this question of man's capacity for religion is

substantially the question whether man - be not
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merely a bodily organism, "but also and especially
a spiritual personality.

Certainly Kevelation lias farniliarizedvfChristians

with the angels, as supramundane beings, in a very

high degree capable of religion. But religion, as it

comes before us on the surface of this planet, is a

monopoly of man. Among the lower creatures we
find nothing like it

;
we can discover no place for it.

Man is the highest being of which these creatures

have cognizance. Often, indeed, may we discover in

their attachment to ourselves, in their fidelity, in

their tenderness, in the true delicacy of the attention

which they show us, much that rebukes us when we
reflect on the poor service that we ourselves pay to

a Higher Master. But having no unseen world open
to them, and being, as they are, incapable of any
properly reflective thought, they are also incapable
of religion, of any consciously personal relationship
to the Source of all Life. Man, however, can look

above and beyond this world of sense ; he can enter

into real communion with the Monarch of both

worlds ; and the secret of his doing this lies in that

which, by virtue of God's bountiful gift and appoint-

ment, he himself is; it lies in the characteristic

which separates him utterly from the creatures

around him.

I.

"What is man ? What, let us ask, is this or that

given man of our acquaintance, a near relation, one

of ourselves? In the distance, or at first sight, a

single human being is what ihe world chiefly
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associates with him; he is so much property, so

much professional skill, so much political influence,

so much' social power, so much literary reputation,

so much practical capacity for public affairs. Upon
these things the public eye is wont to rest chiefly,

if not exclusively ; these things are labelled with

this or that great name when it is repeated in

conversation or in the newspapers. But they are

only the accidents of any human life. They are

external to it. They tell us nothing about itr

nothing at least that a true appreciation of human

greatness would most care to know. When do we
see the man himself? We stand face to face with

him ; we listen to a voice ; we note the peculiarities

of a manner ;
we study the ever-varying lines of a

human countenance; but we are still outside the

real man. His voice, his manner, his expression,

may tell us something about him ; it may be a great
deal ; but they are not himself. We get nearer his

real self, when we can observe and compare and
take to pieces what he says and does ; in his speech
and his action, he reveals at least some portion of his

character. But that which speaks and acts is be-

neath speech and action ; it is always and necessarily
invisible. .The knife of no anatomist, however

delicately wielded, can detect it in the folds of any
human brain ; no psychologist can draw it out into

the light by an exhaustive analysis of any human

thought. Underlying all the outward decorations

of man's life ; underlying the human face, and form,
and speech, and action, although thrilling through
them as if threatening ever and anon to become
visible ; underlying all that is most private and subtle
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even in secret thought, is that around which, all else

is gathered, and without which all else would be

stripped of its significance, without which it would
never have been or would cease to be.

What is man ? He is, in the root and seat of his

being, a person. He is that which each of us means
when he says,

" I." Let us turn to look at this

question from within, rather than from without;
for after all, it is within ourselves that we can, each

for himself, only and really grapple with it. What
do we mean, each of us, by

" I." We mean, first of

all, something distinct, utterly, profoundly distinct,

from all that is not " I "
; something which is

conscious, as nothing else is conscious, of this deep
distinctness. I think, and I know that it is only I

who think ; I think about myself, and I know that

it is myself only about whom I only am thinking ;

no other self commingles with this consciousness, or

I should not be myself ; I am thus conscious of my
own identity, and of my radical separateness from all

besides. Nay, more, I can trace and assert this

identity of myself with myself, this separateness of

myself from all that is not nryself, for a long term

of past years. When the outward circumstance of

niy life were far other than they are now ; when my
bodily mien was so different that none could

recognize in it the myself of to-day ; when the inner

companions of my secret being were not as they have
been since, so that I had other thoughts, other

feelings, other resolves than now; yet still under-

lying these differences there was, deep down at

bottom, the same self, thinking, feeling, resolving

then, even as it resolves, and feels, and thinks now.
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And of no one fact am I more certain, or so certain,

as of this ; that this self of the present is the self

of thirty or forty years ago ; that it was then as it is

now, that it is now as it was then, a thing distinct

from all else in the universe ; and a thing of which,

among creatures, I alone have actual cognizance.

And as I am certain that it is separate from all

besides, and that, as long as my memory will serve

me, it has never been otherwise ; so I feel at this

moment, as I always have felt, that I possess it ; that

its thoughts are my thoughts; that its will is my
will; that this thought and will are not powers
whicli come in upon me like a flood and possess me,
but that they are strictly forms of my own activity.

If I think, I choose to think; if I will, it is I, and
no other being in the universe, who does will; my
will is the exercise of a freedom, unshared by any

partner of my life ; and, if I chooso, indestructible.1

Such, or, at least, something of this kind, is the

sense of personality as we, each one of us, experience
it. As long as we can remember, it has been at the

bottom of all that we have felt, thought, and done ;

it has penetrated every movement of our minds and

hearts; it has welded the many elements of our

lives, outward and inward, moral and intellectual,

1 See Psychologie, by Amedee Jacques, in the Manuel do

Philosophie, Hachette, 1867. In Is. xxvi. 9, the 170 ^K. is

clearly distinguished both from the 's: and the nn ; in Prov.

xxxiii. 15, and Eccles. vii. 25, it is distinguished from the

r?V of the Speaker. In Scripture -npAaairov (2 Cor. i. 11) refers

to external manifestation of the person, and {mfoTaffis (Heh. i.

3, xi. 1) to the substance that underlies the appearance. There
is no word in Scripture to express

"
person

"
in the sense of a

self conscious, self-determining being. Del. Bibl. Psychologic,
vi. 1. Worter's art. Seele in Wetzer and Wette ; Diet. EncycL
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spiritual and even bodily, into a consistent whole.

When it is felt, our inmost being is felt ; we can get
no deeper than that reflective thought, than that

conscious will. Here we touch, so far as we can

touch, personal spirit; and it is because man is a

personal spirit, or, as Scripture terms it, a being
made in the image of God, that he is master of the

world around him.1 The mere animal is not thus

conscious of, and capable of reflecting on, his own
existence. He lives and feels; he carries instinct

forward, it may be, to the very confines of reason.

But he does not comprehend his life; he does not

reflect that it is he who lives ; he is not conscious

of remembering a line of personal existence, unshared

by any other being, and threading a series of years
and a long train of divergent circumstances. He
does not anticipate a future. Neither is he free or

deliberate in his exercise of will : his will is only

impulsive desire or passion, unregulated by intel-

ligence; it is not his instrument;, it is his master,

Being thus the slave of nature around him and of his

own nature, of his own instincts, and of the force of

circumstance, he never can project himself beyond
nature, and so rise above it, and take the measure of

it and of his own relation towards it. He is thus

passive when face to face with his nature, he is thus

1 On the Likeness of God in man see Delitzsch, Biblische

Psychologic, ii., 2. The Divine Image consists in man's self-

consciousness and moral freedom, rb voepbv Kai auTeotf<rt<w.

Man's dominion over the earthly world is "an effluence of the
Divine likeness, and not the Divine likeness itself." By
means of the Resurrection even man's body attains r$jy e'/coVa

TOV eirovpavtov (1 Cor. xv. 49), in that it is transfigured into the

image of the God-man. See the whole of this interesting
section.
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entirely under its control, because b.e altogether

belongs to it ; because in him there ,js nothing which

conies from a higher world, and is independent of

the world of sense.1 Accordingly the single animal

is only a specimen of his kind, the individual exists

only in the species : but man, besides belonging on

his animal side to an animal species, yet knows him-

self to be, in his individual capacity, a solitary

essence, 'personal and indivisible. With man, the

animal species, the lower nature which ho shares

with hjg land, is subordinate to the individual,

because in man that which constitutes the individual,

Jiis inmost being, belongs to a separate and a higher
order of existence.2

This consciousness of personal life is not to be

referred to anything in man's physical constitution.

Thought after all is not merely phosphorus ; and

psychology is not correctly described as a branch of

physiology. The great Scottish thinkers of half a

century ago laid much stress upon the doctrine of

what they called " internal facts." By an internal

fact they did not mean a fact removed from the

1
Worter, art. Seele, ubi sup.

s It were to be wished, observes Delitzsch, that personality
and individuality were less frequently confused in common
language than they are. Personality is common to all men as

such : by it men are raised above plants and beasts. Betweei
the "

thought," feeling, instinct of the brute, and the inner life

of man, who is conscious of himself, and can in thought project
himself beyond himself, there is an impassable gulf. Indi-

viduality only marks off the single specimen of the kind,
whether it be man or beast; it implies nothing as to his sub-

jective life. Although this obvious distinction is not formally
-expressed iu Scripture, it is observable that in the narrative of

ihe creation VD is used only of plants and beasts, not of man ;

as if to imply that man is more than an individual specimen of

a kind, that he is a person. Bibl. Psych, iv. 1.
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"
internalfacts?

cognizance of the five senses ; Because there are many
purely physiological facts which might he defined in

this .way,- as, for example, valvular action in the

circulation of the hlood. They meant an act of

which the personal consciousness alone takes cogni-
zance. If you lift a heavy weight, so far as the

visible muscular exertion of the arm goes, that is an
external fact ; but the cause of this external fact is

an internal fact, a determination of your will that

\s, of yourself; and of this cause you alone are

conscious. How your will acts upon your muscles,

you cannot say ; but this at least you do know, that

it is your will which, by a voluntary self-determina-

tion, caused the movement of the muscles of your
arm : and this internal fact is just as certain to you
as the external one. Or suppose that you feel!

annoyance at some action of a neighbour, and reflect

almost immediately that this feeling is undeserved,,

and fall back upon this and that consideration in

order to set it aside, and succeed in doing so. Here

you have three distinct internal facts ; the original

feeling, the bringing reason to bear upon that feeling,

and the altered state of feeling which succeeds. .ML

of these are strictly internal, strictly peculiar to the

consciousness; yet as appreciable by observation,

and as immediately appreciable, as any fact of physi-

ology. There is no necessity, exclaims the eminent

thinker who suggests this illustration, for losing
ourselves " in metaphysical hypotheses, in order to-

demonstrate the spirituality of the soul, and Kant
was right in throwing these old-fashioned arguments
to the winds. The spirituality of the soul is a fact ^

it is a positive fact ; it is a fact just as notorious as=
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the sunlight. Men are still inquiring, and wiD

probably inquire while time shall last, "what matter

is. But we do practically know what spirit is, for

we have each one of us a sample of it in ourselves,

that is to say, in the thinking, feeling, determining

subject which we name *
self.'

" *

It would be an impertinence to say that the

spirituality of the human soul "is taught in Scrip-

ture," because Holy Scripture everywhere presup-

poses it, and is unintelligible without it. But a

question may be raised as to the form in which it is

taught there. Scripture sometimes appears to ex-

hibit human nature as composed of two elements,

sometimes as of three. Moses represents man as

originating from " the combination of an imme-
diate breathing of God with an earthly body,"

2

and Solomon marks off the dust which at death

must " return to the earth as it was " from *' the

spirit
"
that " shall return unto God who gave it."

s

After a like manner our Lord distinguishes the true

life or soul of man 4 from his animal life, and the

"spirit," which in His disciples was "willing," from
the "flesh" that was weak;

8 and in dying He
resigns His Human Soul to the Father, with the

words, "Into Thy Hands I commend My Spirit."
6

On the same ground S. Paul bids Christians glorify
God both in their body and in their spirits, since

both body and spirit belong to Him ;
7 and S. James

compares faith without works to that separation

1
Saisset, L'ame ct la Vie, pp. 16, 17, 18, 22.

Gen. ii. 7; cf. Del. Bibl.' Psych, ii. 4. 3 Eccles. xii. 7.
* S. Matt. vi. 25, ouxi ij tyvx'h T^Tdi/ 4m T^S rpoipijs.
5 S. Matt. xxvi. 41. S. Luke xxiii. 46.
7 1 Cor. vi. 20, see text.
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between the "body and the spirit which implies the

death of the tody.
1 In these passages, man is re-

garded as composed of a "body and of a single super-

sensuous nature, which is sometimes called life or

soul,
2 and sometimes spirit; but elsewhere, this

immaterial nature itself is subdivided into self-

conscious, self-determining spirit, and animal life-

.power or soul. Thus S. Paul prays that the spirit,

.and soul, and body of the Thessalqnian Christians,

each part subsisting in its perfect integrity, may be

preserved blameless until our Lord's second coming;
8

and the word of God is described in the Epistle to

the Hebrews as having, from its moral power, an

analytical efficacy which separates as clearly between

the spiritual and psychical elements of man's imma-
terial nature, as between the life of sensation and
the life of motion in his corporeal nature.4 Still ij;

-cannot be concluded from these two passages ,ihat

man consists of three essentially distinct Cements.
If this language of S. Paul obliges us to see in soul

.and spirit something more than two distinct relations

of man's inward nature, it does not imply more than

wo distinct departments of that nature, the higher

ii. 26.
'"* "

According to the usus loquendi of all the books of the Bible,
^33 tyvxii, frequently denotes the entire inward nature of man."

This is true even of S. Paul. If fyvxJi in his writings means
nothing more than "vis qua corpus viget et movetur," he is at
issue with S. Luke, with the Epistle to the Hebrews, and with
Eph. vi. 6, Col. iii. 23, Phil. i. 27 ; in all of which passages the
seat of moral resolve is placed in the fyvyii. Cf. Delitzscb,
Bibl. Psych, iii. 9.

3 1 Thess. v. 23, 6\6ic\t]pov vfuwv rb vvevp^ oi f] <JwXT/ Kat rb

h iv. 12, Si?KVoA/j.evos &XP 1 ^pitrfum ^v^ns re Kai

-ros, appear re /cat
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region of self-conscious spirit and self-determining

will, which belongs to man as man; and the lower

region of appetite, perception, imagination, memory,
.
which in the main is common to the undying soul of

man and the perishable inmost being of the brute.

Man's soul is not a third nature, poised between his

spirit and his body ; nor yet is it a sublimate of his

bodily organization, any more than his body is a

precipitate of his soul. It is the outer clothing of

the spirit, one with it in essence, yet distinct in

functions; the centre of man's life, psychical and

animal, is his spirit.
1

But whatever Holy Scripture may explicitly say
about the spiritual personality of man as a formal

doctrine, it implies much more by its constant appeal
to man's higher nature. From first to last it treats

man as a being who, although clothed in an animal

form, is essentially and -in himself a spirit.- It

surrounds him with precepts which a self-determining

spirit only can obey; with examples, of which only
a reflecting spirit can enter into the force and drift ;

with prayers, aspirations, modes of thought and

feeling, that have no meaning for a being who is

not experimentally conscious of his spiritual sub-

sistence. Especially is this observable in those

1 In our own day Anton Giinther revived the psychological
7\ nuKMj..-of-Qnom t ;hy malting <ihejcUfitifieii0H -%etween the soul

and spirit in man an essential distinction; in other words,

by representing each man as possessed of two souls, one the
seat of reason, the other of sensation and growth. That this

theory has no biblical warrant appears to have been satisfac-

torily shown by Delitzsch : its experimental difficulties are
obvious. The Ego which thinks, reasons, wills, is, we all of ua
know, identical with the Ego which experiences the sensations
of sight, smell, hearing, touch.
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4.

Divine pages winch form the inmost sanctuary of

Holy Scripture ; in the Life and Words of our Lord

Jesus Christ. As' human forms pass before Him, in

the Gospel, although He is constantly relievinghuman
want and pain, it is plain that the outward man
means for Him, relatively, almost nothing, and that.

His eye rests persistently, exclusively, upon the man
within. As we accompany Him. in that brief but

exhaustive study of humanity, we feel before the

centurion or Pilate little or nothing of the majesty
of the Roman name. Although Christ appeared
when the Empire of the Csesars was in its splendour,
He speaks of the "

kings of the Gentiles," in a phrase
of studied vagueness ; as if to suggest the utter in-

significance of the highest political interests which

only touch man's outward life, when they are con-

trasted with those higher interests of the human

spirit which He had come to promote. Even the

greatness and authority of the successors of Aaron

disappears, or recedes into the background, in the

atmosphere of this exacting estimate, which knows
no respect of persons ; while on the other hand, at

His bidding, a few obscure and illiterate Galilean

peasants become respectively a S. Peter, a S. John,
a S. Mary Magdalen names which of themselves

recall neither political weight nor intellectual pres-

tige, but types of spiritual character, beautiful and

majestic, upon which already eighteen centuries of

progressive civilization have been forward to lavish

all but the best of their reverence and their love.

It is indeed as personal spirits, tabernacling in

bodily forms, that we men are capable of religion.
Resolve man's higher nature into physiological sen-
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sation with Materialism, and religion becomes an

absurdity. As spirits, we are linked and bound to

the Father of Spirits ; as spirits, we believe, we hope,
we love; as spirits, we enter into the complex mystery
and activities of prayer ; as spirits, we take in each

other that deep and penetrating interest which

pierces beneath the outline of the human animal,
and holds true converse with the supersensuous

being within. All that weakens or lowers our

consciousness of being spirits, weakens in that pro-

portion our capacity for religion : all that enhances

that consciousness, as surely enlarges it.

II.

Man, then, if we track him to the centre of his

being, is a spirit, whatever be the dignity and

organic indispensableness of his outward form.

What do we know about the origin of man's spirit,

of his deepest self? We know when and under

what conditions a human body comes into existence.

What do we know about the origin of a human soul ?

If we take account of the ancient and of the

Eastern world, one of the most popular answers to

this question will be found in the theory that the

soul exists before the body. Sometimes this is stated

without an attempt at closer definition; more fre-

quently it takes the form of a doctrine of Metempsy-
chosis. According to this doctrine the spiritual part
of each man's being is as a forced emigrant, who has

previously occupied other frames, and who may have
others to inhabit hereafter; although man's inex^

tinguishable hope suggests that an escape from this
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fatal cycle may be achieved by pre-eminent virtue,,

which will at length secure an incorporeal immor-

tality for the weary wanderer.1

The Western and less systematized form of the-

doctrine is due to Plato. Plato, who did so much)

in the way of training the ancient world to realize

the greatness and uniqueness of the soul, accounted

for the soul's present and, as he deemed it, humilir

ating relation to the body, by saying that the soul

had existed previously in another state of being, and
was condemned to tenant a human frame as a kind

of punishment. Plato was probably less anxious to-

give a complete account of the origin of the soul,

than to explain the source of certain ideas which he

encountered in the human mind. They occupied
much of his attention, and he desired to invest them
with an authority that might place them beyond the

reach of popular discussion. To Plato it seemed that

these ideas were relics of a higher knowledge enjoyed

by the soul in some earlier stage of its being; he

could account for them no otherwise, because they
so transcended the poor realities of man's present

experience. Thoughts which appeared to result from

scientific speculation were in truth only a form of

memory memory of some bygone existence, passed
in an ideal world from which the soul had fallen

down into the sphere of sense and under conditions

of time.2

Plato's speculation about the soul was of deeper
1 For a recent European theory of a curiously Gnostic com-

plexion, see " Le Lendemain de la Mort, ou la vie future selon
la Science," par Louis Figuier. Paris, 1871.

2
rjju.Ii/ -q judflj)(ris OUK JiAAo TI ^ a,vdfi.vi)(ris Tvyxavti oi/tra- Cf.

PJat. Phsed., E. 73-77, 246.
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and more permanent interest to humanity at large,

than the particular theory which led him to adopt
it. It naturally found its way, in company with

his other guesses, to Alexandria. It was adopted

by Neo-Platonist thinkers, and even in the Jewish

schools; it was taught "by Philo, as well as by
Plotinus; it was filtered through Essenism into

the religious philosophy of the Talmud and the

Cabbala;
1 it entered into more than one type of

Gnosticism; it appears among the other eccentrici-

ties of the eccentric Origen; it forms a link between

the :philosophical bishop of Gyrene, 'Synesius, and

the outer world of Pagan thought. But it was

stoutly opposed by the immense majority of Chris-

;tian teachers,
2 and was finally condemned by the

collective Church, as an untenable error.8 For it

never had any basis in Holy Scripture; not even

in those writings which are historically connected

with Alexandrian thought, or which have been con-

sidered, on strictly internal grounds, to have an

Alexandrian Colouring.
4 To suppose that it un-

1 Delitzsch. quotes Joel, Religions philosophic der Sohar,

pp. 107-109.
2 Even by Clement of Alexandria, o e&s focis fvolijaev ou

wp&ovra.f expi}v 7P /col elSevcu ijfias ovov jjfiev el irpo TJ/j.ev. Qu.
by Klee, Dogmatik. p. 433, from Strom, viii. ; Maii, torn. vii.

p. 88. S. Peter of Alexandria characterizes it as a shred of

heathenism : -rb jap /uad^fta TOVTO TTJS IAA.TJI'IKTJS effri <f>(Ao<ro<J>ias

/ce'fTjs Kdl aAAorp/as o&njs TUV ev Xpiffry evaeftus 6e\6vrwv rjv,

De Anim. frag., ib.
3 In the Second Council of Constantinople; Hefele, Con-

ciliengesch. ii. 772.
4

E.g., not in Wisd. viii. 19, 20, -which refers to an altogether
exceptional attribute or Personality. The Cabbalist reference
to Eccles. xii. 7, and Origen's to Bom. ix. ll-13j Luke i. 47,
Jerem. i. 5, are set aside on examining the passages. Nor are
such arguments as Heb. vii. 9 to the point. The pre-existence
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derlies the doctrine of an original or birth-sin,

as taught in the New Testament, is to forget that

the great teacher of that doctrine expressly states

that the consequences of the first sin devolve upon
those who have not sinned after the similitude of

Adam's transgression.
1 The conception of a pre-

existing soul is, moreover, broadly at issue with the

Scriptural account of man's creation. Holy Scrip-

ture knows of no creation of souls prior to the creation

of "bodies; the creation of the first man comprises
the simultaneous creation of his body and his soul.

Scripture carries us up to no moral act of any soul

living and working before the creation of Adam's

body; it traces no moral circumstance of man's

present condition higher than to the sin of Adam
in Paradise. It represents marriage as honourable,
and the offspring of marriage as a blessing from the

Lord. But these representations are inconsistent

with the theory which would treat the human body,
the product of marriage, as only a strange house

of detention, wherein the unwilling soul is bound

during a lifetime, far from its true end and home.

In short, the theory of the soul's pre-existence is

broadly at issue with the biblical and Christian

doctrine of man, which makes man the synthesis
of body and spirit : since, according to that theory,

of our Lord's Divine Person, as taught in S. John and S. Paul,
would be relevant, if those Apostles had taught the pre.-exist-
ence of any one else, and if, in His case, this pre-existence did
not clearly attach to a representation of His Personal Dignity
as superhuman. His Human Soul \vas, like His Body, created

in time, and then hypostatically united to His pre-existent
Godhead.

1 Rom. v. 14, rl TOVS
(J.T) anapT-fiffavras &rl r$ 6//oco//.aTi IT),

srapaftaffftas ASfyi.
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man existed in his completeness, as spirit, "before

he was sent to inhabit a human frame. And in this

way such a theory cuts up by the roots that pro-

found argument for the future resurrection of the

body, which is suggested by the fact that the body
is, under the terms of man's natural constitution,

the soul's one adequate organ and instrument; it

reduces the body to the rank of a temporarily in-

dwelt shell, which might be escaped from with

advantage. Nor is the verdict of our experience at

issue with that of Christian doctrine in this par-
ticular. If we have all of us existed in some pre-
vious state of being, how is it that no living memory
records any one distinct event in this presumed

phase of past existence? If all traces of this sup-

posed pre-existent life should have been blotted out

from one memory, or from the majority of memories,
how are we to explain their entire disappearance
from all ? Such universal oblivion of a great past
is in fact inexplicable, except upon the extreme and

violent hypothesis of a miraculous annihilation of

memory in all spirits that have been heretofore

united to human forms. The failure of any one

memory to recall the supposed life of human souls

in another sphere of being, is as unfavourable to the

supposition at the bar of reason, as its other demerits

must be held to be condemnatory of it in the judg-
ment of faith.1

But if man's soul cannot be supposed to exist, as

an independent being, before the formation of his

1 For some considerations to the contrary, see Delitzsch,
Bibl. Psych, i. 1, who, however, insists thai the theory in-

question has no Scriptural foundation. .

'

-
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body, is it a part, the highest part, of that transmitted

inheritance of life, which we receive, each one of us,

from our earthly parents? Among the ancients this

position was maintained most earnestly by Ter*

tullian.1 He had already broken away from the

Church, and he wanted a strong psychological tenet

capable of bearing him well out in the vigorous
resistance which, in his Montanist isolation, he

offered to the Marcionite notion of a pre-existing
soul. Of course, if the soul was generated simul-

taneously with the body, there was no room left for

saying that it had ever existed independently ; and

Tertullian accordingly pressed the theory of Tradu-

cianism, as it is termed, with this object, just as in

a later age S. Augustine was attracted towards it,

for another reason equally independent of its intrinsic

merits.^ If the soul was transmitted from sire to

son, then it was easy to answer the Pelagian ques-

tion, how original sin could be passed on together
with it from Adam to his descendants. But, not-

withstanding this powerful motive for accepting it,

Augustine saw in the Traducianist doctrine an-

1 Cf. Tertull. de Anima, c. 19. He speaks of the human
soul " velut earculus quidam ex matrice Adam in propaginem
deducta ;

" and argues that in the process of natural concep-
tion,

" cum omni sua paratura pullulabit, tarn intellectu quam
sensu." Cf. passim, 19-21, 25-27, 37.

z Beausobre (Hist. Grit, de Manichee, Amst., 1734) goes so
far as to attribute a strictly Traducianist doctrine respecting
the origin of the soul to S. Augustine. How keenly Augustine
felt the dangers of Materialism latent in this theory appears
from such passages as De Gen. ad Litt. lib. x. cap. i. 24-25.
His general language is studiously undecided: cf. De Anima
et ejus orig. i. 2 ; iv. 2. De Lib. Arbitr. iii. c. 21, n. 59. His
hesitation is the more remarkable, as Pelagius made great use
of Creatianism in opposing the Catholic doctrine of original
sin. See hia Letter to S. Jerome ; Ep. 16&, c. 5, 9.
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element of Materialism.1 The ordinary comparison
of lighting one lamp from ihe flame of another, was

too gross an image worthily to adumbrate the act

of giving being to an immaterial consciousness. The
idea of the soul which Traducianism suggests, is

really derived from animal analogies, and is in-

applicable to the conception of a purely spiritual

and indivisible essence. The difficulty was not

removed by saying that the body was not, as in tbe

theory of Tertullian, the real generating agent, but

only one intermediate link in the process by which

a soul is engendered by parent souls. When Lac-

tantius asked whether, on the Traducianist hypothesis,
the soul of an infant was to be supposed to be delived

from the father, or from the mother, or from both

parents at once, he asked a question which was, in

fact, fatal to the theory.
2 It was inconceivable that

a spirit, personal and indivisible, or that two spirits,

should engender another spirit ; because to conceive

this was to attribute a purely animal process of pro-

pagation to inhabitants of the supersensuous world.3

1
Ep. 190, ad Opt. c. iv. n. 13, 14, 15, qu. by Worter.

* De opificio Dei, c. 19. Illud quoque venire in qusestionem
potest : utrumne anima ex patre, an potiiis ex matre, an verd ex

utroque generetur. Sed ego id meo jure ab ancipiti vindico.

Nihil enim ex his tribua verum est, quia neque ex utroque
neque ex alterutro seruntur anirnse corporibus. Corpus enim
ex corporibus nasci potest, quoniam confertur aliquid ex

utroque ; de anitnis anima non potest, quia ex re tenui et in-

comprehensibiU nihil potest decedere.
8 Delitzsch's attack upon the position that "the assumed

ability of spirit to propagate itself is contrary to the dualism
of nature and spirit," does not appear to be convincing. The
Divine Nature being the Parent of the material as well as of

the Spiritual Universe, those Eternal Truths internal to It,
which are shadowed out by the names of Father, and Son, may
well be the archetypes of material rather than of spiritual facts
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It has been observed that children generally re-

semble their parents in those qualities which we
describe collectively as temperament, as belonging
to the region of animal life-power ; but that no such

resemblance can be calculated on, or, where it does

occur, regarded as other than purely accidental, in

respect of strictly personal qualities, such as genius,
or will.

1 Traducianism can undoubtedly point to

great names who favour it in ancient and modern
times ;

2 and it rests on too large an area of possibili-

ties to be rejected with anything like peremptoriness.
But the general sense of the Church is now, as it has

been in past times, against it ; it does not seem to

harmonize, at least naturally and easily, with the

fixed outlines of a consistently spiritualist philosophy,

or, notwithstanding the easy explanation which it

affords of a doctrine of transmitted sin, to mate
itself really at home with such an estimate of man's

spiritual nature as is implied by the great doctrines

of the Christian creed.

in the universe. The Eternal Spirit Himself is " not begotten
but proceeding." The <n^in f Prov. viii. 24, is to be referred

to the Son, Who is identical with the Wisdom of the Proverbs.
The application of the metaphor of generation and birth to

God's natural (Job xxxviii. 28 ; Ps. xc. 2 ; Deut. xxxii. 18) and

supernatural (1 Pet. i. 3 ; James i. 18 ; 1 S. John iii. 9) creations

does not warrant any inference as to a possible parental rela-

tionship between one created spirit and another. The angelic
reference in Gen. vi. 1-4, is, to say the least, far too doubtful
to be made the basis of an argument. But cf. Bibl. Psych, ii.

7, sub fin.
1 As by Wo'rter, ubi supra.
2 S. Jerome, indeed, himself an earnest Creatianist, attributes

Traducianism to the majority of Western teachers in his day :

maxima pars occidentalium, Ep. 78, ad Marcell; but in an-

tiquity Tertullian stands out almost alone in his unfaltering
decision. Augustine hesitates. Of modern Traducianists,
Delitzsch amon<? Lutheran, and Klee among Roman Catholic

writers, are perhaps the greatest.
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The other and the more generally received doctrine

is known as Creatianism. Each soul is an immediate

work of the Creator: He is perpetually creating
souls out of nothing, and infusing them into bodies.1

He creates each soul at the moment when the body
which is destined for it enters really and properly
on its inheritance of life.

2 Creatianism recognizes

that sense of the immateriality of the human spirit

which expressed itself falsely in the doctrine of a

pre-existence, and which is so seriously compromised

by Traducianism. Personal spirit, it is asserted by
the Cveatianist, cannot be transmitted from one

created life to another, like animal vitality. Yet

Creatianism recognizes the truth for which the

Traducianists contended against the advocates of the

soul's pre-existence, when it maintains that the soul

and body are strictly contemporaneous in their

origin, and that they have profound and ineffaceable

relations to each other.

When it pleaded against this account of the origin
of the soul that it is at issue with the Scriptural

representation of a Sabbath rest, which brought God's

creative activity to a close,
8

it is sufficient to reply
that such an interpretation of the Mosaic narrative

would oblige us to close our eyes to the proved fact

of a later origin of new species of animals, besides

being inconsistent with any adequate idea of God's

1
Quotidie Dens operatur animus et in corpora mittit nascen-

tium. S. Jerome ; adv. Kuf. Apol. xvi. 1, 3. Traducianism he
thinks absurd : Satis ridendi qui putant animas cum corporibus
eeri, et non a Deo Bed a corporum parentibus generari. Qu. by
Klee, Dogm.

8 This is apparently the drift of Peter Lombard's often-

quoted maxim : Greando infundit animas Dens et infundendo
creat.

3 As by Klee, Dogmatik, p. 431.
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j>i evidential relation to tlie world.1 When it is said

that Creatianism, if true, would enslave God, by
bidding Him give existence to an immortal spirit at

the will of the adulterer, and in defiance of His own
law, this objection

2 does indeed reveal one peculiar

malignity of sins against chastity; but it is merely
an extreme illustration of the general truth, that

man can only sin with God's assistance ; -that all sin

consists in the employment of God's bounty against
Himself. When, lastly, it is urged that the trans-

mission of original sin is on this hypothesis unin-

telligible, it may be sufficient to say that since

original sin is rather of the nature of a defect than

of a positive taint, there is no difficulty in under-

standing how created souls did not receive a gift

which had been withdrawn from the race to which

they were united at their entrance into life. Upon
the whole, the Creatianist theory seems to fall in

with the scattered hints and with the general

language of Scripture more readily than the Tra-

ducianist. It is more in harmony with the account

of the creation of man, and with the general repre-
sentations of God's relation of Maker to the spirit of

man, which we find in the Old Testament.8 Espe-

cially does it seem to be borne out by the distinction

which is drawn in the Epistle to the Hebrews
between the " fathers of our flesh

" and the " Father

1 S. John v. 17.
2 S. Augustine admits to S. Jerome that, before hearing his

answer to this difficulty, he had himself solved it by dwelling
on God's power and will to draw good oat of evilin -allJIis

earthly providences. The giving being to a soul, capable of

knowing and loving its Creator, is of itself a good, however it

may be occasioned. Ep. ad Hieron. 166, c. 5.

3 Gen. ii. 7 ; Job xxxiii. 4 ; Ps. cxix. 73 ; Zech. xii. 1.
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of Spirits."
1 These expressions discriminate with

an accuracy from which there would appear to be no

escape between the contribution made to the compo-
site being of man by our -Heavenly Parent imme-

diately, and that which He bestows through created

channels of the gift of life.
3

This question of the soul's origin has carried us

into a region where we have at best to deal with

high probabilities ; where revelation has rather

hinted ;at the truth than unveiled it, and where

reason certainly cannot pretend to dogmatize. But

jii is not altogether unfruitful to look at this side of

our subject, even where certainty is unattainable.

To do so makes us all the more thankful for certaint}-,

when we know that it is within our reach. After

all, the difference between the Creatianists and

Traducianists does not raise the question whether
the human soul is made by God, but only the question
whether it is immediately created by Him. All that

we are and have, except the evil which we have

wrought, and which clings to us, comes from the

One Source of Life ; but if religion finds its strength
in this general conviction, it is especially stimulated

by the conviction that the soul is God's, immediate

handiwork. The belief that the inmost being of

1 Heb. xii 9. The contrast, Delitzsch admits, between

ffapitbs rifjiur itarepes, and the Divine irar^p TUV Tryeu/iarcoi', is

'physical and not ethical. " There can hardly," he remarks,
" be a more classical proof-text for Creatianism." The passages
which imply the organic oneness and responsibility of the race
of Israel do not set this aside (vii. 5, 10). Of. Num. xvi. 22.

2 Of. Delitzsch on Heb. xii. 9 against Ebrard's theory that

tfdpl means here the natural life iu opposition to the regenerate
life. Had this been the sense, the phrase would have been TOIW
uev jiniav Kara, ff&pKa, iraTepas. And the original Hebrew text of

Numb. xvi. 22, xxvii. 16, is decisive.
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each one of us is created as immediately by God as

was that of our first parent Adam, brings each of us

into a felt relationship with God, and reminds us oi

our obligations towards Him, more effectively than

would be the case if we supposed ourselves to receive

spiritual as well as corporeal life through a long
.series of ancestors. It is this persuasion which

underlies Bishop Andrewes' favourite ejaculatory

prayer from the Psalter,
"
Despise not Thou the work

of Thine own Hands." It is not in the anatomy and

faculties of the body, but in the analysis and struc-

ture of the soul, that the greatness of human life is

best realized, and our indebtedness towards its Giver

most deeply felt. This reflective reason ; this heart,

capable of a boundless expansion ; this will, which

may be trained to a freedom and an intensity of

extraordinary power ; of what are these faculties

so suggestive as of the knowledge, love, and service

due to that Being of Beings Who is the end, as He
is the Author, of this centre of complex and self-

controlling life ?

III.

Man, then, is a spirit ; and, as it would seem, he

is, as such, immediately created by God. The gravest

question yet remains : What is his destiny ? What-

ever may be said of the importance of questions

bearing on the soul's origin, no reflecting man will

ieny the interest of all that bears upon its future.

It is true that even this question is ostentatiously

set aside on the ground of its being unpractical to

discuss it.
" The dead," it is argued,

" do not return
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to tell us their experience. What then can be known

certainly of that which befalls them? We may
hope, or we may conjecture ; we may desire, or

despair; we may dogmatize in the air, and make
creeds of our aspirations ; but would it not be better

to confine ourselves to subjects that are well within

the range of our experience, and where sure results

are attainable, than to waste time and sympathy
upon that which belongs really and only to the realm

of fancy ?
"

This way of treating the subject is possible and

not uncommon among young men and women in

good health, who have never known a heartache;
and in the pages of clever serials, where readers are

carried forward almost unresistingly, by clear type
and well-turned sentences, over the dreary wastes of

sceptical thought. But the question of the eternal

future is too pressing to be thus left at a distance,

permanently. If religion has many enemies in the

predominant tendencies of the modern world, she

certainly has steady and inalienable allies in the

permanent circumstances of human nature. To the

most refined and cultured of ourselves, death is just as

certain a contingency as it was to our rudest fore-

fathers, and its dread solemnities enter just as pene-

tratingly into the homes of rank and science, as into

the humblest cottages in the land. Sooner or later it

comes close to all of us, and the mists which hide its

stern realities from our eyes roll away, and leave us

face to face with them.
"
They think that their houses shall continue for

ever: .and that their dwelling-places shall endure

from one generation to another; and call the lands

after their own names.
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"Nevertheless man will not abide in honour:

seeing that he may be compared unto the beasts that

perish ; this is the way of them.

"
They lie in the hell like sheep, death gnaweth

upon them, and the righteous shall have domination

over them in the morning : their beauty shall con-

sume in the sepulchre out of their dwelling.

" Be not thou afraid, though one be made rich : 01

if the glory of his house be increased ;

" For he shall carry nothing away with him when
he dieth : neither shall his pomp follow him.

" For while he liveth he counted himself an happy
man : and so long as thou doest well unto thyself,

men will speak good of thee.
" He shall follow the generation of his fathers :

and shall never see light.
" Man being in honour hath no understanding :

but is compared unto the beasts that perish."
1

This is the solemn irony of life, and from year to

year we find ourselves .face to face with it. Death

does not move us much, when it visits those whom
we do not know, or whom we know only slightly ;

when it only meets us as it travels gloomily

through, the crowded thoroughfare towards the

distant cemetery, or as it catches our eye in the

supplement of our daily newspaper. It does not

touch us as being what it is, so long as -it only,

produces social changes which excite our interest,

while it keeps sufficiently at a distance not to wound
our hearts. We drape it in phrases which treat it

1 Psalm xlix. 11, 12, 14, 16-20.
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as a solemn abstraction. No doubt it is solemn ; but

so is the war lately raging in Paraguay, or a Russian

campaign in Central Asia. We should speak very

differently of a revolutionary struggle in the streets

of London, upon the issue of which it was clearly

understood that our own life and property might

immediately depend. But we find that at last death

comes home to us, even to us, in all the closeness of

its dreadful embrace. Not, it may be, this time to

ourselves : that were perhaps more bearable^ The
one human being whom we have loved best on earth

the parent, the husband, the wife, the child lies

before us. We see what is coming. It is very

gradual, perhaps, and there are many rallies in

which vital power struggles with disease, in which

hope flickers up in its contest with the presentiments
of reason, only to die back into a deeper despair. It

is very gradual a slow processional movement to

the grave: but the end comes at last. At last a

day comes to which the preceding -days are as if

they bad not been; a day conies which lives in

memory. We can no longer reckon on hours ; we
dare not be away even for a few minutes, lest we
should be too late. A change has taken place, which

they know well who are familiar with death, and of

which .none can mistake the import. We feel, all

feel, that the time is short, and a few words are said

into which is compressed a life its most sincere

thought and love a few assurances., messages,

entreaties; no more is possible. Already, one by
Tone, the vital powers take their leave : first speech,

then movement, then hearing, then even eyesight.

Still there is breathing, now rapid and deep, now
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weaker and intermittent ;
and then there conies a

last breath
;
and we wait ; and there is none after

it.

It lies before us, that loved form : only an hour

ago it spoke : we speak to it now, but in vain. We
bend over it in our agony, as if it was still what it

had been ; but we know what would we not give
to escape from our conviction ? that neither thought
nor feeling tenants it now. And the question must

rise then, if it never rose before, with an. urgency

proportioned to the grief which asks it ; Is all

really over? Has the real being, which one short

hour ago thought and felt so keenly, actually and

for ever ceased to be ?

Do you say that in presence of that passionate

agony it is folly to ask for a decision which should

only be dictated by the coolest, the calmest, the

most unimpassioned, the most disinterested science ?

I answer that that agony, if it be not itself an

argument, is well fitted to win a hearing for argu-
ments to which, under ordinary circumstances, our

materialistic science is deaf. Such a condition of

feeling may be impatient on the one hand of a

physiology which seeks for the immaterial spirit in

the brain
;
as it cannot, on the other, enter into a

metaphysical discussion of the alleged indestructi-

bility of uncompounded essences. But being itself

pain, mental pain, one of the great chastening,

illuminating powers of the moral world, it is at

least in a mood to understand a moral- argument.
And the moral argument for our immortality is,

after all, the strongest of those upon which reason

can fall back. It is no fancy which insists that
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Eternal Justice cannot close His account with any
human conscience at the moment of death; that

there must be an after-world in which the too

unequal balance of suffering and happiness, of good
and evil doing during life, will be surely rectified.

We must do stern violence to the best and deepest
instincts, of our better nature'before the voice of this

argument can be silenced. It is a moral conviction

which protests against the Materialistic theory that

the soul is but an animated vapour which becomes

extinct with the life of the bodily frame. It equally

rejects the Pantheistic dream, that what looks like a

separate personality ceases when we cease to breathe,

while the soul sinks back into some vast under-

current of boundless life, which is the fabled vital

force of the Pantheistic universe. If morality has

any serious basis in the nature of things, if it be not

a dream or a conventionalism, there must be a future

wherein each personal spirit will subsist under

conditions which will have direct reference to its

moral and spiritual attainments here.

For if one thing is evident to a man who takes

notes of what passes within him with the lapse of

time, it is that the inward being which he contem-

plates as "self," is continually developing. As the

years pass, whether for good or evil, this immaterial,

thinking, resolving being acquires accumulating

strength and intensity. Long after the animal life

of man has reached its highest point, and is fairly on

the decline, the spirit feels itself sensibly growing ;

growing in the range of its intellectual grasp,

growing in its power of will, growing in its sense of

being a centre of life, unlike any of the forms of
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animal or vegetable life around it. Is it possible
that death will abruptly put an end to this hitherto

uninterrupted development? Is it possible that we
thus continuously expand iu all that constitutes our

real human selves, only to find at the gate of death

that we were nothing but brutes after all, although
endowed with sensibilities and imaginations just

keen enough to make us the victims of an immense
and exceptional delusion ?

It is often remarked that the Bible nowhere deals

with the natural immortality of the human soul as a

thesis to be proved.
1 As in the case of the soul's

spirituality, the Bible scarcely asserts, but it every-
where takes the truth for granted. When patriarchs
and kings are said in the language of the Old
Testament to be gathered to their fathers, it is not

merely meant that their bones were laid in the

common family resting-place. The natural scenery
of Palestine probably suggested the word which
described the revealed invisible home of the spirits

1 It is not meant that the soul of man is immortal through
any internal necessity, such as might be held to belong to an

uncompounded essence. In this sense God is 6 pfoos ex03"

ddavaaiav (1 Tim. vi. 16). In all creatures, indestructibility is

a gift. It is a gift to the spirif, as distinct from the animal

life-power of man. The ancients, Tatian and Justin Martyr,
who protested against the Greek idea of a necessary immortality
inherent in the soul, did not deny the gift of immortality,
which as a matter of fact the Creator had bestowed. Just as
man conceives of God, so he conceives of eternity, and longs
for it. His longing shows that he is designed for an eternity ;

it is otherwise inexplicable.
" God has placed eternity,

D
?iy in

the heart of man" (Eccles. iii. 21). It is a matter of expe-
rience; and the argumentum ab appetitu seternitatis to the

reality of an eternal future is an adaptation of the Cartesian
inference from the idea to the being of a God. Cf. Delitzsch,
Bibl. Psych, vi. 2.
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of the dead.1 It was " a land of darkness, as darkness

itself;"" the common receptacle of the "small and

great," of the "servant and his master," of kings
and counsellors of the earth, of prisoners and of

oppressors.
8 All were gathered there, under new

conditions of life, incompatible with those earthly
forms of activity

4 which cease at death. Not that

the dead are passive or unconscious. Isaiah's de-

scription of the movement of spirits in the unseen

world at the descent of the spirit of the King of

Babylon can hardly be resolved into poetical license ;

and it is ohservahle that the heathen monarch is

there together with the rulers of Israel.5 This

doctrine of Scheol is perfectly consistent with the

general truth that at death the human spirit returns

to God,6 and that the souls of the righteous are in
" His Hands," in the sense of being exempted from

torment.7 Nor is it in any way at issue with the

doctrine of a bodily resurrection; which, while its

early and distinct appearance in the Psalter 8 is

utterly inconsistent with the theory of its being
due to Eastern influences 9

upon the Jewish Reve-

lation at the period of the Captivity, does un-

doubtedly, in the later books, come very prominently
into view. Apart from a popular belief in this

doctrine, the imagery ofIsaiah 10 and Ezekiel u would

I
f?"iK is properly -what is sunk deep, bent in ; hence a ravine,

abyss, depth. Cf. Fuerst, Lex, in voc.
* Jobx. 21. 3 Job. iii. 13-19. * Eccles. ix. 10.
5 Is. xiv. 9, sqq.

e Eccles. xii. 7. T \Visd. iii. 1.
8 Ps. xvi. 10, 11; Acts ii. 25-31. Cf. also Fa. xlix. 16;

Ixxiii. 23, sqq.
9 As suggested by Jul. Muller, Stndd. trad Kritt, 1835.
10

Is. xxvi. 14-19.
II Ezek. xxxvii. 1-14. Cf. Hos. vi. 2; xiii. 14.
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have teen unintelligible to their contemporaries;
and hoth in the dark days of the Captivity in

Babylon,
1 and in the later struggle of the Maccabees

against Antiochus Epiphanes, this faith in a Kesur-

rection sustained the oppressed against the perse-

cutors, even the martyrs in their agony.
2 So far

as Alexandria influenced Judaism, it discouraged
faith in a corporeal Kesurrection. Philo, like a

genuine Platonist, sees in death the emancipation
of the soul from its bodily prison-house. But the

ruling religious minds in Palestine at the time of

Christ's appearance believed in the resurrection of

our actual bodies.8 Such a doctrine of course implies
the immortality of the soul ; but the only demonstra-

tion of the truth of the soul's immortality is given
in our Lord's reply to the Sadducees on the subject
of the Kesurrection. He argues from the title,

" the

God of Abraham, the God of Isaac, and the God of

Jacob," which God was pleased to claim in centuries

long after the death of the patriarchs, that the

patriarchs must still be living, because God is the

God, not of the dead, but of the living.
4 By this

general statement our Lord apparently implies that

God does not create spiritual beings only that they

may sink back into nothing. The distinctive teach-

ing of the New Testament about the future world

everywhere presupposes the soul's immortality. If

death were annihilation for all of us, or for all but

the just, the descriptions of the end of the world, of

1 Dan. xii. 1-3, 13.
a 2 Mace, vii 9, 11, 14, 23; xii. 42-45; xiv. 16.
3 S. Matt, xxii. 24, gqq. ; Acta xxiii. 8, xxiv. 15. Joseph

Ant. xviii. 1-3. Bell, Jud. ii. 8-14. Qu. by Grimm.
4 S. Matt, xxii 32; S. Mark xii. 27; S. Luke xx. 38, -
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the last judgment,
1 of the general resurrection,

2

and of the future state,
8 would have no interest

for any but a minority of mankind. It is the

steady conviction that, in some way, we shall

ach and all personally subsist after death, which
secures to these pages of our Bibles such universal

interest.

This conviction of our immortality rests on what
is for Christians an unquestioned certainty. In
Christian eyes, the central fact of the world's annals

is the Eesurrection of our Lord Jesus Christ from

the dead. It occurred in the full daylight of history :

it was attested by hundreds of witnesses.4 We can

only deny its truth upon a priori principles, which
are not merely destructive of serious belief that God
is a Moral and even a Living Being, but which are

also fatal to confidence in human history. The
Eesurrection of Christ is the guarantee of our own.
The clouds which hung around the gate of death

in earlier ages have rolled away since the day of

our Saviour's triumph over death; the presumptive

speculations which were previously rife as to the

future state have been exchanged for strong cer-

tainties.
" Life and immortality have been brought

to lightby the Gospel :

" " God has begotten us again
to a lively hope, by the resurrection of Jesus Christ

1 S. Matt. xxv. 31-46; Acts xvii. 31; Kom. xiv. 10; 2 Cor.

y. 10 ; 2 Tim. iv. 1 ; 1 S. Pet. iv. 5.
2 S. John v. 28, sqq. ; Acts xxiv. 15.
8 Rom. ii. 10, viii. 18; 1 Cor. xiii. 12; IS. John iii. 2; Heb.

x. 26, 27; Rev. xiv. 13; S. Matt. viii. 12; S. Mark ix. 43, sqq.;
S. John xii. 26, xiv. 2, sqq. ; xvii. 24; Eev. xxi. 7, 8.

4 1 Cor. XV. 6, HtfiOi} eiroyw vevraitoalois aSe\<pois l(pdira, e Sv
ol ir\stovs (jLevovffiv es &pTi, rives Se Kal -
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from the dead :

"
Christians are " not to sorrow as

those that have no hope :

" Death has lost its sting,

and the grave its victory.
1

Here, too, let it be noted, that although the soul

is the seat of man's personal life, it is not, as has
been already hinted, man in his completeness. Man
is a body as well as a soul. Materialism itself has

here done valuable service in correcting the exagger-
ations of a one-sided spiritualism. It is common,
but erroneous, to speak of man's body as being
related to his spirit only as is the casket to the

jewel which it contains, or only as is a prisoner to

the walls of his dungeon.
2 As a matter of fact, the

personal spirit of man strikes its roots far and deep
into the encompassing frame of sense, with which,
from the first moment of its existence, it has been so

intimately associated : in a thousand ways, and most

powerfully, the body acts on the soul, and the soul

on the body. They are only parted at death by
a violent wrench. The spirit can indeed exist inde-

pendently of the body, but this independent existence

is not its emancipation from a prison-house of matter

and sense ; it is a temporary and abnormal divorce

from the companion whose presence is needed to

complete its life. Would the soul, permanently

1 2 Tim. i. 10; 1 S. Pet. i. 3; 1 Thess. iv. 13; 1 Cor. xv. 55.
8 The false spiritualism which is implied in these metaphors

is, in modern times at least, chiefly due to the Cartesian philo-

sophy. Descartes held that the human soul was made only for

the purposes of thought (Disc, sur la Meth. pt. 5) ; the animal-
life of man was, as a consequence, in his judgment, merely that
of an independent machine. Madame de Sevigne rallies this

once popular theory
" des machines qui aiment, des machines

qui ont une election pour quelqu'un, des machines qui sont

jalouses, des machines qui craignent." .CEuvr. t. iii. lett. 170-
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severed from 'the; body, still be, properly speaking,
man? Would it not really be some other being?
Our inmost consciousness here echoes the answer of

science. The body which has been so long the

associate and partner of the soul's life, the instru-

ment of its will, the minister of its passions,

mingling lower physical sensations with that, higher
life of thought and feeling which belongs to it, could

not be altogether cast away without impairing the

completeness of our being, without imperilling the

continuous identity of our changeful existence.

This, then, is the true ground of the general

resurrection, which is no eccentric or gratuitous

miracle, but the restoration to man of that complete-
ness of identity which 'is impaired by death. If the

body did_not rise, man would, by dying, not simply
enter upon a new stage of being ; he would exist

as a different order or species of creature. His

moral history would have changed its conditions

and character. The disembodied spirit might repu-
diate the weaknesses or excesses of the companion
with which it had finally parted company. In

point of fact, all men are to rise again with their

bodies, and to give account of their own works.

The complex being which acted here is to be judged
hereafter.

In this life the body and soul together form one

composite being ; each acts upon the other as well

as with it. The corruptible body presseth down the

soul. The passions which have their seat in the

soul depict themselves upon the surface of the body.
On the one hand, an Apostle reminds us that fleshly

lusts war not merely against the bodily health, but
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against the soul.1 On the other hand, a beautiful

soul illuminates the face of a S. Stephen with angelic

light;
2 and hereafter the bodies of the blessed will

be "
glorious," that is to say, translucent with the

splendours of the glorified spirit.
3

IV.

Eeligion, in order to meet the wants of human
nature, will take account of each element in man's

nature : she will maintain lower relations with the

bodies as well as higher relations with the souls of

men. As man has, besides his unseen person, an

outward and visible [shape, so will religion herself

provide sensible forms as well as supersensuous
realities. She will exact outward as well as inward

reverence, because in a being constituted like man,
the one is really the condition of the other. There

are bodily postures which absolutely forbid heavenly
exercises to the soul: to lounge in an armchair is

inconsistent with the tension of thought and will

which belongs to adoration of the Most Holy.

Eeligion, like man himself, is a beautiful spirit

tabernacling in a body of sense. Her divine and
immutable truths are shrouded beneath the un-

rivalled poetry of Bible language ; her treasures of

grace beneath the outward and visible signs which

meet us in sacraments. She proclaims the invisible

by that which meets the eye; she heralds the

eternal harmonies by a music that falls upon the

ear. She certainly is not all form, for man is not

a brute ; but also she is not all spirit, for man is

1 1 S. Pet. ii. 11. 2 Acts vi. 15. 3 1 Cor. xv. 43.
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not an angel. She deals with man as being pre-

cisely what he is, and she enlists the lower faculties

of his being in aid of the higher. Tet if she is true

to man and to herself, she never allows her disciple

to forget the unseen in the seen, the inward in the

outward, the soul in the body. For religious pur-

poses, the soul must always be incomparably of the

highest importance, as being the very man himself;
the man in the secret recesses of his being ; the man
at the imperishable centre of his life; the man as

he lives beneath the Eye, and enters into relations

with the Heart of his Infinite Creator.

Certainly if belief in our personal spirits is

essential to religion, and belief in the immediate

creation of the soul by God is stimulating to it,

belief in the soul's immortality is of yet higher

religious importance. The relation between God
and the soul, in which religion consists, would be

little more to us than a sentiment or a literary taste,

if we were persuaded that we should have taken

leave of it, as we shall have taken leave of our

clothes and of our books, when we are laid in our

coffins. Would religion be worth our attention as

serious men, would it be anything more than a play-

thing, if all really ended at death ? That the soul

is immortal, standing in its immortality, for weal

or woe, face to face with the Everlasting God ; this

truth, dimly grasped by natural religion, has been

wrought into the very heart and fibre of Christen-

dom. It is taken for granted by Christian faith

just as naturally as is. the fact of life itself. It

underlies that sense of an eternal life which good
men already enjoy here, and which implies not
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simply a consciousness that admits of no idea of

succession or time, but an immortal soul in fixed

communion with an Eternal Object. It teaches

man to look upon all the acts and habits which

really feed and strengthen religion as a part of his

preparation and outfit for eternity, to be in some
sense carried with him as he crosses the heights
which form his present horizon, and which shut

out from his view the eternal world. And thus

it has elevated and enriched human nature in a

thousand ways, which we only do not sufficiently

appreciate because we are so entirely accustomed to

them.

Let me illustrate this by an example. Putting re-

ligion for the moment out of the question altogether,
there is no doubt as to the view which a philan-

thropist must take of suicide, supposing it to

become general, and regarding it in its influence

upon society. When a popular Cyrenaic teacher,

Hegesias, advocated suicide, at Alexandria, as being
the course upon which a really wise man would
resolve after comparing .

the sum of the pleasures
of life with the sum of its misfortunes, Ptolemy felt

it necessary, in the interests of good government and
of society, to oblige him to close his lecture-room.

But the sentiment with which suicide is practically

regarded among us is not based on any mere estimate

of its social bearings; still less is it looked upon
only as a mode of passing out .*ef Jife. The an-

nouncement that this or that well known man Tiacl

destroyed himself would create in any modern

society a sensation distinct in kind from that which

would be caused by the simple announcement of his
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death.1 Why is this? It is because Christianity

revealing to man as a certainty the fact of his im-

mortality, has given -a new meaning, value, solemnity
to life. To live is to be on our trial, with a tre-

mendous future immediately before us; and to

shorten this trial by a voluntary act, is, apart from

other and even graver aspects of such an act, felt

to be altogether irreconcilable with this, the Chris-

tian estimate of life.
2

Considering the strength of the instinct of self-

preservation which is naturally implanted in us,

suicide shocks us as being a violent contradiction

of that instinct. Yet while cases of suicide are to

be found here and there, in all times and districts

of history, there have been periods and places when
suicide has been nothing less than a passion a

moral epidemic swaying the imaginations and wills

of whole classes even among educated men. In
India suicide has been for at least two thousand

years the result of energetic conviction; it is still

what it was at the date of Alexander's conquest. It

is at this day the effort by which the individual

would plunge into the infinite, in which it is his pre-
sumed happiness to forfeit his individuality ; whether

that infinite be the supreme soul of the Brahmins, or

the Nirvana of the Buddhists, In Greece and Eome,
suicide was a precept not of religion but of philo-

sophy. It was recommended by" philosophies the

1 Since this observation was made, it- has been painfully
illustrated in the case of the lamented M. Prevost-Paradol.

2
Lecky, "History of European Morals," ii. 52. "Direct

and deliberate suicide, which occupies so prominent a place in
the moral history of antiquity, almost absolutely disappeared
within the Church." Cf. pp. 10-63 of this interesting chapter.
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most opposed to caoli other. In Grcoco tho groat

representatives of tho Cynio school, Zono, Diogenes,
and in Christian times, Perogrinus, died "by their

own hands. Tho Cyrouaics formulated tho dootrino

of suicide, ns an escape from tho preponderating
miseries of life. At Rome, Lucretius, tho Epicurean

poet, as well as Cato and Brutxis, under Stoio in-

fluences, destroyed themselves Tho Epicurean feel-

ing, that when life had "boon made tho most of for

tho piirposes of enjoyment it was time to end it,

coincided as to its practical result with tho Stoio

dootrino that tho stern effort by which man could

in extremity make good his self-mastery is a volun-

tary death. Of this dootrino Seneca is tho great
master. Suicide is, he contends, the act by which
man asserts his right over himself, when face to

face with the menaces and oppressions of tyranny :

suicide is the door through which liberty may retire

from a world of slaves.

This doctrine especially it was which dictated!

suicide on a considerable scale in the first of the

three periods when like a moral plague it has-

darkened the life of Europe. During the later

days of the Roman Republic, and under the stern

Cajsaiisni of the Empire, suicide was recommended
and practised as an escape from the political and
social evils of the time. The spirit of suicide only
fell back before the advance of the Church; and

more than three centuries after Seneca, we find

S. Augustine combating his arguments one by one-

in the closing books of the treatise on the City of

God. The second period was that of the Renaissance-

in the sixteenth century. Suicide had nearly dis~
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appeared during the Middle Ages ; Imt when edu-

cated Italy, with Loo X. at its head, had saturated

itself afresh with Paganism, it was natural that

some of the moral ideas of antiquity should re-

appear in the train of so engrossing a study of its

mind and stylo. Philippo Strozzi, the prisoner of

the Grand Duke Cosmo I., destroys himself, praying
God it is an odd mixture of Christian and Pagan
creeds that his soul may be placed along with the

soul of Cato of Utica, and of others who have died

after the same fashion. Montaigne in his essays
defends suicide elaborately ; and in time it had its

devotees in England, no loss than in France and

Italy. The more positive and earnest Christianity
of the seventeenth century brought with it a more

worthy appreciation of the real seriousness of life :

but in the succeeding age the taste for suicide was

renewed, not as a part of the complete Pagan ideal

of conduct, but as the fruit of a melancholy estimate

of our condition in this world, joined to impaired or

decomposing religious convictions. The felt dis-

appointments of life as a whole, the absence of fixed

aims, the culture of imagination and passion without

any regulating faith, the feverish indecision, the

languid yet ever-growing self-idolatry, the moral

atmosphere of impatience, irritation, curiosity, the

mingled rapture and pain of vagrant imagination,
the utter caprice and prostration of will, these

were the characteristics of a period which was im-

personated by, and which recognized itself at length
in Goethe. In the earnestness as well as in the

levity of an irreligious age, the ordinary motives,

to self-destruction acquired a new and fatal force;
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and the growing evil was only checked by the

Christian reaction which followed on the French

Revolution throughout Europe; and which again
restored belief in the solemnity of life by forcing
men to look steadily at the eternity which succeeds

it. Certainly, we have only to refer to yesterday's

paper
1 to read the account of a suicide from London

Bridge. Domestic misfortunes, temporary derange-

ment, moral despair, still count their too numerous

tale of victims. But it is a simple matter of fact

that belief in a future state, as taught by Christ and

His Apostles, is the one adequate antidote to this

weird contempt for the gift of existence a contempt
which cannot really extinguish the gift which it ypt
can so irretrievably curse.

2

It would be easy to shew in like niajmer how
sometimes directly, sometimes indirectly Chris-

tianity has bettered the condition of the masses of

mankind by making Christians feel the value of each

separate life. Our Lord has done this, as no other

has done it: nowhere is human life thought so

highly of as "where the Christian creed is sincerely
believed to be absolute truth. The history of in-

fanticide is one among other illustrations of this

result of a hearty belief in immortality. The great
Christian doctrines centre in, they are unintelligible

apart from, faith in the value of the individual soul.

The soul's value is measured in a Christian's judg-
ment by the stupendous truth of the Incarnation

1
Standard, March 19, 1870.

,
2 On this subject the opening Essay in M. Caro's Nbuvelles

Etudes Morales is full of interest ; a^d I am indebted to it in
the foregoing paragraphs
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and Death, of the Everlasting. Son ; by the gift and

energies of the Divine Spirit; by the perpetual
intercession of Christ in heaven ; by the grace and

power of the Sacraments ; by the prospects which

open to faith's eye beyond the grave upwards into

an illimitable Heaven, downwards into a fathomless

hell. Confronted with each of these truths, the soul

confidently, yet tremblingly, feels its dignity its

priceless dignity in the Eye of its Maker. The
soul feels as if, when it turns awhile from the daily
round of duty to gather itself up into itself, to sink

a shaft into the depths of its consciousness, there

were two, and only two, beings in existence itself

and its God. To know more of Him, to love Trim

more, to serve Him better this is its constant effort ;

and its hope and prayer is to receive day by day, in

larger measures, more abundant communications of

His Mind and of His Life. In a word, when dwelling
on the soul's nature and destiny, man understands

that religion is his highest and most reasonable field

of thought and work. .

It has indeed been said that the old phrase of
"
saving one's soul

"
has ceased to have much mean-

ing for the religion of educated people in the present

day. If this be indeed true, we can only rejoin, in

all truth and sorrow,
" so much the worse for the

educated people." "Whatever be a man's place in.

society or in letters, whatever his circumstances in

this earthly scene, it remains true that, to close with
"flie offers which Christ makes to sinners, to " work
out his salvation with fear and trembling," is his

one most important business here. The eternal

realities do not change with our intellectual fashions ;
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and, like the laws which govern our physical frames,,

the spiritual rules under which men live or die are

the same for all of us. The day will come when the

God-fearing peasants of Devonshire or of Yorkshire

will rise in judgment against the cultured irreligion
of the centres of our modern civilization : not "because

it is cultured, Irat because it is irreligion ; "because

in the glare of its enthusiasms for the additions

which it has made to the knowledge of our material

home and structure, it has forgotten almost or

altogether the Eternal Home beyond.
The salvation of the soul can only be treated as

an old-world anachronism, when it is clear either

that man has no real soul, or that it does not survive

death, or that if it does survive, its condition here-

after has no reference whatever to its state and
actions here. If this be really meant, it is better to

say so ; only, in that case, it is difficult to see what

sphere is left for religion at all. If it be not meant,

then, undoubtedly, a variety of the gravest questions

at once open before us, both as to what we have to

be saved from, and as to the means and conditions

of our salvation. Upon the first of these questions,

we shall encounter in the next lecture some of the

more serious differences which divide the modern

world : to-day it must suffice to have insisted upon
the mingled blessedness and awfulness of life. What
it is to live here at all as a human being ; what it is

to possess or rather to be a centre of self-reflecting-

thought, of self-determining will, a centre of life

which under some conditions will be perpetuated in-

definitely ; this, when we think of it steadily and

in good earnest, is, next to the spiritual sight of
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God Himself, the most solemn, the most chastening,
the most stimulating consideration that can open

upon us. Let us make much of it, in the interests

both of the present and the future, for the sake of

God and truth, as well as of our own lasting happi-
ness. Let us determine to ask ourselves again and

again during the coming week, what in our inmost

selves we really are, and, next, whither we are going.
Let us listen to a voice which will at times find

some echo in every conscience, and which "bids us, in

God's name, reflect that " the things which are seen

are temporal, while the things which are not seen

are eternal."



LECTURE IV.

;(Fourrt) j&untag in Sent.

THE OBSTACLE TO KELIGKXN SIN.

S. JAMES i. 15.

When desire Jiath conceived, it bringetJi forth sin; and sint

wTien it is finished, bringeth forth death.

THE ground -which we have hitherto traversed is, in

the main, common ground to" those who accept the

idea of religion in any serious sense at all. Religion
is impossible, except as a "bond between a real, that is

to say, a moral and governing God, and a real, that

is to say, a conscious, self-determining, immortal

soul. Deny either term of the statement, and reli-

gion dissolves into an unpractical sentiment, which
either has no adequate object, or else no adequate

subject and field for its existence. Hitherto, there-

fore, at least generally, we have occupied positions
which may be taken up even by theories which are

very earnestly opposed to some of the most distinc-

tive features of the Christian creed. But to-day we
advance a step further ; and this advance, it is well

to say at the outset, must forfeit the sympathy of

many who have thus far been able to accompany us.

We have reached a point at which we encounter a

fact of such widespread and deep'significance, that

it must perforce colour and impress any real religion,.
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from first to last ; so that its pressure and import-
ance are felt "both in the drift and substance of reli-

gious belief, and in the characteristic temper and

dispositions of a religious mind. The fact in ques-
tion is moral evil. Moral evil, or sin, is the disturbing
and disorganizing force which breaks up the original

relationship of love and confidence between God and
man. In view of moral evil, revelation must be not

merely illuminative, but remedial ; and religion, in

order to "be-true to the facts of human nature, must

consist predominantly in penitence and contrition.

And Christianity is broadly at issue with not a few

of the religious proposals which aspire to take its-

place in the present day on this very ground. It

does, and they do not, practically recognize this

universal and fundamental fact : they do, and it

will not, consent to gloss sin over, or to explain it

away, or to assume that man's religious wants can be

really satisfied without looking it boldly in the face,

and providing a cure for and an antidote against it.

It would be a very great error to suppose that

Christianity has invented the idea of sin only for

the purpose of remedying it. If sin were not a

fact independent of Christianity ; if it were not an

integral feature of human life, Christianity would

long ago have perished. In the spiritual world, too,

there is such a thing as supply and demand ; and if

a religion pre-supposes wants which do not exist,

and brings remedies for diseases of which nobody is

conscious, it has already signed its death-warrant.

It is true that Christianity, as a revelation of the

highest moral truth, has, beyond any other religion,

educated man's sense of sin; but this sense of sin
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was not itself a result of Christianity. Long before

Christ came, the moral sin and sickness of the world

was felt, rather than explicitly recognized. It was
of course recognized by the educated conscience of

Israel, with its moral law, creating a knowledge of

sin, and its sacrificial system, deepening the sense

of the guilt of sin, and its prophetic ministry, bring

ing these general truths home with an unflinching

courage and precision to the sinful kings and popu-
lations of the later centuries of its history. But this

heart-sickness of the world was also a fact very

vividly present to the comparatively uneducated

conscience of Greece. What makes a great heathen

say that even if death does involve endless uncon-

sciousness, it ought, nevertheless, to be looked upon
as substantial gain ; a deep sleep throughout a life-

time, a sleep unbroken by dreams, being, in his

opinion, preferable to the active life of the most
fortunate of mankind ? Probably he could not have

told us the real reason ; this was an instinct of his

rather than a reasoned judgment. He instinctively

perceived that in human life, as he saw it, even

under its brightest aspects, there was on the whole

more evil than good. More evil than good, but not

merely or chiefly more physical evil. The natural

courage of a great soul would never have regarded a.

preponderance of misfortune or of pain in a human
life as a reason for wishing to be practically non-

existent. The evil which decided the balance of

judgment against the expediency of life, was more

penetrating, more oppressive, more fatal to the sense

of having a right to live than any pain of body, or

loss of friends or of goods could possibly be. It was,
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in a word, moral evil. The heathen knew of the

existence of moral evil, but they had very imperfect
ideas of its extent and nature. They knew that

there was a right and a wrong, to which man is

bound to conform himself. But what is right and

what is wrong, and why right is right, and wrong
is wrong ; these were subjects upon which their

knowledge was exceeding imperfect. Yet the

general fact of man's disloyalty to such moral truth,

as he knew, is often admitted by the leading minds

of antiquity. They acknowledge man's secret

misery ; his proneness to yield to temptations which
his conscience condemns ; his forfeiture of the light
which he actually enjoys by disobedience to its

requirements.
" I see and approve of the better

course," says Ovid,
" I follow the worse." " Nature

has given us small sparks of knowledge," says

Cicero, "we corrupt and extinguish them by our

immoralities." " We are all wicked," says Seneca,
" what one of us blames in another, each will find

in his own bosom." 1

The Epistle to the Eomans itself, which sets out

by shewing that both the Jewish and Gentile worlds,

by reason of the sin which had overmastered them,
stood in need of the justifying righteousness of

Christ, is scarcely more explicit in its assertions

than are these great heathens. For to .observehuman
life at all, and to reflect on the observation, is to be

conscious of its moral anomalies. This conscious-

ness often takes the disguised form of a bitter

complaint against the external conditions, nay, the

very fact of life itself. So it was at the end of

1 Quoted by Luthardt.
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the last century. "Werther translated Hamlet into

the language of modern life, and Goethe made
Werther European. Werther embodied the philo-

sophy of melancholy ; of dissatisfaction with life,

grounded on a sense of hopeless irretrievable failure.

In days nearer to our own, this Pessimism has found

a prophet in Schopenhauer, the philosopher of

Frankfort. "The history of every life," he says,
"
is but a history of suffering ; the course of life is

generally but a series of greater or of less misfor-

tunes. The true sense of the monologue in Hamlet

may be thus summed up. Our condition is so

wretched that utter annihilation would be decidedly

preferable." ..." The oft-lamented shortness of life

may be its best attribute." . , . "Life," he pursues,
" may be represented as a constant deceiver in things
both great and small. If it makes promises, it never

keeps them, except to shew how undesirable is that

which was desired. First the hope, then the thing

hoped for, disappoints us. Life gives only to take

away. The charm of distance shews a paradise,
which vanishes like an optical delusion, if we allow

ourselves to approach it. Hence our happiness ever

lies in the future or in the past ; the present may be

compared to a dark cloud which the wind drives

before it over the sunny plain; behind it there is

the sunshine, beneath it a constant shadow. Life

is consequently ever unsatisfying ; the future being
uncertain, the past irrecoverable. Life with its

hourly, daily, weekly, and yearly, little, great, and

greater discomforts; with its disappointments, its

misfortunes, baffling all calculation ; bears so plainly
the impress of something which is to be spoilt to
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us, that it is difficult to imagine how this could ever

have been mistaken, and how any one could have

conceived that life was given to be thankfully en-

joyed, or man made to be happy. The general
structure of life would rather produce the conviction

that nothing is worth our efforts, our energies, and

our struggles; that all possessions are vanity, the

world a bankrupt in all quarters, and life a business

which does not pny its expenses. Satisfaction and

prosperity are merely negative merely the absence

of suffering; only sorrow and want can be posi-

tively felt." ..." We do not perceive that certain

days of our lives have been happy till they have

given place to unhappy ones. If, then, there were

a hundred times less sorrow in the world than there

is, its mere existence would be enough to confirm a

truth expressed in various ways, though always with

some indirectness namely, that the existence of the

world is a matter not of rejoicing but of grief; that

its annihilation would "be preferable to its existence ;

that it is fundamentally something which ought not

to exist. Human life, far from wearing the aspect
of a gift, has every appearance of an incurred debt,

the payment of which is exacted in the form of the

urgent necessities, the tormenting desires, the un-

ceasing want which life involves. The whole period
of life is generally consumed in the liquidation of

this debt, and yet it is only the interest which can

be thus paid off. The payment of the capital is

effected by death." 1

Such is Schopenhauer's reply to the sunny Opti-
1
Schopenhauer, "Die Welt als Wille und Vorstellung, 67,

59, ii. 46, qu. by Lutbartlt, Apolog. Vortr. Voiles, 2, Notes.
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mism of Leibnitz, who deems this "the best of

possible worlds
"

;
and in this philosophy of despair

we listen to the same chord as that already struck

by the Platonic Socrates, although the despair is

deeper and sadder than was possible for a heathen,
who had never heard of a Christian's hope. For

Schopenhauer might also seem at times to be ex-

panding and paraphrasing S. Paul's picture of the

whole creation groaning and travailing in pain

together until now; only S. Paul saw light upon
the distant horizon, and he knew the secret of the

present distress. It was moral evil which had intro-

duced this unrest and disorder, or which, if it had
not introduced all physical suffering into the

universe, at least had made it so intolerable. The.

aggravated, unappeasable restlessness which results

from a conscious forfeiture of the harmony of our

being with the moral law of the universe ; this it

is which quickens the agony of that piteous wail to

which we have just been listening : this it is which

lights up in the human consciousness the sense of

an almost infinite capacity for pain.

The presence and power of moral evil in the

world has ever afforded matter for the persevering,

anxious, weary exercise of human thought. The
difficulties of the problem have not silenced inquiry ;

the failure of one generation of thinkers has not

discouraged another. Like the movements of the

heavenly bodies, or the laws of health, the existence

of moral evil is too patent, too importunate a subject,
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to "be permanently set aside by human beings: it

exerts over all who seriously consider the meaning
and facts of life too irresistible a fascination not to

demand from each generation some attempt at

accounting for it, however others may have failed

to do so. And in dealing with this problem let

us observe that there are two fatal tendencies, which

beset, on this side and on that, the necessary path
of inquiry with the importunity of a resistless

fascination. Like Scylla and Charybdis, they divide

between them the great majority of those who would

attempt a passage ; to escape from the one is gene-

rally to fall a victim to the attractions or violence of

the other. Our path then lies between the tempta-
tion to extenuate the idea of evil, and the temptation
to tamper with the idea of God.

1. Of these, the more welcome to the spirit of our

time is the former. It is impossible to deny that

moral evil exists ; but is it impossible to soften that

stern idea of evil which haunts the human con-

science, and which is sanctioned by Kevelation?

May not moral evil be represented as a necessary

product of man's nature and constitution, as the

mere expression and symptom of his place among
created beings, nay, even as an indispensable con-

dition of his turning his opportunities to the best

account and of fulfilling his destiny? Yes, it has

been said, sin in man is only the measure, of his

failure to achieve ideal or metaphysical perfection.

Man is confessedly a finite being ; and the evil which

clings to him, or which he does, is but an appropriate
feature of his original circumstances. " The good
is that which is, or the real : evil begins with that
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which is not, or with the unreal." Therefore the

Unbounded, All-powerful Being is alone the good,
because of His Infinity and Almightiness. Crea*

tures are partly good and partly evil ; they are good
so far as they exist; their evil begins with their

finitude; it begins at the point where their little

life shades off through weakness into non-existence.

In this sense too,
" whatever is, is right :

"
whatever

tries to be, and cannot be, is wrong. Sin and weak-

ness,, strength and virtue, are interchangeable terms.

Man as a moral agent suffers in two wayg for this

metaphysical imperfection of his life. His know-

ledge of duty is very limited, so that, while he really
aims at what is good he constantly does something
less than good, only from want of that enlarged
information which is denied him by the limited

conditions of his being. And he is also tied down
to a gross material body, filled with sensual im-

pulses and instincts, which control and overmaster

his loftier aspirations. His sensuous nature neces-

sarily and perpetually depresses the level of his

thought and action; and in this depression, thus

physically necessitated, from the line of his ideal

attainments to that of his actual attainments, con-

sists his sin.

Now, so far is sin from being the product of im-

perfect knowledge, that the imperfection of man's

knowledge is the measure of his innocence. Know
ledge is essential to responsibility; the latter can

only exist in the ratio of the former. The lower

creatures cannot sin against the knowledge which
we have, but which they do not possess : we cannot

ain against a higher knowledge than that which has-
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been vouchsafed to us. But we know enough to

have enormous opportunities for sin open to us ; and

when we do sin, our consciences do not whisper that

had we known more we might have been innocent

still. Omniscience is not a condition of virtue;

philosophers are not always saints, nor little children

always criminals. Nor is sin correctly attributed

to the necessary action of our sensuous nature. It

is not, by any means, universally or even generally
the product of insurgent senses. Ruinous as are the

sins for which perverted sensual instincts furnish

the material, there are many sins of the darkest type
which have nothing to do with sense. We should

be just as capable of envy and hatred, of ambition

and pride, of untruth-fulness, or the desire to destroy
a fellow-creature, if we had no bodies at all. Sin

then, as such, is not the irrepressible product of

a sensuous body ; nor is it the imperfection of moral

or spiritual effort which alliance to such a body is

thought of necessity to imply. In order to practise

virtue, it is indeed often necessary, with the Apostle,
to keep under our body and bring it into subjec-
tion ;

1 but the body does not exerfc any irresistible

power of depression over the higher instincts of the

soul, or it would be useless to struggle against it.

The seat of sin is in the will, whether sin be chiefly

spiritual or sensual ; the body merely furnishes one

of the spheres wherein temptation may be found and

sin is possible ; and sin is a much graver thing than

any failure to attain ideal goodness which arises

from our being weighted with a body of sense. If

sin were only inevitable weakness; if it were no-

1 1 Cor. ix. 27
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thing more serious tlian a lowly condition in the

scale of being resulting from man's physical cir-

cumstances; the conscience of man would no more

torture him on account of it than the conscience of

the cripple or the blind accuses him of his misfor-

tune. Sin differs from virtue not as a flower which

has been frostbitten differs from a flower which has

escaped the frost, but as a self-made devil differs

from an angel ; and the body can no more fetter the

will of the saint than the triumph of its rebellious

senses can be held to measure or diminish the re-

sponsibility of the sinner.

So faint an estimate of evil may help us to create

a morality that shall accommodate itself to human
life as it actually is. It will not furnish us for long
with a standard of moral truth which will remind

us of what our life actually is not. It may recom-

mend itself at once, and very persuasively, to our

self-love. It were pleasant to think, if we could

think, that we have never been in the terrible pre-

dicament of opposing and refusing a known standard

of goodness ; that, at the worst, we are only pardon-
able and even interesting instances of failure to be

all that we conceivably might have been. To see in

evil nothing beyond the result of man's finite nature ;

to see in it a privation only and not a contradiction

of good, is undoubtedly calculated to put us all on

very good terms with ourselves. But is any theory
of the kind consistent with the most rudimentary
idea of evil? Surely our consciences tell us that

evil is a great deal more than a maimed effort at

goodness, more than a privation of goodness which

might be but is not. Evil and good are not, so
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to put it, upon the same line of advance, with only
this difference, that while goodness is success, evil is

failure. If, for instance, I tell a very deliberate lie,

with a view to getting possession of a sum of money
by doing so, I surely do something more than fail to

reach an ideal of perfect truthfulness. I move very

deliberately in an opposite direction to that of truth ;

I do not come short of it ; I contradict and trample
it under foot. If nobody ever told a lie without

wishing to tell the truth, while yet he failed, from

defective knowledge, to do so perfectly, this theory
of evil as the symptom of man's finite nature might
at least claim a hearing. As it is, the real facts

of every human conscience are against it.

And, accordingly, Holy Scripture speaks of sin in

terms which are utterly at variance with any such

estimate of moral evil as this. It speaks of " sin

having dominion over us,"
* and of the justified being

" dead unto sin ;

" 2 but we are not ruled by imper-
fect forms of goodness, nor do we " die

"
to moral

efforts which were only less successful than our pre-

sent ones. It speaks of sin as a service, the wages
of which is death ;

8 as a defilement from which we
must be cleansed and washed

;

4 as a bondage from

which Christ makes us free.6 There is, it appears, a

law of sin in our members, to which we may be

brought into captivity;
6 and sin it is which con-

stitutes the sting of death,
7 and which in its deliberate

1 Kom. vi. 14. 2 Kom. vi. 2.
3 Kom. vi. 23 ; of. 1 S. John iii. 8.
* Ps. li. 2-7; Isa. i. 16; Jerem. iv. 14; Acts xxii. 16; 1 Cor,

vi. 11 ; Rev. i. 5 ; Eev. vii. 14.
s Bom. vi. 16-22 6 Bom. vii. 23.
1 1 Cor. xv. 56.
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and emphatic form is the death of the soul.
1 How

is all this language, which presupposes an energetic
contradiction to exist between sin and holiness, to

he reconciled with any representation of sin as being

merely imperfection, whether of knowledge or of

moral force ? As if there were no sins except those

of negligence and omission, no sins of set purpose to

do evil ; as if there were no such thing as knowing
evil to be evil, and deliberately embracing it 1

a

Indeed, to represent sin as something due to the

original imperfection of human nature is to contradict

the sanctity and justice of God. God is the Maker
of His creatures ; and if creatures are imperfect, as

compared with the Creator, it is from the necessity
of the case, because the creature is not the Creator.

But this inherent or metaphysical imperfection does

not necessarily imply moral imperfection : had it

been so, God could not tave created at all without

violating His own attributes. And certainly, if man

only ins because his views of absolute good are

limited, and his higher aspirations weighed down by
the body of sense which encompasses him, the author

of that intellectual finiteness and of that sensual

frame is the author of man's sin; and God, in"

creating, forfeits His sanctity, and in forfeiting His

sanctity ceases to be the object of religion.

This conclusion, indeed, is not declined by the

Pantheistic philosophy, and by that large body of

thought in our day, which is profoundly, because for

the most part unconsciously, moulded by it. Sin,

we are told, like everything else, is really due to the

Divine activity; but, then, sin is not without its

1 S. John v. 16. 2 Eom. i. 32
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Aises I had almost said, its merits. It is, forsooth,

the stimulant and condition of goodness. As in the

world of Hegelian thought, truth, we are told, is not

to be looked for in any single and direct affirmations,

but. only as the term of a series of contradictions,

which not only may be true together, but are to-

gether necessary to express the full truth ; so it has

been asserted, that in the moral sphere there is a

somewhat similar law of contradictories ; that it is

as unphilosophical to find fault with what is vulgarly
described as sin, as it is to keep no terms with what

is coarsely described as falsehood. Sin is the neces-

sary foil to goodness: without sin goodness would
never be roused into active life. Contradiction is a

condition of moral life.-' goodness is not tranquil

conformity to law, but energetic struggle against
that which . contradicts it, and which by contradict-

ing it, makes it what it is.
" Just as nature is made

up of contrasts, and in it we see light opposed to

darkness, and heat to cold, and expansion to concen-

tration, and pleasure to pain, and health to sickness,

even so does the true life of the human .soul

emerge from deep contrasts; it IB only developed by
the encounter between truth and falsehood, between

good and evil." . . . "Evil is thus a condition,

almost an ingredient of good. Goodness would
slumber in itself, it would be without the necessary

impulse to exertion, unless it were constantly kept
on the alert by the antagonistic energies and ex-

cesses of evil." 1

This singular travestie of the account which the

Christian Revelation has given of the permission of

1 Cf. ^uot. by Klotz^in his art. Siinde.
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moral evil in the world, involves a fallacy of con-

fusion. It confounds the good ends which evil,

against its nature, may subserve in the purposes of

an overruling Providence, with the inherent qualities

of evil itself. Certainly it is better for the health

of the body that latent disease should shew itself in

pronounced illness ; and when such illness is over,

a patient may be all the stronger and better for

having being ill. But for all that, disease is dis-

ease, and not a variegated form of health; and a

man in whom disease had never been latent, and
whose constitution had been even monotonously free

from its assaults, will be, at least, as well as another

who may have happily survived a scarlet fever.

What God in His loving Omnipotence may make evil

do in spite of its nature is one thing ; what it is in

itself is another. Vice is not a necessary aliment,

it is not even a necessary foil to virtue. The devil

is not necessary to the existence of God ; and good-
"

ness does not depend either for its beauty or its

strength upon the antagonistic efforts of sin. If it

were so, we should at once reach the practical con-

clusion of the Materialistic philosophy, which denies

the existence of any free will in man whatever, and

sees in all moral actions, whatever their colouring,
the inevitable result of antecedents which create

them, by as necessary a law as any which rules the

world of matter. Upon Materialistic principles, the

murderer Traupmann ought never to have been

executed: he was no more responsible for his atro-

cities tha'n a flash of lightning or a wave would be

for the destruction of human life. But upon the

principles of the aesthetic Pantheism, it might even
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have been questioned whether French society did not

on the whole gain by his horrible activity: and

whether one who had done so much to exhibit the

virtue of respect for human life in high relief, by
so emphatically contradicting it, was not, in con-

sideration of his services, entitled to receive some

higher and more substantial reward than a reprieve
of the penalty which he actually suffered.

Indeed, it is here that we see how irreconcilable

any such theory is with the plainest instincts of a

healthy conscience. If evil is necessary to the exist-

ence of good, why should conscience condemn evil?

How can conscience condemn that which is necessary
to the good which it approves ? How, if we are to

pursue this line of thought, can we ultimately avoid

acquiescing in a theory which, denying all distinc-

tions of right and wrong as of the nature of baseless

prejudice, sees in evil, as in good, only an energetic
manifestation of life apart from any moral colouring
whatever ? A last protest may indeed be made to

the effect that man's business is to contradict the

metaphysical necessity for evil by the moral demand
that it should be resisted. But this very demand, if

it is to be enforced, must proceed upon the serious

conviction that moral evil is evil
; that it is a some-

thing which need not be ; and that if we will, we
are individually and perfectly free to accept or

reject it.

Theories such as these are in truth expedients for

representing sin as being less serious than it is ; for

softening the repulsive contrasts which it presents
to holiness ; for securing to it a right to feel at

home in human conduct and in the human soul.
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Every such theory attempts to put forth a more or

less disguised justification and apology on behalf of

sin, at the bar of intellect, that sin may, if possible,

be received without dishonour, if it be not welcomed

at the court of conscience. But conscience, when
she is not benumbed or asleep, must protest implac-

ably against these attempts to make sin respectable.

She can see in them only so many invitations ad-

dressed to the single soul, bidding it look tolerantly
or fondly on the sure instrument of its degradation
and ruin ; so many invitations addressed to human

society, bidding it recognize or welcome the foe who
is sworn to impede and to destroy the indispensable
conditions of its coherence and progress.

2. It has indeed been the dread of softening down
the idea of evil which has led the human conscience

in very early ages to tamper with the idea of God.

The instinctive recoil from the one error has plunged
it into the other. The physical evil of pain, of

disease, of death, inflicts itself upon the senses ; and

conscience accounts for physical evil by tracing it

to moral evil. Conscience cannot deny the malig-

nity of moral evil without dethroning herself. But

why should moral evil exist ? The All-Holy could,

not have created it : to have done so would have

been to cease to be Himself. But why did He

permit it? And who gave it being, that He should

permit it?

In ages and civilizations when the idea of God
was imperfect or impoverished, men accounted for

the existence of evil by ascribing to it a being or

principle, coeval with God, independent of Him,
and of course opposed to Him. Whether this evil
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was supposed to be matter out of which the Good
God had fashioned the world, or whether it was

conceived of as something more spiritual, the object
and origin of the system was identical. It was an

effort to account for the great perplexing mysteiy
the existence of evil. It is impossible, argued these

ancient thinkers, that moral life and death, that-

good and evil, can flow from a single source. It is

Impossible that a Holy God can have been the author

of evil. Evil, then, must be referred to some other

origin : it must have had an author of its own. So
far we cannot but follow; but then the argument
appeals, in order to sustain its own false inference,

to the gigantic proportions which evil has actually
assumed. Considering how world-wide and imperial
is the sway of evil, must not evil, it asks, be referred

to some person, principle, force, or tendency, higher
and older than created things; to some almighty
source, existing side by side with the Author and
Source of goodness, in eternal contradiction to His
Mind and work?

If we take the ancient Parsee doctrine as a sample,
we find, in the lines of the Bundehesch, the good and
evil principles Ormuzd and Ahriman contrasted

as follows :

" Onmizd is the light ;

This light is without beginning;
Onmizd is on high,
Ormuzd is Holy,
Ormuzd hath all knowledge!"

the other hand

" Ahriman is in darkness ;

This darkness is without beginning-;
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Ahriman is in the depths ;

Ahriman delighteth in strife ;

Ahriman hath only a derived knowledge." 1

Here, while Ahriman is in respect of knowledge
the inferior of Ormuzd. they are represented as co-

eval; although the modern Parsees, especially when
in conflict with Christianity, have tended, "by exalt-

ing Orninzd alone, by teaching that Ahriman became
evil through an act of will, or by recognizing an

eternal essence above both principles, from which

they alike derive their origin, to approach more and
more closely to a virtual Monotheism.2 But there

is no real question as to the practical Dualism of

the earlier doctrine, which prevailed in Persia at

least from the date of Darius Hystaspes to that of

Alexander the Great, and again after the fall of the

Parthian dynasty, the doctrine which is confronted

in the pages of the Hebrew Scriptures. In Isaiah,

the God of Israel proclaims

*I am the Lord,
And there is none else :

There is no God beside Me. ......
I form the light and create darkness ;

1
Ahardanesoh, qu. by Hanneberg from Jos. Miiller, art.

Parsismns.
- Cf. Hanneberg, who quotes Wilson,

" The Parsee Eeligion,"
Bombay, 1843, p. 107. It would seem that the superiority of

Ormuzd was never supposed to imply his power of preventing
the birth of Ahriman or of annihilating him. Compare on the
Zeruane Akerene, or eternal essence above the two principles,

Miiller, L. von d. Siinde, ii. 5.
"
Being only seldom mentioned

in the Zendavesta," he says,
" this is a very isolated concep-

tion, exercising no influence upon the system as a whole, nor
on the development of the conflict between the two principles :

and thus this ultimate unity is too meagre and weak an ab-

straction to have any power in itself to rob the evil principle of

its strength or to reconcile it with the good."
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I make peace and create evil ;

I the Lord do all these things."
x

Here we have a revelation probably designed to

protect the faith of Israel against the Dualistic in-

fluences to which it would be exposed during the

later period of the Captivity. The Eternal Lord of

Heaven was much more ancient than this antagonism'
-of good and evil which meets men's eyes in the

world, and which suggested the faith from which

was evolved the Zendavesta. The evil principle

itself was only created by Him in this sense ; that

He had formed the wills which, in their perverted

freedom, gave it birth. " I am the Lord, and there

is none else."

In Christian times we find S. Paul insisting upon
the truism, as it appears to us, that "

every creature

of God is good, and nothing to be despised,"
2 as a

reason for rejecting certain distinctions of food

which were insisted on by some ancient ascetics at

Ephesus. But S. Paul is really combating another

form of the doctrine of Two Principles ; which held

matter to be the seat and source of evil, and certain

kinds of food to be peculiarly representative of the

grossness of matter. "When Augustine, in a later

age, as a still unconverted young man, giving the

freest license both to sensual passions and to intel-

lectual enterprise, was casting about for a theory
which would at once countenance his excesses, and

furnish him with a working philosophical explana-
tion of the universe, he found it in Manicheeism.

Manicheeism was the Dualism which had acquired

1 Isa. slv. 5, 6, 7. =1 Tim. iv. 4.

L
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a Christian flavour by coming into contact witb

Christianity; and we may form some idea of the

strength and fascination of the theory, by observing
how tenacious was its hold upon the clear and!

beautiful mind of the greatest of the Fathers, even

when the full light of Catholic truth was already

breaking upon him.

Isaiah's words will have already suggested that

seriously to believe in two eternal principles is fatal

to serious belief in the existence of God. God is the

one Self-existent Being; the Maker of all things,
visible and invisible. To assert that another

whether essence, person, or even matter existed

eternally side by side with God, is to deny God's

first and necessary prerogative, as the Alone Eternal,
and Self-Existent. If God is to be screened in

human thought from the blasphemy which would
credit Him with the origination of evil, it must be

by some doctrine which, unlike Dualism, does not

virtually annihilate Him in order to do so.

But the doctrine of Two Principles does not

succeed even in its main object, namely, the protec-
tion and affirmation of the unimpaired idea of evil

itself. Evil is, in its quaintly perverted estimate,

rather a growth of nature than the free 'product
of a created will : evil has a positive substance of

its own. Evil must therefore be conquered by a

physical rather than a spiritual or moral treatment.

This would seem to have been the idea of these

mistaken ascetics at Colossse,
1 whom S. Paul observed

and reproved. And the error leads to consequences

beyond itself. If evil is physical, there is no more
1 1 Col. ii. 22, 23.
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reason for distress at a habit of lying, than at tuber-

culation of the lungs. If sin is physical, remedies

may or may not succeed ; and a moral struggle is on

the whole less reasonable than a torpid resignation.
At any rate, it may be said, we of this generation

are not Dualists : and what good is to be done by
disinterring and gibbeting the corpses of ancient

errors? But let us recollect that when .error is

buried as a formal theory, it often leaves; behind it

a miasma which infects the world of thought for

many a succeeding generation.
1 We practically

affirm a second evil principle in the universe when
we acquiesce in the notion that evil in ourselves or

in others, in individuals or in societies, is invincible.

We do not talk of a second principle; we assume

one. We assume not merely a powerful but an un-

conquerable devil, when we despair of expelling, by
God's Grace, that which is evil in ourselves or in

others. We bow, as we say, to the inevitable ; we

recognize such and such tendencies of the times.

They are perhaps at issue with what we know to be

right. But there they are; the current flows all

one way and with increasing strength, and we say
that it is useless to attempt to make head against
it. Instead of overcoming evil with good, like the

Apostle, we philosophically resign ourselves to being
overcome with evil. But our notion of the invinci-

bility of sin and error is at issue with our still pro-

1
Miiller, L. von d. Siinde, ii. 5 :

" The theological and
philosophical characteristics of the present day furnish a poor
guarantee that the tendency to take a dualistic view of the
world, may not, perhaps at no very distant time, become again
as strong as it was a few decades of years ago, and as the
Pantheisticfurore is again in our own day."
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fessed faith, in the One All-Powerful and Holy God.

Our faint-heartedness, our despair, our abject fatalism

in presence of evil, within and around us, is probably
a relic of the old Dualistic leaven, which, sees in evil

the resistless play, the unconquerable energy of an

eternal principle ; which refers it to a power that,

could it have existed, would have made God im-

possible.

No. There must be no tampering with the idea

and character of God; with His Unity, with His

Omnipotence, with His Sanctity. To deny these is

to destroy, in human thought, the ascertained object
of religion. If there is One God, All-powerful and

Moral, and if moral evil is a fact in the universe, the

existence and nature of moral evil must be in some

way accounted for by serious Theists, if it can be

accounted for at all, without impugning the morality
and the Omnipotence of God.

II.

What, then, is sin in itself? What representation

of it will neither obliterate the lines of moral truth,

nor do injustice to the Sanctity or the- Omnipotence
of God?

S. James, in the passage which is before us,

furnishes us with materials for answering this ques-

tion. He says that desire when it hath conceived

bringeth forth sin. He thus places the origin of

moral evil in the created will, of which desire is the

moral ingredient. Desire is, indeed, the raw material

of moral life. It is neutral force which may be-

come, under different circumstances, either sanctity
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or sin : and thus S. Augustine has defined virtue as
" love or desire ruled by true order." Desire is part
of the original outfit of every human being; a

sympathetic impulse -whereby the various instincts

and faculties of our nature are drawn towards

something external to itself. What is that some-

thing ? In man's unfallen state of old, and in his

state of perfectly restored sanctity hereafter, God
is the true object of all human desires : jman desires

God for His own sake, and all created objects only
for the sake of God. In the original design of God,

desire in the moral world corresponds to the law of

attraction in the physical ; and the perfected saint,

in all the activity of his moral and intellectual life,

moves around the great Centre of his adoration with

an undeviating regularity, such as is that of the

planet circling in its orbit around its parent sun.

But the planet cannot modify or weaken the attrac-

tion which governs it. It cannot plunge anarehi-

cally through space, seeking a place in some other

system where it may attend upon some other sun,

or itself become the centre of other satellites;

whereas desire, being moral, does not bind free

agents to loyal revolutions around their true Centre

by any such necessity. Man may at his option cease

to desire God : he may, in the stead of God, desire

one of God's creatures for its own sake, and with the

vehemence of an absorbing passion. And since no
other creature can really take God's place, man thus

tends to make himself his own centre ; to view all

persons and events relatively to himself; to think

of God, if at all, as only one of the points on the

circumference of his own petty and fictitious uni-
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verso. "When desire is thus perverted by being
wedded to tlie things of time and sense, as if they
could really satisfy the yearnings of the soul, it

"
bringeth forth shi." Like an atmosphere charged

with infection, desire spent upon created things is

pregnant with sin: it implies that idolatrous sur-

render of self to creatures, that passionate claim

upon creatures on behalf of self, which in the end

severs the bond between God and the soul.1 And
hence an act, or series of acts, whether of thought,
or word, or deed, to which in its freedom the will

consents, and which contradict the moral order of

the universe.

. And this is sin. Sin, to be coiiplete, need not

become speech or action : a formed desire, deliberately
assented to by the will, constitutes sin.8 " He that

looketh on a woman," says our Lord,
" to desire her,

hath committed adultery with her already in his

heart." 3
Indeed, it is the internal act, and not the

material product of the act, which is chiefly of moral

importance. What is the precise form or turn of

the inward act ? Here the beautiful and suggestive

words, which are used to express the idea of sin in

the sacred language, but which are untranslatable

into our clumsier Western tongue, will help us. In
the fifty-first Psalm, for instance, besides the generic

expression for evil,* there are three words which

1 1 S. John ii. 17, eTtiBvula rov nds^ov. Tit. ii. 12; Horn. vii.

7,8.
2 This aspect of sin lias been well re-stated in Jul. Miiller'a

Lelir. v. d. Siinde, i. i. c. 8.
3 S. Matt. v. 28.

4
jn, v. 6, broadly opposed to nic Gen. xxiv. 50; Levit.

xxvii. 10. In a more emphatic moral sense, Prov. viii. 13; Ps.
vii. 10. vti'i means originally to be noisy, tempestuous; the
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describe different aspects of the idea of sin. Of

these, one implies that God's "Will being the aim

which man rightly pursues, sin is a missing his true

goal in life.
1 A second regards sin as a twisting or

perversion of the will from the right way.
2 A third

brands it as rebellious transgression of Divine law,
3

of a covenant with God, of the law which man is

bound to obey. The New Testament expressions

substantially correspond ; and they have this in

common. Sin is an offence against moral truth;

known, and contradicted although known. "Sin,"

says S. Augustine, "is something said or clone or

desired in contradiction to the Eternal Law."

Why the "Eternal" Law? This question can

only be answered when we reflect on the nature of

moral truth. Moral truth is not like the laws and

facts of the physical world; it is not something
which might have been otherwise than as it is, had

transition to the idea of moral disorder appears in jjp
1

^ which

is primarily used of breaking iu pieces with a crash, Job xxxiv.

24; Ps. ii. 9; then of evil generally, and finally, in the Hiphil
especially, of evil action. J. Muller, Lehr. v. d. Sunde, i. i. c. 2.

v. 5. The primary idea seems to be that of stumbling

on the way to a goal Prov. xix. 2 ; in which is implied the

missing of the object in search Prov. viii. 36. Not that Kan
is used only or chiefly of sins of infirmity, whether of thought
or will : it is often applied to the gravest sins, and implies .that

which is characteristic of all sin, namely, that sin is a moral

action, in which man misses the aim for which he was created

fey^God.-

py v. 4, from rnj?, to be bent or distorted, implies evil con-

sidered as departure from man's appointed path Job xiii. 26 ;

Gen. iv. 13.
3

2^'% j
V- ** V&- primarily implies faithless rebellion against

a covenant, as in Isa. i. 2, xliii. 27 ; Jerem. iii. 13 ; Amos iv. 4
I Kings xii. 19, &c
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God so willed. God was under no necessity to mate
cither one or a million suns or planets, or to furnish

them with a particular temperature and particular
inhabitants. Why not? Because there was nothing
in His necessary nature which constrained Him to

do so. He created in His freedom: He created as

He created in His freedom : He might have created

otherwise: He was free not to have created at all.

But could God ever have sanctioned you or me in

saying that that which we know to "be false is true ?

Why not ? Because, in sanctioning us, God would
be contradicting, not a law which He might have
made other than as He has made it, but a necessary
truth of His Own Eternal Nature. A moral truth is-

like a mathematical axiom; we see it intuitively,
and we do this because it is necessarily true, and, as-

being necessarily true, is also a truth of God's-

Eternal Nature. Can any reasonable man, for in-

stance, without destroying and uprooting the very
constitution of the mind which God has given him,,

conceive that under any possible circumstances it

could ever have been true that things which are-

equal to the same are not equal to one another.? If

not ; then, here we have an eternal truth. And if

this be an eternal truth, it is, as such, a real part
of God's Eternal Nature; since if this be denied, we-

rnust admit that there are eternal truths independent
of God, and existing eternally apart from Him.
Would not this in effect be a denial of His solitary
self-existence? Either God does not exist, or all

that is eternal is God. But if pure mathematical

truth, as being eternally true, be thus Divine, moral
truth is not less so. If we cannot believe that a lie:
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was ever right, this is because veracity is an eternal

law of the Divine Nature ; and this applies to the

whole moral law, which is, in reality, the Divine

Nature formulated into rules which suit the con"

ditions of creaturely existence. Thus, given the

parental relationship, it never could have been right

to dishonour a father or a mother : given human life,

murder could never have been other than criminal :

given the responsibility of transmitting; the gift of

life, and adultery, which trifles with that responsi-

bility, could never have been condoned: given the

idea of personal rights, of property, and stealing is

necessarily condemned. And thus it is that sin does

not contradict a rule which God has made of one

kind, but which He might have made of another ; it

contradicts a rule which, in its principle, is neces-

sary and eternal ; a rule which does not depend even

upon the Will of God Himself, since it embodies and

expresses His Divine and unchanging Essence; a

rule which accordingly it is impossible to contradict,

without running counter to, and, so far as we can,

setting at naught and destroying the very Being and
Nature of God Himself. "

Against Thee only have

I sinned," is the voice of the sinner's deepest know-

ledge of himself. And it was this which led ancient

divines to say, that if, per impossibile, moral evil

could be pushed to a point of sufficient exaggeration,,
it would annihilate God. By this saying, they ex-

pressed the vital and fundamental opposition which
exists between sin and the Divine Nature.

Now, such an account of moral evil cannot be said

to attenuate its malignity ; but is it equally careful

of the character of.God ? If evil be thus antagonistic;
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an abuse of God's generosity.

to God, liow can God, at once Almighty and All-

iioly, have allowed it to exist? As All-holy, He
must abhor it ; as Almighty, He surely might have

proscribed what He abhors ?

The answer is, that, notwithstanding the inherent

quality of evil, the possibility of its existence is, so

far as we can see, a needful condition of true moral
freedom. God might have created a universe ruled

from first to last by physical law, and so incapable
t)f deviation from the true rule of its action. In

such a universe, moral evil would have found no

place, only because there would have been no crea-

lures properly capable of moral good. Our experience
tells us that God has not chosen to stint down His
creative activity to these proportions: that-we are

free agents, is not more a matter of faith than of

experience. We know that God has created beings
whose high privilege it is to lae able freely to choose

Him as their King, as the accepted Master of their

whole inward life ; but if this privilege is to be real,

it also carries with it the implied power of. rejecting
Him. The alternative risk is the inevitable con-

dition of the consummate honour: it is actually a

substantial part of the honour. A moral being must
at least have a capacity for disobedience if he is to

be able freely to obey.

If, then, God has permitted evil, it is not because

He has ceased to be Himself, but because His gene-

rosity has been abused. The source and root of

moral evil is to be found, not in the Good God, but

in the abused freedom of the creature, whether it be
man or angel. It were hard indeed to blaspheme
Oocl for His generosity; to complain that He has
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made us men and not brutes or stones, because,

forsooth, as a race, as well as in our individual lives,

we have turned His bounty against Himself, and
made the greatness of His gift the measure of our

degradation.
It will be urged that God must have " foreseen

"

the abuse that would follow upon His gift of freedom.

Certainly. But those who believe in His Wisdom
and His Love at all, must surely believe that He
foresaw much else. They will believe with S. Paul

that if, in the event, sin has abounded, grace has

much more abounded.1
They will believe with

S. Augustine that " God knew it to be more agree-
able to His almighty goodness even to bring good
out of evil, than not to permit evil to exist." a He
might be trusted to strike the balance of advantages
between a universe ruled only by physical law and
a universe so open to the possible invasion of evil as

to be darkened by its actual presence and apparent

victory, but withal illuminated by the remedy, which,
in the long run, was to be much more than equal to

grappling with the disease. Sin might be tolerated,

if the Eternal Son was to redeem the world. We
know at any rate how the world's Euler has decided,

and it is scarcely reasonable to complain ihst "He

has not admitted us to share .all "the reasons which

governed His decision.

1 Bom. V. 18-20, ou 8e eir\e6vaatv rj a./j.apria, virepeTreptcrffevcrev

Xdpu.
.

2 De Cor. et Gr. c. 10. Qui creavit omnia bona valde et
mala ex bonis exoritura esse prsescivit ; scivit magis ad omni-
potentissimam suam bonitatem pertinere etiam de malis bane-
facere quam mala ease non sinere.
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III.

Here, then, I repeat the statement with which
I began, that if a religion is to "be a life-controlling

principle, it must praetically'recognize the fact of sin.

For, since sin provokes God's necessary displeasure
on the one hand, and destroys man's power and even

his wish to seek God on the other, its direct effect is

to "break up that "bond between God and man in

which religion essentially consists. Religion, there-

fore, must deal with sin, not as if it were making
a supererogatory exertion, but as a condition of its

own survival. It must remove this fatal obstacle

to its proper activity, if it is to exist at all. Not less

necessary is this practical recognition of sin by
religion, if religion is to be of any real benefit to

society. Go out into the streets of this great capital,

or read the daily journals which register the thought
and incidents of our national life, and what are the

two spectres which meet you most constantly ? Are

they not suffering and crime ? And what is suffering,
at least in the main, but the effect and shadow of

sin ; if not of the sufferer's own sin, yet at least of

some physical or social legacy from a parent's error ?

What is crime in its most venial form but sin,

prompted by suffering and organized and solidified,

until in its brutal exuberance it threatens even the

existence of society? Has religion nothing to say
to the moral mischief which is the parent of these

dark phantoms? Is she dreaming? Is she powerless?
Is she abandoning her high hope and mission of

saving humanity from its worst enemies ?
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It is here that true religion parts company alto-

gether with certain phases of so-terined religious

thought, which are not without an ambition to he

considered at least the rudiments of some future

religion or civilization. Doubtless they embody
much which recommends them, at any rate, to the

interest of educated people. They are philosophical ;

they are enterprising ; they are in good taste ; they

occupy a large amount of attention in our journals

and periodicals. Nor are they insensible to the evil

of crime, considered as a cause of social disturbance

and danger. They would sometimes deal more

hardly with it than would be morally possible for

men who had a deeper insight into the relative

responsibility of criminals. But ignoring the awful

yet blessed doctrines of Eeclemption and Grace, they
have no remedy for sin ; no remedy, that is, of any
practical value ;

a
and, after all, sin is the great fact

1 The profound remarks of Julius Miiller on the attempt
observable in many modern schemes of education to expel one
sin by the cultivation of another, are well worth transcribing
liere. Speaking of the internal disagreement of evil with

itself, he observes that " the two fundamental sinful tendencies,

pride, and the empire of fleshly desires, are precisely those
which stand in the most striking contrast and mutual hostility
4o each other. Whoever gets between these two currents is un-

ceasingly driven by them hither and thither ; when he gets clear

of the one, he is seized by the other. In a condition of higher
cultivation, this alternate service of opposing sins is determined

by the play of man's own secret will. Man learns the miserable
trick of turning, now to the one side, and now to the other,
to pride at one turn, at another to sensuality. The virtuous

aspirations to which man rises out of his sensual degradations,
only serve to excite and fortify a self-satisfaction which had
been humbled ; he abandons the pleasures of lust in order to
refresh himself with the efforts of his pride. Eightly recog-
nizing the fact of this internal conflict of evil with itself,
Modern Education, by alienating itself from that Christian
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with which tliey ought to deal. Animated specula-
tion on religious topics, careful reproduction of the

external drapery of scenes in early sacred history,

quick capacity for analyzing and delineating senti-

ment, is very welcome in its place. It has indis-

putably a literary value; but ib does not help us

to confront the stern realities of this human world.

The religion which has no fixed doctrines, or scarcely

any; no code of absolute truth, to be taught and
suffered for at all costs ; no word of heart-searching

warning, and yet of tenderest consolation for sinners,

is not really a religion at all. It is at best a very
one-sided philosophy. Its endeavours to. deal with

the great heart-sores of humanity remind us of a

celebrated physician who, at the bedside of a patient,

writhing in protracted agony, would airily discuss

his own last excursion in the Alps, or the last debate

in Parliament, or at best the most recent resolution

arrived at by the Metropolitan Board of Health.

The religion of Jesus Christ, as taught by His

Apostles, does not thus trifle with the seriousness

of sin. It begins by deepening the sense of sin, the

perception of its real area and power in human life.

It adds poignancy to the feeling of shame and guilt
which in a healthy conscience follows upon de-

liberate sinful action. By the Mosaic law there was
a knowledge of sin.1 By the teaching and Example
of Jesus Christ there is a much truer and deeper

principle upon which alone true self-love and noble self-reli-

ance may rest, often adopts the plan of conquering the sins of

self-degradation and dissipation in youth by the passionate
stimulus of pride and ambition ; and thus, alas ! it has achieved

nothing beyond casting out the devil by Beelzebub the prince-
of the devils." Lchr. von cl. Siindc, ii. 5. l Rom. iii. 20.
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knowledge of it.
1 That faultless and Unapproached

Life which we study .in the pages of the Gospels,

brought home to the heart as well as to the under-

standing "by the secret teaching of the Eternal Spirit,

endows the Christian with an ideal of sanctity

altogether his own.2 Around the Sermon on the

Mount, or the last discourse in the Upper-room,
there is an unearthly atmosphere of purity and

holiness, which lights up in the soul, with micro-

scopic distinctness, the consciousness of secret evil,

more perfectly than could any code of precepts.

One only appearing among us in human form has

"been able to ask the tremendous question,
" Which

of you convinceth Me of sin ?
" 3 And as -we gaze

on Him, Holy, Harmless, Undefiled, separate from

sinners, in His purity, His courage, His humility,
His tenderness, His majestic moral strength, His

fearless loyalty to truth, His vast charity, we see

that which reveals us to ourselves. At the Feet of

the Lamb without blemish and immaculate, we feel,

with Job, that the report of God's sanctity has been

at length exchanged for sight ;
* we exclaim with the

Apostle, "Depart from me, for I am a sinful man,

OLord." 5

. Nor does Jesus Christ stop here. He reveals, as

does no other, not merely the fact and malignity
of sin, but its consequences. The sternest things
that have ever been said, as regards sin's prospects
in another world, first passed the tenderest lips that

ever proclaimed God's love to man.6 Our Lord

1 S. 'Matt v. 21-48. 2 S. Jolm viii. 12.
8 S. John viii. 46. * Job xlii. 5.

5 S. Luke v. 8.

S. Mark is. 43-48; S. Matt. xxv. 46 ; S. John v. 2J).
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would not leave the revelation of the penal future

to His Apostles : He took the unpopularity of making
such a revelation upon Himself. No unbelieving
criticism can really touch the plain meaning of the

tremendous words in which the All-Merciful One
has depicted the case of a moral "being, stiffened "by

final impenitence into a permanent, self-torturing
rebellion against Eternal Justice and Eternal Love.

But for that awful measure of sin, the saying con-

cerning Judas had been a paradox: "It were good
for that man if he had never been born." x

Yet if Jesus Christ had only taught us the

penalties of sin, He would but have enhanced the

terrors of the ancient law. Whereas, in reality, He
has made it possible for us to look at moral evil as

it is. We Christians can dare to examine it, for He
has brought us both a pardon and an antidote. His

Cross and Passion are a revelation as well as a cure.

When dying, He shews us what sin is. At least to

those who take Him at His word, and see in Him One

Higher than the sons of men, the Cross will surely
have this meaning. Why could not the Holy One,
manifested to His reasonable creatures in a Form of

sense, have ended a life of beneficence and glory by
such a visible ascent to heaven as was that of the

Tishbite ? Why those years of privation and sorrow,

those sufferings and insults, that shame and scorn?

Why the prostration in the garden, and the Wounds
and the Blood, and the Agony lengthened out by
ingenious cruelty, and the ostentatious exultation

and triumph of the hosts of evil, and the darkness

and gloom of the closing scene? Would not this

1
S. Matt. xxvi. 24 ; S. Mark xiv. 21.
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mean failure, if it had not been proved by the event

to mean a victory, wherein the Divine Sufferer was

triumphing, as His Apostle notes, over the associated

powers of darkness ?
* That unfathomed pain is the

true measure of sin for Christians. In that keen

sensitiveness, in that strength of a self-sacrificing

Will, in that exhaustive anticipation of and intel-

lectual familiarity with the coming Agony, followed

by so entire an acceptance of it, we Christians discern

the real character of the adversary which the Perfect

Moral Being conquered by His voluntary death.

From that fountain of pardon and strength which
He opened upon Calvary, all 2 the resources which

His Church can wield in her struggle with His great

enemy, and in her continuation of His work of recon-

ciliation and peace, are consistently derived. No
virtue exists in the world which is not His; no

cleansing which His Blood has not made good.

Standing beneath the Cross, we can never deem
moral evil less or other than the greatest, if it

be not rather the only evil. Kneeling before the

Crucified, be our sense of guilt what it may, we can

never despair; since the complete revelation of the

malignity of sin is also and simultaneously a revela-

tion of the Love that knows no bounds.8

It is these concrete truths, and no abstract con-

siderations, which really keep alive in the Christian

heart an abhorrence and dread of moral evil. With
that evil, even when all has been pardoned, every
Christian life is, from first to last, in varying degrees,
a struggle. There are great conflicts, and there are

periods of comparative repose; there are days of

1 Col. ii. 15. * Acts iv. 12. * 2 Cor. v. 14 ; Bom. v. 15.

M
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failure as well as days of victory ; there are quicken-

ings of buoyant thankful hope, and there are hours

of a discouragement which is only not despair. But
two things a genuine Christian never does. He
never makes light of any known sin,

1 and he never

admits it to be invincible.8 While he constantly

endeavours, by the sanctification of his desires, by
entwining his affections more and more around the

Source of goodness, to destroy sin in the bud, or

rather in its root and principle, he is never off his

guard ; never surprised at new proofs of his natural

weakness ; never disposed to underrate either his

dangers or his strength. He knows that now, as

eighteen centuries ago, he wrestles not against flesh

and blood,
8 but against principalities and powers

that bear him no good will : he knows, that as at

the first so now,
" if any man sin, we have an Advo-

cate with the Father, Jesus Christ the Kighteous, and

He is the propitiation for our sins."* And thus, in

his inmost life, he is at once anxious and hopeful ;

confident yet without presumption; alive to all that

is at stake day by day, hour by hour ; yet stayed

upon the thought, nay, upon the felt Presence of a

Love Which has not really left him to himself. And
at last, when it seems best to that Eternal Love, the

day of struggle draws to its close,
5 and the towers of

the Everlasting City come into view; the city
within whose precincts intellectual error cannot

penetrate, and moral failure is unknown. " Thanks
be to God Who giveth us the victory through our

Lord Jesus Christ." 8

1 1 S. John Hi. 9 ; v. IS * 1 Cor. x. 12.

Eph. vi. 12. 1 S. John ii. 1.

2 Tim. iv. & 1 Cor. xv. 57.
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Your alms are asked to-day on "behalf of the

additional clergy needed by this great parish with

its twenty thousand poor.
1 Yon will feel that

this is an opportunity of testing the earnestness of

your desire to struggle against our common enemy,
whether in the world or in your own hearts, by freely

placing your means at His disposal, Who is its real

and only Conqueror.
* St. James's, Piccadilly, Additional Curates' Fond.



LECTURE V.

gun&ag in Sent

PRAYER, THE CHAEAOTERISTIC ACTION
OF EELIGION.

S. MATT. viL 7.

Ask, and it shall be given you.

EELTGION is the bond between the soul and God,
which -sin, by virtue of its very nature, breaks up
and destroys. It is of importance to inquire whether
man .can strengthen and intensify that which he can,

it seems, -so easily ruin if he will. Does his power
lie only in .the direction of destruction ? Has he no.

means of invigorating and repairing a tie, in itself

so precious, yet in some respects so frail? The
answer lies in our Lord's promise. Prayer is the

act by which man, conscious at once of his weakness

and of his immortality, puts himself into real and
effective communication with the Almighty, the

Eternal, the Self-Existent God. I say, effective

communication. For prayer, as our Lord teaches-in

the text and elsewhere, is not without results. God
answers prayer in many ways. His answers to the

soul's petition for health and strength are collectively
described as grace; grace being the invisible in-

fluence whereby He on His part strengthens and
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quickens the tie which binds the petitioner to

Himself. "
Ask, and it shall be given you." Prayer

then braces the bond of religion from the side -of

man; and grace, God's highest answer to prayer,
braces it in a different and far more powerful sense

on the part of God.

It is not too much to say that the practice of

prayer is co-extensive with the idea of religion.

Wherever man has believed a Higher Power to exist,

he has not merely discussed the possibility of entering
into converse with such a Power; he has assumed,
as a matter of course, that he can do so. Upon
desert plains and wild promontories, not less than in

crowded thoroughfares and gorgeous temples, priest-

hoods, and kings, and multitudes have taken prayer
for granted, as being the most practical as well as

the most interesting and solemn concern of life.

The surface of the earth, of parts of our own island,

is still covered with the relics of some among these

ancient worships. And if the implied conceptions
of deity were degraded, and the rites cruel, or

inhuman, or impure, and the
;
minds of the worship-

pers not seldom imbruted by the very acts which
should have raised them heavenward ; still the idea

of worship as the natural correlative of belief in the

superhuman was always there. To know that a

higher Being existed, and interested Himself, in

whatever way, in the destinies of man, was to feel

that it was at once a right and a duty to approach
Him.

..,_..

And as we pass the historical lines within whicfi,

as Christians believe, mankind has enjoyed a know-

ledge of God's successive revelations of His true Self
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and His true "Will, we find that prayer is the pro-
minent feature, the characteristic exercise of man's

highest life. Sacrifice begins at the very gates of

Eden.1 The life of early Patriarchs is described as

a "walking with God," a continuous reference of

thought and aspiration to the Father above, Who
yet was so near them.2 And after the Mosaic Law
was given, when the idea and range of sin had been

deepened and extended in the mind of Israel, we
find prayer organized in a system of sacrifices, suited'

to various wants and moods of the human soul,

consciously dealing with its God as the King, both

of the sacred nation and of the individual conscience.

Penitence, thanksgiving, intercession, adoration,

each found an appropriate expression.
8 Later still,

in the Psalter, prayer the purest, the loftiest, the

most passionate took shape in imperishable forms.

And when at length a new revelation was made in

Jesus Christ, there was little to add to what was

already believed as to the power and obligation of

prayer, beyond revealing the secret of its acceptance.

Our Lord's precepts* and example"
5 are sufficiently

emphatic; and His Apostles appear to represent

prayer not so much as a practice of the Christian

life, as its very breath and instinctive movement.

The Christian must be "continuing instant in

prayer j" he must *'

pray without ceasing."
8

1 Gen. iv. 4.
2 Gen. v. 24; vi. 9. Levit. i.-vii.

4 S. Matt. vi. 9; S. Luke xi. 2; S. Matt. xxvi. 41; S. Mark
ii. 24 ; S. Luke xviii. 1, &c.

5 S. Matt. xiv. 23; S. Mark vi. 46; S. Luke vi. 12; ix. 28;
S. John xvii. 1.

6 Bom. xii. 12 ; 1 These, v. 17.
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Each faculty, or endowment, or form of activity

that belongs to man has, over and above a number
of more indirect effects, its appropriate and charac-

teristic action, in which its whole strength is em-

barked, and in which it finds its full play and

impetus. To this law religion is no exception.
While its influence upon human life is strong and

various in proportion to its high aim and object ;

while it is felt, when it wields real empire, in every

department of human activity and interest, as

an invigorating, purifying, chastening, restraining,

guiding influence, it too has a work peculiarly its

own. In this work it is wont, if we may so speak,
to embark its collective forces, and to become

peculiarly conscious of its direction and intensity.

This work is prayer. Prayer is emphatically reli-

gion in action. It is the soul of man engaging in

that particular form of activity which presupposes
the existence of a great bond between itself and

God. Prayer is, therefore, nothing else or less than

the noblest kind of human exertion. It is the one

department of action in which man realizes the

highest privilege and capacity of his being. And,
in doing this, he is himself enriched and ennobled

almost indefinitely : now, as of old, when he comes

down from the mountain, his face bears tokens of an

irradiation which is not of this world.

That this estimate of the value of prayer is not

universal among educated people in our day, is only
too notorious. If many a man were to put into
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words with perfect honesty and explicitness what he

thinks, he would say that prayer is an excellent

thing for a clergyman, or for a recluse, or for a senti-

mentalist, or for women and children generally;
that it has its uses as a form of desultory occupation,
an outlet for feeling, a means of discipline. For

himself, he cannot really think that much prayer
would help him greatly. It implies a life of feeling

perhaps, he would say, of morbid feeling ; and he

prides himself upon being guided only by reflection.

It is sustained, he thinks, by imagination, rather

than by reason; and he deems imagination puerile
and feminine. His religion, whatever it is, has

nothing to do with imagination, and is hard reason

from first to last ; and accordingly prayer seems to

him to be altogether less worthy of the energies of

a thinking man than hard work, whether it be work
of the hands or of the brains, whether it be study
or business. The dignity of real labour is pro-

verbial, but where, he asks, is the dignity of so

sentimental an occupation as prayer? "For his

own part, he thinks
"

(I am quoting words which
have actually been used) "that religion is not

worship, but only another name for doing good to

our fellow-creatures."

Now, without saying one word to disparage the

intimate connection between religion and philan-

thropy, let us examine the idea of prayer, which is

taken for granted in such language as the foregoing.
Is it true that prayer is, as is assumed, little else

than the half passive play of sentiment which flows

languidly on through the minutes or hours of easy
reverie? Let those who have really prayed give
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the answer. They sometimes, with the patriarch

Jacob, describe prayer as a wrestling together with

an Unseen Power, which may last, not unfrequently
in an earnest life, late into the night hours, or eveu

to the break of day.
1

Sometimes, with S. Paul, they
refer to common intercession as a concerted struggle.

8

They have, when praying, their eyes fixed upon the

Great Intercessor in Gethsemane, upon the drops of

Blood which fall to the ground in that 'Agony of

Eesignation and Sacrifice.
8

Importunity is of the

essence of successful prayer. Our Lord's references

to the subject especially imply this. The Friend

who is at rest with his family, will rise at last to

give a loaf to the hungry applicant.
4 The Unjust

Judge yields in the end to the resistless eagerness of

the widow's cry.
6 Our Lord's Blessing on the Syro-

Phoenician woman is the consecration of importunity
with God.6 And importunity means, not dreaminess,
but sustained work. It is through prayer especially
that " the kingdom of heaven suffereth violence, and

the violent take it by force." 7 It was a saying of

the late Bishop Hamilton of Salisbury, that " no
man was likely to do much good at prayer who did

not begin by looking upon it in the light of a work,
to be prepared for and persevered in with all the

earnestness which we bring to bear upon subjects
which are, in our opinion, at once most interesting
and most necessary."

This indeed will appear, if, looking to an act of

1 Gen. xxxii. 24. * Horn. xv. 30. S. Luke xxii. 44,
4 S. Luke xi. 8. * S. Luke xviii. 5.

S Matt. xv. 27, 28; S. Mark vii. 28, 29.
1 S. Matt. xi. 12.
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real praj^er, we take it to pieces. Of what does it

consist ? It consists always of three separate forms

of activity which, in the case of different persons,
co-exist in very varying degrees of intensity, but

which are found, in some degree, in all who pray,
whenever they pray.
To pray, is first of all to put the understanding in

motion, and to direct it upon the Highest Object to

Which it can possibly address itself, the Infinite

God. In our private prayers, as in our public litur-

gies, we generally preface the petition itself by
naming one or more of His Attributes :

"
Almighty

and Everlasting God !

"
If the understanding is

really at work at all, how overwhelming are the

ideas, the truths, which pass thus before it : a bound-

less Power, an Existence Which knows neither begin-

ning nor end. Then the substance of the petition,

the motives which are alleged for urging it, the

issues which depend upon its being granted or

being refused, present themselves to the eye of the

understanding. And when prayer is not addressed

to our Lord Jesus Christ Himself, the fact that it

is addressed to the Father through Him, and in

reliance on His Merits and Mediation,
1
opens upon

Christian thought the inmost mysteries before the

Eternal Throne. And thus any common act of real

prayer keeps, not the imagination, but the under-

standing, occupied earnestly, absorbingly, under the

guidance of faith, from first to last.2

Next, to pray is to put the affections in motion :

1 This sentence has been altered to obviate a misapprehen-
sion of the writer's meaning.

8
Eph. vL IS; S. John iv. 22-29; Kom. x. 14; Heb. xi. &
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it is to open the heart. The object of prayer is the

Uncreated Love, the Eternal Beauty ; He of Whose

beauty all that moves love and admiration here is at

best a pale reflection. To be in His Presence in

prayer, is to be conscious of an expansion of the

heart, and of the pleasure which accompanies it,

which we feel, in another sense, when speaking with

an intimate and loved friend or relative. And this

movement of the affections is sustained throughout
the act of prayer. It is invigorated by the spiritual

sight of God, but it is also the original impulse
which leads us to draw near to Him.1 In true

prayer, as in teaching,
" out of the abundance of the

heart the mouth speaketh."
2

Once more, to pray is to put the will in motion,

just as decidedly as we do when we sit down to read

hard, or when we walk up a steep hill against time.8

That sovereign power in the soul, which we name
the will, does not merely, in prayer, impel us to

make the first necessary mental effort, but it also

enters most penetratingly and vitally into the very
action of the prayer itself. It is the will which

presses the petition ; it is the will which struggles
with the reluctance of sloth or with the secret

opposition of sinful passion ; it is the will which jper-

severes ; it is the will which exclaims ;
" I will not

let Thee go, except Thou bless me." 4 The amount
of will which we severally carry into the act of

prayer is the ratio of its sincerity ; and where prayer
1 S. Matt. xv. 8 ; 1 S. John iii. 21, 22.

S. Matt. xii. 34; S. Luke vi. 45.
1 S. John is. 31 ; S. Matt. vii. 21 ; S. James iv. 7, 8. These

passages all imply that prayer in which the will is not engaged
is worthless. ,

4 Gen. xxxii. 26.
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is at once real and prolonged, the demands which it

makes upon our power of concentrating determin-

ation into a specific and continuous act are very
considerable indeed.

Now, these three ingredients of prayer are also

ingredients in all real work, whether of the brains

or of the hands. The sustained effort of the intelli-

gence and of the will must be seconded in work no

less than in prayer by a movement of the affections,

if work is to be really successful. A man must love

his work to do it well. The difference between

prayer and ordinary work is that in prayer the three

ingredients are more equally balanced. Study may
in time become intellectual habit, which scarcely
demands any effort of will : handiwork may in time

become so mechanical as to require little or no guid-
ance from thought : each may exist in a considerable,

although not in the highest degree of excellence,

without any co-operation of the affections. Not so

prayer. It is always the joint act of the will and
the understanding, impelled by the affections ; and
when either will or intelligence is wanting, prayer
at once ceases to be itself, by degenerating into a

barren intellectual exercise, or into a mechanical

and unspiritual routine.

The dignity of prayer as being real work becomes
clear to us if we reflect on the faculties which it

employs. This will be made clearer still if we
consider the effect of all sincere prayer upon the

habitual atmosphere of the soul. Prayer places the

soul face to face with facts of the first order of

solemnity and importance; with its real self, and
with its God. And just as art, or study, or labour
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in any department is elevating, when it takes us out

of and beyond the petty range of daily and perhaps
material interests, while yet it quickens interest in

them by kindling higher enthusiasms into life, so

in a peculiar and transcendent sense it is with

prayer. Prayer is man's inmost movement towards

a Higher Power ; but what is the intellectual view
or apprehension of himself that originally impels
him to move ? Under what aspect does man appear
to himself in prayer? In a former lecture we have

encountered the mystery which lies enclosed within

each one of us, the mystery which is yet a fact,

of an undying personality. It is that which each

human speaker describes as " I." It is that of

which each of us is conscious as no one else can be

conscious. Its existence is not proved to us by a

demonstration, since we apprehend it as immediately
obvious. Its certainty can be shaken by no sophis-
tical or destructive argument, since our conviction of

its reality is based upon a continuous act of primary

perception. No sooner do we withdraw ourselves

from the importunities of sense, from the wanderings
of imagination, from the misleading phrases which
confuse the mental sight, than we find ourselves

face to face with this fact, represented by
" I." For

it is neither the body which the real self may ignore,
nor a passionate impulse which the real self may
conquer, nor even that understanding which, close

as it is to the real self, is yet distinct from it. The

body may be in its decrepitude ; the flames of passion

may have died away; the understanding may be

almost in its dotage ; yet the inward, self-possessed,

self-governing being may remain untouched,realHng
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itself in struggling against the instincts of bodily

weakness, or in crushing out some embers which
survive the fires of extinct passions. Now it is this

self, conscious of its greatness, conscious of its weak-

ness, which is the real agent in prayer. In its

oppressive sense of solitude, even in the midst of

multitudes, this self longs to go forth, and to com-

mune with the Father of spirits Who gave it life.

This real self it is which apprehends God with the

understanding, which embraces Him with the affec-

tions, which resolves through the will to obey Him ;

and thus does it underlie and unite the complex
elements of prayer, so that in true heartfelt prayer
we become so conscious of its vitality and power.
It is in prayer especially that we cease to live, as it

were, in a single faculty, or on the surface of our

being : it is in prayer that we cease to regard our-

selves as animal forms, or as social powers, or as

family characters, and look hard, for the time being,
at ourselves, as being what we really are ; that is to

say, as immortal spirits, outwardly draped in social

forms and proprieties, and linked to a body of flesh

and blood, but in our conscious spiritual solitude

looking steadily upwards at the Face of God, and

straining our eyes onwards towards the great

Eternity which lies before us.1

Prayer is then so noble, because it is the work of

man as man ; of man realizing his being and destiny
with a vividness which is necessary to him in no
other occupation. But what shall we say of it, when
we reflect further that in prayer man holds converse

with God : that the Being of beings, with all His
1 S. Lukexviii. 13,14.
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majestic Attributes, filling and transcending the

created universe, traversing human history, travers-

ing each man's own individual history, is before

him : that although man is dust and ashes, he is, by
prayer, already welcomed in the very courts of

Heaven ? It is not necessary to dwell on this topic.

Whatever be the daily occupations of any in this

Church, be he a worker with the hands or a worker

with the brain, be he gentle or simple, be he un-

lettered or educated, be he high in the state or

among the millions at its base, is it not certain that

the nobleness of his highest forms of labour must
fill infinitely below that of any single human spirit

entering consciously into converse with the Infinite

and Eternal God?

II.

But granted, men say, the dignity of prayer

granted even its dignity as labour: what if this

labour be misapplied? There are many functions in

many states, very dignified and not a little onerous,

yet in a social and human sense not very productive.
3s prayer, in its sphere, of this description? Has it

no tangible results? Does it end with itself? Can
the labourer in this field point to anything definite

that is achieved by his exertions ?

The question is sufiiciently serious at all times,

but especially in our own positive and practical

day. And it is necessary to make two observations,

that we may see more clearly what issue is precisely
before us.

In the first place, there is here no question as to
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the subjective effect of prayer; the effect which

it confessedly has upon the mind and character of

the person who prays. Such effects have been ad-

mitted on the part of those who unhappily do not

pray themselves; just as the Jews, at the time of

the Betrayal, were so alive to tokens in the disciples

of companionship with Jesus. That all the effects

of Christian prayer upon the soul, or most of them,

are natural, a Christian cannot admit: he believes

them to be chiefly due to the transforming power of

the Grace of God, given, as at other times, so espe-

cially in answer to prayer. But that some effects

of prayer upon the soul are natural consequences of

directing the mind and the affections towards a

superhuman object, whether real or ideal, may be

fully granted. Thus it has been observed that

persons without natural ability have, through the

earnestness of their devotional habits, acquired in

time powers of sustained thought, and an accuracy
and delicacy of intellectual touch, which would not

else have belonged to them. The intellect being the

instrument by which the soul handles religious

truth, a real interest in religious truth will of itself

often furnish an educational discipline; it alone

educates an intellect which would otherwise be

uneducated.1 The moral effects of devotion are

naturally more striking and abundant. Habitual

prayer constantly confers decision on the wavering,
and energy on the li&tless, and calmness on the

excitable, and disinterestedness on the selfish. It

braces the moral nature by transporting it into a

clear, invigorating unearthly atmosphere : it builds

1 Ps. cxix. 100.
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up the moral life, insensibly "but surely remedying
its deficiencies, and strengthening its weak points,

till there emerges a comparatively symmetrical and

consistent whole, the excellence of which all must

admit, though its secret is known only to those who
know it by experience.

1 Akin to the moral are the

social effects of prayer. Prayer makes men as

members of society different in their whole bearing
from those who do not pray. It gilds social inter-

course and conduct with a tenderness, an unobtru-

siveness, a sincerity, a frankness, an evenness of

temper, a cheerfulness, a collectedness, a constant

consideration for others, united to a simple loyalty
to truth and duty, which leavens and strengthens

society. Nay, it is not too much to say that prayer
has even physical results. The countenance of a

Fra Angelico reflects his spirit no less than does

his art : the bright eye, the pure elevated expression,

speak for themselves. It was said of one who has

died within the present generation,
2 that in his

later years his face was like that of an. illuminated

clock ; the colour and gilding had long faded away
from the hands and figures, but the ravages of time

were more than compensated for by the light which
shone from within. This was what might have been

expected in an aged man of great piety; to have

lived in spirit on Mount Tabor during the. years of

a long life is to have caught in its closing hours

some rays of the glory of the Transfiguration.

Secondly, prayer is not only perhaps in some of

the holiest souls it is not even chiefly a petition for

something that we want and do not possess. In the

1 Ps. XXT& 4, 5, 6. 2 Eev. J. Keble.

N
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larger sense of the word, as the spiritual language
of the soul, prayer is intercourse with God, often

seeking no end beyond the pleasure of such inter-

course. It is praise; it is congratulation; it is

adoration of the Infinite Majesty ; it is a colloquy
in which the soul engages with the All-wise and the

All-holy; it is a tasking in the sunshine, varied by

ejaculations of thankfulness to the Sun of Kighteous-
ness for His light and His warmth. In this larger

sense, the earlier part of the Te Deum is prayer as

much as the latter part; the earliest and latest

clauses of the Gloria in Excelsis as truly as those

between them ;
the Sanctus or the Jubilate no less

than the Litany ; the Magnificat as certainly as the

fifty-first Psalm. When we seek the company of our

friends, we do not seek it simply with the view of

getting something from them : it is a pleasure to be

with them, to be talking to them at all, or about

anything; to be in possession of their sympathies
and to be shewing our delight at it ; to be assuring
them of their place in our hearts and thoughts. So

it is with the soul, when dealing with the Friend

of friends with God. Prayer is not, as it has been

scornfully described,
"
only a machine warranted by

theologians to make God do what His clients want :

"

it is a great deal more than petition, which is only
one department of it: it is nothing less than the

whole spiritual action of the soul turned towards

God as its true and adequate object. And if used

in this comprehensive sense, it is clear that, as to

much prayer, in the sense of spiritual intercourse

with God, the question whether it is answered can

never arise, for the simple reason that no answer
is asked for.
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But whether prayer means only, as in popular

language it does generally mean, petition for a

specific object, or the whole cycle of possible com-

munion between the soul and God, the question
whether it is heard is a very practical one. We do

not address inanimate objects, however beautiful

they may be, except in the way of poetical apos-

trophe. We do not enter into spiritual colloquy
with the mountains, or the rivers, or the skies, with

a view to discharging a duty to them, or really

improving ourselves.1 If there is really no Being
above Who does hear us, what can be the use of

continuing a practice that is based upon an alto-

gether false presumption? The subjective benefits

of prayer depend upon our belief in its real power.
But even if they did not, who would go through a

confessedly fictitious exercise at regular intervals

with a view to securing them? Who would con-

tinue to pray regularly, if he were once well per-
suaded that the effect of prayer is after all only like

the effect of the higher philosophy or poetry; an
education and a stimulus to the soul of man, but not

an influence that can really touch the Mind or Will

of that Being to Whom it is addressed? Nobody
denies the moral and mental stimulus which is to

be gained from the study of the great poets. But
do we read Homer, or Shakespeare, or Goethe each

morning. and evening, and perhaps at the middle

of the day? Or if such were the practice of any
of us, should we have any approach to a feeling of

1 The apostrophes of the Psalms and the Benedicite are

really acts of praise to God, of which His creatures furnish the
occasion.
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being guilty of a criminal omission, if now and then

we omitted to read them? No: if prayer is to be

persevered in, it must be on the strength of a con-

viction that it is actually heard by a Living Person.

We cannot practise any intricate trickery upon our-

selves with a view to our moral edification. We
cannot pray, if we believe in our hearts that in

prayer we are only holding communion with an

ideal world of our own creation ; that we are like

children, with overheated imaginations, vainly en-

deavouring to pass the barriers which really confine

us to our dark eai'thly prison-house ; while, in our

failure, we half consciously, half unconsciously,
cheat ourselves with the consolation of talking to

shapes of power or benevolence traced by our fathers

or by ourselves upon its inexorable walls. We
cannot fall into the ranks of the Christian Church,

lifting up the holy hands of sacrifice and intercession

on all the mountains of the world, if in our hearts

we see in her only a new company of Baal-wor-

shippers gathering upon the slopes of some modern

Carmel, and vainly endeavouring to rouse her idol

into an impossible animation; while the Elijahs of

materialistic science stand by to mock her fruitless

efforts with the playful scorn of that tranquil irony
to which their higher knowledge presumably entitles

them.

The question whether God hears prayer, is at

bottom the question whether He is really alive;

whether in any true sense of the term He exists at

all. No word is used more equivocally than the

word " God "
in the present day. If by

" God " we
mean only a product of the thought or consciousness
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of man, to which it cannot be certainly presumed
that any being actually corresponds: the highest

thought of man yet only man's highest thought :

then there is of course no one who can hear us. It

has been said that if a man talks out loud to himself,

apostrophizing what are in truth only his own con-

ceptions, it is difficult not to credit him with a

certain tinge of madness; and it would be just as .

practical to address our prayer to the carved and

gilded idols of Babylon, whose manufacture roused

the sternest satire of the Evangelical Prophet, as to

the unreal abstractions, which, labelled with the

Most Holy Name, are sent us from the intellectual

workshops, ancient and modern, of Alexandria or of

Berlin. And if by
" God "

is meant only the unseen

force of the universe, or its collective forces; if

He is the principle of growth in the plant, the life-

principle in the animal or in man; we need not

read Spinoza in order to convince ourselves of the

fruitlessness of prayer. A self-existing force or

cause, if such can be conceived, without intelligence,

without personality, of course without any moral

attributes, may be a thing to wonder at, -but it

certainly is not a Being to speak to. We may of

course ejaculate to such a thing if we like ; but we

might just as well say litanies to the winds or to

the ocean. The question may be safely left to our

utilitarian instincts. Time and strength, after all,

are limited, and we shall not in the long run spend
" our money," at least in this direction,

" for that

which is not bread, or our labour for that which

satisfieth not." 1

1 Isaiali Iv. 2.
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If, on the other hand, God exists, whether we
think about Him or not ; if He be not merely the

mightiest force, the first of causes, but something
more ; if He be a Personal Being, thinking with no
limits to His thought, and willing with no fetters

around His liberty ; then surely we may reach Him,
if we will. What is to prevent it ? Cannot we men,
at our pleasure, embody our thought, our feeling,
our desires, our purposes in language, and so make
them pass into and be apprehended by the created

finite personalities around us ? Where is the barrier

that shall arrest thought, longings, desires, entreaties,

not as yet clothed (why need they be clothed ?) in

speech, as they mount up from the soul towards the

all-embracing Intelligence of God? And if God be

not merely an infinite Intelligence, but a moral

Being, a mighty Heart, so that justice, and mercy,
and tenderness are attributes of His character, then

to appeal to Him in virtue of these attributes is

assuredly to appeal to Him to some purpose. If an

Omnipresent Intelligence is a sufficient guarantee
of His being able to hear us; an interest such as

Justice and Mercy imply on His part towards crea-

tures who depend upon Him for the original gift,

and for the continued maintenance of life, is a

guarantee of His willingness to do so.

It is on this ground that God is said to hear

prayer in Holy Scripture. That He should do so

follows from the reality of His Nature as God.

Elijah's irony implies that He is unlike the Phoeni-

cian Baal in being really alive.1 A later Psalmist

contrasts Him in like manner with the Assyrian
1 1 Kings sviii. 27.
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idols, in that "they have eyes but see not, they
have ears but hear not." 1

They do but fill their

temples with gorgeous impotence. But Israel's God
is the Author of the very senses whereby we are

conscious of each other's presence and wishes, and

can enter into a companionship of thought and

purpose. Is He debarred from the use of the gifts

which He Himself bestows with so bountiful a

hand? " He that planted the ear shall He
;

not hear,

or He that formed the eye shall He not see ?
" 2 Is

it not, on the contrary, reasonable to believe that

these powers must exist in a much higher and more

perfect form in the One Being Who gives them than

in the myriads upon whom they are bestowed, and

by whom they are only held in trust ? And if it is

improbable that, amid the innumerable beings who
are alive to the sights and sounds of His creation,

the Creator alone should be blind and deaf; is it

more probable that He Who has implanted in our

breasts feelings of interest and pity for one another

should be Himself insensible to our pain and need?

Our hearts must anticipate and echo the statement

of the Psalmist, that G-od does hear the desire of the

poor ; that the innocent, the oppressed, the suffering,
have especial claims upon Him. And, to omit other

illustrations, our Lord reveals Him as a Father, the

common Parent of men, of Whose boundless love all

earthly fatherhood is a shadow and a delegation. If

the earthly parent, being evil, does not yet give a

stone when his child cries for bread ; the Heavenly
Father will not fall short of the teachings of "an

instinct which He has Himself implanted, by failing
to give the Holy Spirit to them that ask Him.3

I Ps. cxv. 5.
2 Ps. xciv. 9. S. Luke xi. 11-13.
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III.

If a man is a good Tlieist -we need not add, a

good Christian lie must believe that the Father of

Spirits is not deaf to the voice of the human soul ;

that the thanksgiving and praise, the intercessions

and supplications, the penitence and the self-sur-

render of beings to whom He has given moral and

intellectual life, is not utterly lost upon the Giver.

But will He indeed answer prayer, when prayer
takes the form of a petition for some specific blessing
which must be either granted or refused ? There is

no doubt as to the reply which the Bible and the

Church have given to this question. But what do

some modern thinkers say about it? Do they not

deny the power of prayer, by surrounding the Throne

of God with barriers, which, as they would have it,

oblige Him, while " the sorrowful sighings of the

prisoners
"

of this vale of tears incessantly
" come

before Him," to make as though He heard not, and
to shorten His Hand as if it could net save ?

"

The first presumed barrier against the efficacy of

prayer to which men point is the scientific idea of

law, reigning throughout the spiritual as well as the

material universe. This idea, as we are constantly

reminded, is one of the most remarkable conquests of

modern thought; and no man, so it is said, can "enter

into it with an intelligent sympathy without aban-

doning the fond conceit that God will grant a par-
ticular favour to one of His creatures upon being
asked to do so. It may have been pardonable to

pray for rain, for health, for freedom from pestilence
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and famine, when these things were supposed to

depend upon the caprice of an omnipotent will.

But the scientific idea of law renders these prayers
absurd. We know that a shower is the product of

atmospheric laws, which make a shower, under

certain circumstances, inevitable ; that the death of

an individual is the result of physiological laws

which absolutely determine it. The idea that a

shower or the death of a man are contingent upon
the good pleasure of a Being Who can avert or

precipitate them at pleasure is unscientific; it be-

longs to days when the idea of law had not yet
dawned upon the intellect of civilization, or when,
at any rate, large margins of the physical world,

and the whole of the spiritual world, were supposed
to be beyond its frontiers, as being abandoned to the

government of a capricious omnipotence. Surely,
it is added, we have really attained to a nobler idea

of the universe, than was this old theological con-

ception of the Bible and the Church : the superiority

is to be measured by those fundamental instincts of

fitness within us, which assign to law and order a

higher place in our minds than can belong to a

personal will.

Does not the very word Law, by reason of its

majestic and imposing associations, here involve us

in some indistinctness of thought? What do we
mean by law ? When we speak of a law of nature

are we thinking of some self-sustained invisible

force, of which we can give no account except that

here it is, a matter of experience ? Or do we mean

by a law of nature only a principle which, as our

observation shews us, appears to govern particular
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actions of tlie Almighty Agent Who made and Who
upholds the universe ? If the former, let us frankly
admit that we have not merely fettered God's free-

dom ; we have, alas ! ceased to believe in Him. For
either such a self-sustained force is self-originating, in

which case there is no Being in existence who has

made all that constitutes this universe. Or other-

wise, having derived its first impact from the creative

Will of God, this force has subsequently escaped

altogether from His control, so that it now fetters

His liberty ; and, in this case, there is no Being in

existence who is Almighty, in the sense of being

really Master of this universe. If, however, we
mean by law the observed regularity with which

God works in nature as in grace ; then, in our con-

tact with law, we are dealing, not with a brutal,

unintelligent, unconquerable force, but with the free

will of an intelligent and moral Artist, Who works,
in His perfect freedom, with sustained and beautiful

symmetry. Where is the absurdity of asking Him.

to hold His Hand, or to hasten His work? He to

Whom we pray may be trusted to grant or to refuse

a prayer, as may seem best to the highest Wisdom
and the truest Love. And if He grant it, He is not

without resources; even although we should have

asked Him to suspend what we call a natural law.

Can He not then provide for the freedom of His
action without violating its order? Can He not

supersede a lower rule of working by the inter-

vention of a higher? If He really works at all;

if something that is neither moral nor intelligent
has not usurped His throne, it is certain that " the

thing that is done upon earth He doeth it Himself;
"
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and that it is therefore as consistent with reason as

with reverence to treat Him as being a free Agent,
Who is not really tied and bound by the intellectual

abstractions with which finite intellects would fain

destroy the freedom of His action.

No; to pray for rain or sunshine, for health or

food, is just as reasonable as to pray for gifts which

the soul only can receive increased love, joy, peace,

long-suffering, gentleness, goodness, faith. All such

prayers presuppose the truth that God is not the

slave of His own rules of action; that He can

innovate upon His work without forfeiting His per-
fection ; that law is only our way of conceiving of

His regularized working, and not an external force

which governs and moulds what we recognize as

His work. It dissolves into thin air, as we look

hard at it, this fancied barrier of inexorable law;
and as the mist clears off, beyond there is the throne

of the Moral King of the universe, in Whose Eyes
material symmetry is as nothing when compared
with the spiritual well-being of His moral creatures.

A second barrier to the efficacy of prayer is some-

times discovered in the truth that all which comes

to pass is fore-determined in the predestination of

God. How is the efficacy of prayer to be reconciled,

asks the fatalistic predestinarian, with the boundless

Power and Knowledge of God? Is not everything
that happens to us the decision of an Almighty,
Wise, Beneficent Will; a Will which, in human

phrase, has ordained it from all eternity? Could
this Will have been, could It be, other than It is ?

Has time any meaning for It? Is It not in Its

Omniscience and Omnipotence eternally what It is ?
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Where, then, is there any room for the effect ot

prayer? Can it be conceived that the erring under-

standing and finite will of the creature will be

allowed to impose its decisions on the infallible Mind
and resistless determinations of God ? Surely if we
are to go on praying, after recognizing the Sove-

reignty of God, we must give up the notion of

exerting a real influence upon the Divine Will:

we must content ourselves with resignation, with

bringing our minds into conformity .with that

which, as a matter of fact, is quite beyond the

range of our influence.

This language does but carry us into one depart-
ment of the old controversy between the defenders of

the Sovereignty of God on the one side, and the

advocates of the free will of man on the other. The

very idea of God, as it occurs to the human mind,
and the distinct statements of revelation, alike re-

present the Divine Will as exerting sovereign and

resistless sway. If it were otherwise, God would

not be Almighty, that is, He would not be God..

On the other hand, our daily experience and the

language of Scripture both assure us that man is

literally a free agent : his freedom is the very

ground of his moral and religious responsibility.

Are these two truths hopelessly incompatible with

each other ? So it may seem at first sight ; and if

we escape the danger of denying the one in the

supposed interests of the other, if we shrink from

sacrificing God's Sovereignty to man's free will with

Arminius, and from sacrificing man's freedom to

God's sovereignty with Calvin, we can only express

a wise ignorance by saying, that to us they seem
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like parallel lines which yet must meet at a point
in eternity, far beyond our present range of view.

We do know, however, that being both true, they
cannot really contradict each other; and that in

some manner, which we cannot fonnulate, the Divine

Sovereignty must not merely be compatible with

but must even imply the perfect freedom of created

wills. So it is with prayer and the Divine Pre-

destination. God orders all that happens to us, and,

in virtue of His Infinite Knowledge, by eternal de-

crees. But He" also says to us, in the plainest

language, that He does answer prayer, and that

practically His dealings with us are governed in

matters of the greatest importance as well as of the

least by the petitions which we address to Him.
What if prayers and actions, to us at the moment

perfectly spontaneous, are eternally foreseen and
included within the all-embracing Predestination of

God, as factors and causes, working out that final

result which, beyond all dispute, is the product
of His Good Pleasure.? Whether I open my mouth
or lift my hand, is, before _my doing it, strictly
within the jurisdiction and power of my personal
will: biit however I may decide, my decision, so

absolutely free to me, will have been already in-

corporated by the All-seeing, All-controlling Being
as an integral part, however insignificant, of His

one all-embracing purpose, leading on to effects and
causes beyond itself. Prayer too is only a foreseen

action of man which, together with its results, is

embraced in the eternal Predestination of God. To
us this or that blessing may be strictly contingent
on our praying for it ; but our prayer is nevertheless
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so far from necessarily introducing change into the

purpose of the Unchangeable, that it has been all

along taken, so to speak, into account by Him. If

then, with
" the Father of Lights

"
there is in this

sense " no variableness, neither shadow of turning,"
it is not therefore irrational to pray for specific

blessings, as we do in the Litany, because God
works out His plans not merely in us but "by us;
and we may dare to say that that which is to us

a free self-determination, may be not other than a

foreseen element of His work.

A third barrier supposed to interfere with the

efficacy of prayer is the false idea of the Divine

dignity which is borrowed from our notions of

human royalties. It is assumed that a supreme

governor cannot be expected
'

to take account of

trifling circumstances, or to decide between petty
and conflicting claims. He legislates for the uni-

verse; but it is not to be supposed that He will

also discharge all the minute and harassing duties

of a local executive. The power of prayer implies
a special providence, and a special providence, we
are told, is beneath the dignity of God. We have

already encountered this line of thought, not in its

practical bearings iipon prayer, but as it affects our

belief as to the Divine Nature. " Do you imagine,
men ask, when you reflect upon the vast universe in

which we live upon that immeasurable space

upon those innumerable worlds upon those systems

beyond systems of suns which are discovering them-

selves slowly but surely to our telescopes that He
Who made this mighty whole has nothing to do

but listen to the little story of your wants and
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hopes and fears ? He has instituted some good
and universal rules of government under which

you live : if they sometimes tear hardly upon you,

your case is only that of others, and you must take

your chance. To expect Him to suspend or to

revoke His legislation on your particular account,
is to sacrifice common sense to outrageous egotism ;

the egotism which can suppose that a petty in-

dividual life, a worm crawling on the surface; of one

of His smallest planets, can "be an object of this

particular consideration and interest to the Almighty
Creator."

Even at the risk of representing human egotism,
it must be here and again asserted that man's place
in the creation is not determined by the considera-

tions which this objection supposes. In the eyes of

an intellectual and spiritual being, material bulk is

not the only or the highest test of greatness. If

God is not to be supposed to be mainly interested in

vast accumulations of senseless matter ; if there be

in the estimate of a Moral Being other and worthier

measures of superiority ; if the organic be higher
than the inorganic ; and that which feels than that

which has no feeling; if that which thinks be

higher than that which only feels ; and that which

freely conforms to moral will higher than that

which only thinks ; if a fly be really a nobler thing
than a granite mountain, and a little child than a

rhinoceros or a mammoth, then we need not ac-

quiesce in this depreciatory estimate of man's place
in creation, or of his claims upon the Ear of God.

On his bodily side man is insignificant enough. As
a spirit conscious of his own existence, and de-
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terminmg liis action. in the freedom of his will, he

does not deceive himself in believing that God has

crowned him with an especial glory and honour

among the visible creatures.1 But even if man were

not thus honoured} it is, as we have seen, no part of

the Divine dignity to be inattentive even to the

lowest creatures of His Hand. The Throne of

heaven is not modelled upon the type of an Oriental

despotism, and God's Greatness is not compromised

by the duties of administration any more than it is

heightened by the enactment of law. The Infinite

Mind is not less capable of formulating the most

universal principles because He enters with perfect

sympathy and intelligence into each of our separate
wants and efforts ; the wants and efforts of creatures

who are really greater, because immeasurably more
like their Creator, than are the largest stars and
suns.

A fonrth barrier to the efficacy of prayer is thought
to be di&coveiable in an inadequate conception of the

interests of human beings as a whole. To suppose
that God can answer individual prayers for specific

blessings is inconsistent, we are told, with any
serious appreciation of human interests. One man
or nation asks for that which may be an injury to

another. The Spaniards prayed for the success of

their Armada : the English prayed against it. Both

could not be listened to. The weather cannot con-

sult the convenience of everybody at once : and
therefore the specific prayers of well-meaning

villagers, if they could be attended to, could only be

attended to by a God Who, instead of being the

1 PB. viii. 5.
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Eather of all His creatures, : reserved special in-

dulgences for His favourites.

Here it is natural to remark that if God should

think fit to grant a large proportion of the particular

requests which would be found- among the daily

prayers of an earnest Christian, He would not, to

say the least, thereby do any injury to others,

whether they were Christians or not. Prayer for

the highest well-being of any human beingi may be

granted without damaging other human beings.
If God should condescend in answer to prayer to

teach one of His servants more humility, purity,
or love, this would not oblige Him to withdraw

spiritual graces from any others in order to do it.

Nor are other persons the worse for coming into

contact with one whom God has made loving, or

pure, or humble, in answer to prayer. Is it not

nearer the truth to say that they are likely to be

much better, and therefore that a large number of

answers to prayer for personal blessings necessarily
extend in their effects beyond those who are im-

mediately blessed ?

But observe further that every prayer for specific

blessings in a Christian soul is tacitly, if not ex-

pressly, conditioned. The three conditions which
are always understood are given at the . beginning
of the Lord's Prayer "Hallowed be Thy name,

Thy kingdom come, Thy will be done." In effect

these three conditions are only one. If a change of

weather, or a restoration to health or any blessing
whatever be prayed for, a Christian petitioner de-

liberately wills that his prayer should be refused,

supposing that to grant it shoitld in any way obscure

o
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God's 'glory, in other minds, or hinder the advance

of His Kingdom, and so contravene what must be

His Will. Every Christian" tacitly adds to every

prayer,.
" Nevertheless not my will but Thine be

done." All Christian prayer takes it for granted,

first, that the material world exists for the sake of,

and is entirely subordinate to, the interests of the

moral; and, secondly, that God is the best judge of

what the true interests of the moral world really are.

Therefore, if his specific petition is not granted, a

Christian will not conclude that his real prayer is

unanswered. His real prayer was from the first

that God's Name might be hallowed among men by
the advance of His Kingdom and the doing of His

Will, through God's granting a particular request
which he urges. He knows that his own highest

object may be best secured by the refusal of the

very blessing for which he pleads ; and he puts his

finite knowledge and his narrow sympathies into

the Hands of Infinite Wisdom and Infinite Love,
with perfect confidence that the final decision will

be the best answer to his real and deepest prayer.
It is thus that he realizes the promise,

"
Eveiy one

that asketh receiveth." He too receives that which
he really wants, though his specific petition should

be refused.

A last barrier to faith in the efficacy of prayer is

really to be discovered in man's idea of his own self-

sufficiency. It can scarcely be doubted that one of

the excellences of our character as a nation is con-

stantly a source of danger to our faith in the power
of prayer. Pelagius, if not a Saxon, was a native of

Britain ; and the old heresy of substituting human
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self-sufficiency for dependence oh the grace and help
of God is congenial to the temper which Englishmen
cultivate, with such success, in individual action and

in political life. "After all," we say, "do we not

depend on our own efforts for being what we are, and

for doing what we do ?
" Whatever God may see fit

to do for us, our best form of prayer is work ; it is

the determination to secure what we want by
personal efforts to get it. The indolent ;or the

imaginative may be left to lengthen out their

litanies; but practical men will fall back upon the

wise proverb, that " God helps those who help them-

selves."

Here, however, it must be insisted on by the one

side, and admitted by the other, that many objects
of prayer are altogether out of the reach of human,

effort, and that if they are to be secured at all, they
must be given freely by God. But the fact of our

moral freedom, as felt in the capacity for work, to

which Pelagianism appeals, is not more clear than

the fact of our dependence. Do what we will, we

depend on others. We are linked to them by a
thousand ties; we are, all of us, acted upon most

powerfully by the circumstances which surround us ;

the governing moods of thought and feeling within

ourselves are often determined bythese circumstances.

This is true of " self-made men," as we call them,
not less than of others. How much did not Faraday
owe to Sir Humphrey Davy ! And this dependence

upon circumstances is in fact dependence upon things
which God controls. Facts are not less facts because

they seem to be incompatible ; because the effort to

reconcile them teaches our reason that its limits are
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narrower than we wish. It is easier to say that man
is entirely free, that he depends on nothing ; or to

say that man is simply the creature of circumstances,

that he is never really free ; than to say, what is the

real truth, that man is, in his entire freedom,

absolutely dependent, that he is, in his entire

dependence, absolutely free. Yet this apparent

paradox is the literal truth, which refuses to ignore
facts in order to make the task of reason easier, and
to enable it the better to round off its trenchant but

inconclusive theories about human action. And
because life is so subtle an intermixture of depend-
ence and action, prayer is the most practical of all

forms of work ; it is at once the activity of man's

freedom, and the expression of his dependence ; and
the answer which it wins is not less, in one sense, the

result of human effort, than in another it is the work
of God.

And thus it is in and by prayer that the two

governing elements of religious life, thought and

work, alike find their strongest impulse and their

point of unity. Such is our weakness, that we con-

stantly tend to a one-sided use of God's gifts. We
are either exclusively speculative and contemplative
on the one hand, or we are absorbingly practical and

men of action on the other. Either exaggeration is

fatal to the true life of religion, which binds the

soul to God by faith as well as by love ; by love not

less than by faith : by a life of energetic service not

less truly than by a life of communion with light
and truth. It is in prayer that each element is at

once quickened in itself, and balanced by the

.presence of the other. The great masters and
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teachers of Christian doctrine have always found in

prayer their highest source of illumination. Not to

go beyond the limits of the English Church, it is

recorded of Bishop Andrewes that he spent five

hours daily on his knees. The greatest practical
resolves that have enriched and "beautified human
life in Christian times have been arrived at in

prayer; ever since the day when, at the most

solemn service of the Apostolical Church, the Holy
Ghost said,

"
Separate Me Barnabas and Saul for the

work whereunto I have called them." 1 It is prayer
which prevents religion from degenerating into mere

speculative thought on the one side, or into mere

philanthropy on the other. In prayer the man of

action will never become so absorbed in his work as

to be indifferent to the truth, which is its original

motive. In prayer the man of study and contem-

plation will never forget that truth is given, not so

much that it may interest and stimulate our under-

standings, as that it may govern and regenerate our

life. And thus it is that prayer is of such vital

importance to the well-being of the soul. Study

may be dispensed with by those who work for God
with their hands : handiwork may be dispensed with

by those who seek Him in books and in thought.
But prayer is indispensable ; alike for workers and

students, alike for scholar and peasant, alike for the

educated and the unlettered. For we all have to

seek God's Face above; we all have souls to be

sanctified and saved ; we all have sins and passions
to beat back and to conquer. And these things are

achieved pre-eminently by prayer, which is properly
1 A ats xiii. 2.
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and representatively the action of religion. It is

the action whereby wo men, in all our frailty and

defilement, associate ourselves with our Divine

Advocate on high, 'and realize the sublime bond

which in Him, the One Mediator between God and

man, unites us in our utter unworthiness to the

Strong and All-holy God.

That prayer, sooner or later, is answered, is, for

all who have prayed earnestly and constantly, in

different degrees, a matter of personal experience.

David, Elijah, Hezekiah, Daniel, the Apostles of

Christ, were not the victims of an illusion, in virtue

of which they connected particular events which
would have happened in any case with prayers that

preceded it. They who never pray, or who never

pray with the humility, confidence, and importunity
that win a way to the Heart of God, cannot speak
from experience as to the effects of prayer ; nor are

they in a position to give credit, with wise and

generous simplicity, to those who can. But, at

least, on such a subject as this, the voice of the

whole company of God's servants may be held to

counterbalance a few a priori surmises or doctrines.

It is the very heart of humanity itself which from

age to age mounts up with the Psalmist to the

Eternal Throne "0 Thou That hearest prayer,
unto Thee shall all flesh come." 1 And Christians

can penetrate within the veil. They know that

there is a majestic pleading, which for eighteen
centuries has never ceased, and which is itself

omnipotent the pleading of One Who makes their

cause His own: they rest upon the Divine words,
1 Ps. Ixv. 2.
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" Whatsoever ye shall ask the Father in My Name,
He will give it you."

*

. A time will probably come to most of us, if it has

not come to some already, when we shall wish that

the hours at our command, during the short day of

life, had not been disposed of as they have. After

all, this world is a poor thing to live for, when the

next is in view. "Whatever be their claims, created

beings have no business to be sitting on that; highest
throne within the soul that belongs to the Creator.

Yet, for all that, too often they do sit there. And
time is passing. Of that priceless gift of time, how
much will one day be seen to have been lost ; how
ruinous shall we deem our investment of this our

most precious stock ! How many interests, occupa-

tions, engagements, friendships I speak not of the

avowed ways of "
killing time," as it is termed with

piteous accuracy will be then regarded only as so

many precautions for building our house upon the

sand : as only so many expedients for assuring our

failure to compass the true end of our existence ! It

may not now seem possible that we should ever think

thus. Life is like the summer's day; and in the

first fresh morning we do not realize the noon-day
heat, and at noon we do not think of the shadows

lengthening across the plain, and of the setting sun,

and of the advancing night. Yet, to each and all,

the sunset comes at last ; and those who have made
most of the day are not unlikely to reflect most

bitterly how little they have made of it. Upon
whatever else they may look back with thankfulness
or with sorrow, it is certain that they will regret no

1 S. John xvi. 23.
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omissions of duty more keenly than neglect of

prayer ; they will prize no hours more highly than

those which have been passed, whether in private
or in public, before that Throne of Justice and of

Grace upon which they hope to gaze throughout

eternity.



LECTURE VI.

palm jfcun&ag.

THE MEDIATOE, THE GUAEAtfTEE OF
RELIGIOUS LIFE.

S. MATT. sxii. 41.

Jesus asJced them saying, What think ye of Christ ?

AT length, we reach, the limits which the season

assigns to our scanty treatment of a subject that is

in itself inexhaustible. The relationship or bond
between God and the soul of man, which we term

religion, is obscured and interrupted on man's side

by sin ; it is reasserted and strengthened by prayer.
But no human efforts can of themselves avail to

establish or to restore it. If God answers the prayers
of individuals, has He answered the prayer of

prayers : the great .prayer of humanity in all the

ages ? Has He deigned to grant the prayer that He,

too, would on His- side give some sign or pledge of

-real communion with us ; that He would not leave

us to ourselves, walking after our own ways, feeling
after Him if haply we might find Him, but only

feeling on, century after century, in the twilight of

reason; that He would, in prophetic language, rend

the heavens and come down, and bid the skies pour
forth righteousness? Is religion only a human
instinct or effort upon which no encouragement, no-
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sanction, no corresponding and invigorating acknow-.

ledgment has been "bestowed from on high. ! Or
has God spoken ? Has He unveiled Himself? Have
the clouds and darkness that are round about Him
rolled away, so that the righteousness and judgment
which are the habitation of His seat might become

clearly manifest to us ?

If we really believe God to be a Moral Being, we
shall be prepared to find that He has not wholly

disappointed us. The strength of the confidence

with which we anticipate a revelation will vary

exactly with our faith in the morality of God. If

He were only an intelligence, or a force, there would
be no reason or apology for listening to hear whether

any voice breaks the silence of the spheres. But if

He has, or rather is, a Heart ; if the moral qualities
which are discoverable in ourselves have any trans-

cendent and majestic counterpart in Him ; then,

'Supposing the question whether. He has given a

revelation to be for us still unanswered, or even

unexamined, we do well to traverse all the corridors

of history, to lake counsel with the current wisdom
and experience of the living, and to cross-question
the recorded convictions of the dead, until we see

reason to hope that a solution is at least at hand;
until " the day dawn and the day-star arise in our

hearts;"

Already, indeed, and almost at each stage of our

progress, we have ever and anon halted our steps,
#nd hushed other disputants around us, that we

might listen to One Whose place among men, at

least as a Master and Teacher of religion, does not

really enter into controversy; It is He Who has
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set forth, in its fulness the parental character of

God. It is He Who has fully unveiled to the eye
of the human soul the secret of its boundless capa-

cities, and of its disheartening impotence. It is He
Who by His life of unassailable purity, and by His

<leath of voluntary sacrifice, has lighted up the dark

realities of moral evil. It is His example, His

precepts, it is widespread faith in His assistance

and intercession, which have popularized prayer,
without degrading its idea. It is through Him that

prayer has come to be the most serious and welcome

occupation of the noblest and purest in the human

family; the continuous expression of a desire to

assert and strengthen the link which binds man
to the Source and End of his existence. And thus,

besides placing before us the idea of religion, He
has, as no other, taught us to know the Being be-

tween Whom and ourselves religion is a bond ; and
what it is, call we it disease or antagonist, that

breaks religion up ; and what is the spiritual action

in which religion is especially embodied and re-

asserted. Has He done more for religion than this ?

Is His relation towards it only an external one,

such as was that of a Eaphael or a Michael Angelo
towards their majestic creations, such as was ihat

of a Newton or a Cuvier towards ihe great subjects
of their lifelong study? Or is He, besides being
a Master and Teacher of religion, something more,
and altogether distinct from this ? Is He the master-

piece of His own art? Is He the subject of His
own teaching ? Does He enter into the object-matter
of religion as an integral part of it? Is He not

merely the greatest of religious teachers, but also
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the first and greatest of religious lessons which God
has given to man? Is He, in short, God's answer in

history to man's constant aspiration heavenward ;

the impersonated bond between God and man; a
"
Mediator," as Scripture terms it, Who bridges over

the chasm which sin had opened between earth and
heaven?

In pausing to consider this question, it is natural

to every Christian heart to express the joy of finding
ourselves at His blessed feet, Whose Name is above

;very name that is pronounced, whether in His

temples or elsewhere. On the last five Sundays in

which you have accompanied me with your generous

sympathy, it has often happened to us to stray for a
while into schools of thought where He, our Lord,
is either unknown, or denied His due. We have

occasionally been listening to teachers and glancing
at systems which profess, in whatever sense, to be
able to dispense with Him. No men love home as

do those whose duty has for a while obliged them to

reside abroad ; and the atmosphere of the New Testa-

ment and of the Church is not the less welcome,
because it is a change from that of human literatures

and of earthly philosophies. To-day we cease, at

least in the main, to measure the forms and density
of the clouds which veil the face of heaven from sad

but eager multitudes. We pass into the light and
warmth of the Sun of Eighteousness, to occupy our-

selves from first to last with His Glory and His-

Beauty; we advance to recognize, as I trust, in Him
the living bond of unity between the great empire
of souls on the one hand, and the King Eternal,.

Immortal, Invisible on the other..
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Jesus Christ is a Name around which, a vast

accumulation of histories, ideas, beliefs, have

gathered. Christianity has many aspects : literary,

philosophical, moral, historical, political, theological,

spiritual, practical. What is the religious aspect of

Christianity and of Christ ? What is the aspect
which exhibits our Lord's relation to religion, conr

sidered as the "bond between God and the human
SOUl? . ;

I.

"What think ye of Christ?" Is He a subject of

the highest historical interest ? No educated man,
at least, whatever be his faith or his life, can deny
the reality or the greatness of Christ's place in

human history. Nothing is more certain in the

annals of mankind than this, that Jesus Christ lived

in Palestine, and was put to death eighteen centuries

and a half ago. This fact belongs to general human

knowledge, just as much as does the life of Julius

Caesar, or of Alexander the Great, or of Socrates, or

'of Mahomet. Nobody, indeed, does deny the general
fact. Strauss, for instance, though he endeavours to

distinguish between the residuary historical element

in the Gospels, and the incrustation of legend, which,
in his opinion, has somehow become associated with

it, yet fully admits that there is history in the

Gospels ; he admits that Jesus Christ lived and died

in the age of Tiberius. And if even this be admitted,
the life and death of Jesus Christ must possess for

any intelligent man the highest possible degree of

interest. He must feel that, in point of social and
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historical importance, it stands alone. No doubt, at

the time, the Crosar Tiberius was everywhere on the

lips and in the minds of men; while the retired

religious Teacher, as He seemed to be, in Palestine,

was by His teaching, His acts, and the opposition
which they aroused, only furnishing a little con-

versation and excitement to the peasantry and to

the officials of a remote province. But if the import-
ance of a life is to be measured by its results in

history and to civilization, even although we should

put all religious and even moral considerations aside,

who would think most of the Emperor? What is-

the lasting and living influence which Tiberius now
exerts upon the world, except it be to furnish a

thesis now and then to clever essay writers, who
wish indirectly to attack or to defend modern im-

perialism ? But who can deny that at this moment,

explain it how we will, Jesus Christ, His Life, His

Work, His Person, lives in the hearts of multitudes

as the object of most cherished and devoted homage ;

that He governs the ideas, the aspirations, the social

and political action of millions of mankind; that

the most active and enterprising section of the

human family, still, in various senses, places itself

under the shadow of His Name and patronage ; and
that if He has many opponents, there is no serious

probability of His being spiritually or intellectually

dethroned ? All this is a matter of simple observa-

tion. The truth of it is most obvious to those who
know most about human affairs and human history.
And it at once invests the earthly Life of Christ, and

all that illustrates and belongs to it, with the highest

practical and speculative interest ; with the. interest
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which belongs to the great problems of past history,

and with the interest which belongs to those great

living forces that make themselves felt day by day
around ns, and contribute powerfully towards deter-

mining the current of events.

Not to be interested in the life of Jesus Christ,

then, is to be, I do not say irreligious, but unintel-

ligent. It is to be insensible to the nature and
claims of the most powerful force that has ever

moulded the thought and swayed the destinies of

civilized man. But to feel this interest, it is almost

unnecessary to add, a man need not even profess to

be a Christian. He may indeed be earnestly opposed
to Christianity : and his opposition can scarcely in

any case be formidable, unless he has given his mind
to the careful study of that which he opposes. To
such men as Celsus, or Lucian, or Porphyry, or the

apostate Emperor Julian, or the philosopher of

Ferney, Christianity was a matter of the deepest
intellectual interest. Men do not write like Celsus,

or act like Julian, or epigrammatize with the bitter-

ness of Voltaire, about a doctrine in which they feel

little concerned. Nay, in order to have such an

interest, a man need not be an active opponent of

Christianity. Looking upon it with the eye, and

only with the eye, of a philosopher; jealously

excluding from his estimate every trace of passion,
whether it be the passion of hatred or the passion of

affection; he may yet understand that it is too

great, too powerful, in a word, too original a pheno-
menon, to be ignored, or rather not to be investi-

gated with patient perseverance. Such might seem

.to have been the case with that most accomplished
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of modern critics, tlie late M. Saint-Beuve. His

History of Port-Koyal betrays an intimate acquaint-

ance with the most delicate and "beautiful forms of

Christian faith and Christian love. None knew
tetter than he the claims of Jesus Christ of His

life in itself, and of His place in history upon the

attention of all earnest students of nature and of

man. No pages are more marked than his by a

sustained and rigid justice which is incapable of

condescending to a phrase that is dictated by any but

that which the writer intends and believes to be a

severely critical judgment. This lofty impartiality
could not but make him write at times like a devoted

Christian in virtue of his moral and literary sym-

pathies ; and many men have read him without

suspecting his real place in the world of thought.

Yet, at his last hours, we are told, he purposely
declined the ordinary consolations of a Christian

deathbed : his interest in Christianity did not imply
a bond to any living person with Whom, in the

most solemn and critical moments of existence, there

are histories to be reviewed, and accounts to be

settled.

That a literary and historical interest in Chris-

tianity and Christ has its "value, who would deny ?

It may, in union with faith and love, achieve

services of no common order for the kingdom of the

truth. It may, under any circumstances, enable

Christians to realize the historical settings of their

faith, more truly and vividly than would otherwise

be possible. Thus, in a very creditable sense, it may
hew wood and draw water for the sacred camp, and
we must thank it with all our hearts for its services.
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But it is not of itself a religious interest. It is only

an intellectual and scholarly taste dealing with a

religious subject-matter. It is one thing to cleanse

the glasses of a powerful telescope ; it is another to

use them as they should be used by an observer and

student of the heavens.

n.

But the question must occur, "What was it in

Jesus Christ which gave Him, in spite of social and

political insignificance, so commanding, so unrivalled

a position in history ? The least answer that can

be given I am far from implying that it is an

adequate answer is, that His character made a pro-

found, an ineffaceable impression upon His contem-

poraries ; an impression so deep and abiding, that it

moved them, peasants and paupers as they were, to

achieve the moral revolution of the civilized world.

And we are told that admiration for Christ's human
character is still the sustaining element in Chris-

tianity; that it explains its perpetuation as it

explains its original victories ; that it furnishes, in

fact, the true answer to the question,
" What think

ye of Christ?" Undoubtedly the appreciation of

moral character is a higher and more religious

thing than the appreciation of any external historical

fact, however imposing. In order to enter into the

political consequences of a decisive campaign, a man

requires only a well-stored and cultivated intellect ;

in order to do justice to a saintly character the

observer must have that which is infinitely higher
in itself, though of less account among mena

p
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sensitive moral instinct, a tender and penetrating
heart. And j-et, happily, the higher gift is the

more common. The questions which may be raised

about our Lord's genealogies in the first and third

Evangelists can only be answered by a few well-

trained scholars. But every child can feel the

pathos of the relief suddenly given to the hungry
multitudes; of the visit to the house of mourning at

Bethany; of the successive incidents of the stern

conflict with the Jews of Jerusalem; of the Last

Supper ; of the Agony ;
of the Betrayal ; of the

Cross. A great character, even more than a great

picture, or a great poem, or a magnificent mountain,

speaks for itself. It commends itself to average
men, even although they cannot take their sym-

pathies to pieces and say precisely what is the feature

in it that attracts them most powerfully. There is

that in their humanity which responds, however

imperfectly, to the form of moral beauty before

them, and they surrender themselves to an instinct

which they do not explain, but which they can

implicitly trust.

Thus it is that our Lord's simplicity, His self-

sacrifice, His love of the humble and of the poor,

joined to His resistless moral ascendency, His fearless

courage, His strength which is so entirely compatible
with the utmost tenderness, touches us all. Nothing

perhaps shows Jesus Christ more clearly to us than

the circumstances under which He delivered the

Sermon on the Mount. For here we are convinced

that His character was BO far from being a product
whether of His nation or of His age, as to be in,

marked opposition to some of their ruling tendencies.
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In the Jew of the age of Tiberius, the national

feeling, intensified by the Koman conquest, had

almost killed out the human. The children of the

men who under David and Solomon had ruled

Western Asia, beheld on every side the symbols of

their political slavery. The Eoman legionaries were

keeping guard near the temple; the Eoman tax-

gatherer was making his presence felt in every
home. And so the Jew wrapped himself more and

more closely and sullenly in devotion to the ideas

and institutions of his ancestors, and looked forward

to a time when the prophecies would be fulfilled in

the rigid political sense which he read into them ;

when the Eoman invader would be driven by an

indignant people, headed by their King Messiah,

from the sacred soil. There were adventurers in

that age who really endeavoured to meet this pre-

dominating national temper, and the effort led to

some well-known catastrophes. And doubtless it

was such a political expectation as this which was
kindled in the breast of multitudes by the announce-

ment throughout Galilee that "the Kingdom of

Heaven was at hand." The phrase fired their

imaginations. They followed the Teacher Who
uttered it out of their towns and villages to a distant

hill-side, that they might listen, as they trusted, to

His plan for an approaching insurrection or for a

decisive campaign. And what was His manifesto ?

He uttered the Beatitudes; He compared the

Pharisaic with the true morality; He proclaimed
the law and unfolded the prospects of a spiritual

empire, of the kingdom of the truth.

It is not in the unrivalled exhibition of any one
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form of human excellence, whether purity, or

humility, or charity, or courage, or veracity, or self-

denial, or justice, or consideration for others, that we
best appreciate the significance of our Lord's human
character. It is in the equal balance of all ex-

cellence, in the absence of any warping, disturbing,

exaggerating influence, that modern writers have

been forward to recognize a moral sublimity, which

they can discover nowhere else in history. The

subject has been handled by a distinguished living

layman, who certainly cannot be supposed to

have approached it with any strong ecclesiastical

bias. He observes that "there are many pecu-
liarities arising out of personal and historical cir-

cumstances, which are incident to the best human

characters, and which would prevent any one of

them from being universal or final as a type. But
the type set up in the Gospels as the Christian type
seems to have escaped all these peculiarities, and to

stand out in unapproached purity, as well as in

unapproached perfection of moral excellence." l

Accordingly he argues that it can be said to belong

exclusively to neither of the " two hemispheres in

the actual world of moral excellence the noble and
the amiable, or, in the language of moral taste, the

grand and the beautiful." It belongs to both of

them,
"
perfectly and undistinguishably, the fusion

of the two classes of qualities being complete, so

that the mental eye, though it be strained to aching,
cannot discern whether that on which it gazes be

1 On some supposed Consequences of the Doctrine of His-
torical Progress : A Lecture. By Goldwin Smith, M.A. 1861.

F. 15.
. .
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more the object ofreverence or of love." * This type
is equally free from sexual peculiarities ; it combines

the strength of manhood with feminine tenderness

so completely as to leave no room for a supplementary
female type that should complete the ideal of

Christian humanity.* It sets before us an image
of pure beneficence, disengaged from all peculiar
social circumstances which would disqualify a

character from being universal and the ideal, yet

adapted to all.
8 If that type of character was con-

structed by human intellect, we must at least bear

in mind that " it was constructed at the confluence

of three races, the Jewish, the Greek, and the

Roman, each of which had strong national pecu-
liarities of its own. A single touch, a single taint

of any one of those peculiarities, and the character

would have been national, not universal ; transient,

not eternal. It might have been the highest
character in history, but it would have been dis-

qualified for being the ideal." Supposing it to have

been " human, whether it were the effort of a real

man to attain moral excellence, or a moral imagina-
tion of the writers of the Gospels, the chances,

surely," he urges,
" were infinite against its escaping

any tincture of the fanaticism, formalism, and
exclusiveness of the Jew of the political pride of

the Eoman of the intellectual pride of the Greek.

Yet it escaped them all." *

In like manner, the character before us in the

Gospels cannot possibly be regarded as a reaction

from something else : it is not an antinomian protest

against Pharisaism ; it is not a fanatical patriotism

ta. p. 16. 2 Ibid. p. 17. 3 Ibid. Hid. p. 18.
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protesting against servility to the Eoman rule, it is

not an exaggerated cosmopolitanism in revolt against
the narrow patriotism of the Jew : it is the highest

self-denial, without having the character of a forma-

lized asceticism; it is, in short, "the essence of

man's moral nature, clothed with a personality so

vivid and intense as to excite, through all ages, the

most intense affection; yet divested of all those

peculiar characteristics, the accidents of place and

time, lay which human personalities are marked."

""What other notion than this," asks the writer,

"can philosophy form of Divinity manifest on

eaith?" 1

These eloquent and sincere words of Professor

Goldwin Smith need no recommendation or comment.

And yet they suggest a question, which is in the

path of our subject, and which, under any circum-

stances, cannot be overlooked. This ideal Character

of the Gospels is, on one side, at issue with what
we should abstractedly conceive to be a perfect
human ideal. For He "Who presents it to us proclaims

Himself, in terms and to an extent which are alto-

gether inconsistent with any true ideal of a purely

creaturely perfection. In the words of another

writer of our day, "The unbounded personal pre-
tensions which Christ advances, remain throughout
a subject of ever recurring astonishment. It is

common, in human history, to meet with those who
claim some superiority over their fellows. Men
assert a pre-eminence over their fellow-citizens or

fellow-countrymen, and become rulers of those who
were at first their equals ; but they dream of nothing

1 Ibid. p. 22.
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gi eater than of some partial control over the actions

of others for the short space of a lifetime. Few,

indeed, are there to whom it is given to influence

future ages. Yet some men have appeared who
have been as levers to uplift the earth and roll it in

another course. Homer, by creating literature;

Socrates, by creating science; Caesar, by carrying
civilization inward from the shores of the Mediter-

ranean ; Newton, by starting science upon a jcareer

of steady progress, may be said to have attained

this eminence. But these men gave a single impact,
like that which is conceived to have first set the

planets in motion: Christ claims to be a perpetual
attractive power, like the sun, which determines

their orbit. They contributed to men some dis-

covery, and passed away : Christ's discovery is

Himself. To humanity, struggling with its passions
and its destiny, He says

'

Cling to Me : cling ever

closer to Me.' . . . He represented Himself as

the Light of the world, as the Shepherd of the souls

of men, as the Way to immortality, as the Vine or

Life-Tree of humanity. . . . He commanded
men to leave everything and attach themselves to

Him ; . . . He declared Himself King, Master,
and Judge of men ; ... He promised to give
rest to all the weary and heavy-laden ; . . . He
instructed His followers to hope for life from feeding
on His Body and His Blood." *

If this statement suggests less than the whole

truth, it is true as far as it goes. It might be
sustained by a hundred texts. That which is so

striking, so overpowering in Ihe Gospels, is perhaps
Ecce Homo," pp. 176, 177.
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less the precise language which our Lord uses about

Himself, than the consistent bearing which He
assumes towards His disciples and mankind. His

attitude is that of One Who takes His claims for

granted ; Who has no errors to confess, no demands
to explain, or to apologize for; no restraining
instinct of self-distrust to keep Him in the back-

ground ; no shrinking from high command, based

upon a sense of the possible superiority of those

around Him. It is the bearing of One Who claims

to be the First of all, the Centre of all, with entire

simplicity indeed, but also with unhesitating de-

cision.

Let us dwell more in detail upon some of the

language which Jesus Christ really uses about

Himself. He is greater than the most venerable

names in Jewish antiquity ; greater than the men
whose greatness had been felt most widely and

deeply beyond the boundaries of Israel. He is

greater than Jonah, whose preaching brought
Nineveh to penitence ;

l

greater than Solomon, in

whom not Israel only, but the whole East, recog-
nized the wisest of men.3 Not merely is He David's

descendant ; He is David's Lord.8 When Abraham
was yet unborn, He was already in existence. 4

Thus He could refer to " the glory which He had
with the Father before the world was,"

5 and to the

fall of the rebel-spirit, which He had witnessed. 6

God is, in an entirely unique sense, His Father; 7

1 S. Matt. xii. 41. a S. Matt. xii. 42.

S. Matt. xxii. 41-46; Ps. cxl 1.

S. John viii. 56, 57, 58 ; cf. i. 15, 27, 30.
s S. John xvii. 5 ; cf. verse 24. S. Luke x. 18.
7 S. Matt. x. 32; xv. lei; xvi. 17; xviii. 19: xxvi. 39, 42 j

S. Luke xxiii. 46; xxiv. 49; S. John T. 30; x. 29; xiv. 2, 6.
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the Jews feel that He uses the word in a manner

which implies a tremendous claim.
1

For, indeed,

He is conscious of being
" from above,"

8 of having
" come down from heaven,"

8 of having come forth

from being with the Father,
4 of having come forth

out of God.6 He knows, not merely that He lives ;

but that He has in Himself, that He is, the Life ;

Life in the deepest sense of the term perfect,

blessed, absolute, existence ; eternally received 1

'from

1he Fatber, yet shared with Him thus from ever-

lasting to everlasting.
6

Although, then, He is

visibly upon the earth, He is still really in Heaven. 7

He is united to the Father not merely by a moral,

but by a natural union,
8 and so intimately, that

" to have seen Him is to have seen the Father,
9 to

have known Him is to have known the Father." 10

He is in the Father, and the Father is in Him, by
a perfect reciprocity.

11 Of the Father He only has

adequate knowledge : He Himself is known only by
the Father.18 As a consequence, He has all things

1 S. John V. 17, 18, irorepo iSiov eXeye T^V ebv, taov e

irotuv T<jS QeqJ.
* S. John viii. 23, yi e/c T&V &vta efyj.
* S. John vi. 38, /caTae?j/co e/c roC oupavov ; ver. 51. 6 K TOV

ovpavov KorajSa's.
4 S. John xvi. 28, igrjkffoy irapa TOU irarpbs, /col eA.^A.u0a ets r'ov

K&ffflOV.
* S. John viii. 42, |/c TOV eou effihOov /col. faa. Of. S. John

xvii. 8 ; xvi. 30 ; Ps. ii. 7 ; Micah v. 2.
8 S. John y. 26; xi. 25; xiv. 6; cf. S. John i. 4; IS. John i.

1,2; v. 20. _
7 8. John iii. 13, 6 vibs TOV caiQp&irov 6 &>v eV r<p oupai'ip*
* S. John X. 28-30, iy& /col 6 irar^jp ev Iff^er.
* S. John xiv. 9. 10

S. John viii. 19.
" S. John xiv. 10; xvii. 21, 22.
* S. Matt. xi. 27. Cf. S. John vi. 46, 6 8>i> irapa TOV 0eov,

oinos edipatce Tbv irarepa. S. Juhn X. 14, 15.
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in common with the Father.1 Men, whom He
wills to redeem, are already His own.2 The King-
dom of God is His Kingdom.

8 The Angels are His

Angels.
4 The "Church of the Living God" 6 is

His Church.6 Power is given Him not merely over

the human race,
7 but also without any assigned

limits in heaven and in earth ;
8 and the glory with

which He will appear at the last day is not other than

His Father's, 9 His working in the sphere of sense

and time corresponds to the ceaseless activity of the

Father.10 He too quickens and will raise the dead.11

He too forgives sins, as to the Paralytic ;

u He too

will save the world;
18 He will seek and save the

lost ;
14 He will give eternal life.

15 To Him all

judgment is committed, and all nations shall one

day he gathered before His Throne.16 Even now all

men are to honour Him, even as they honour the

Father.17

His words are familiar to our ears; but do we
dwell upon their real and awful meaning? What
should we think of a religious teacher now who
could permit himself to say that Eternal Life con-

1 S. John xvi. 15; xvii. 10; cf. S. Matt. xi. 27; Heb. i. 3;
S. Matt. xxi. 38; Acts x. 36; S. John i. 11.

2 S. John x. 14, 15, 27, 28 ; xvii. 10-12.
3

S. Matt. xiii. 41; S. John xviii. 36. Cf. S. Luke i. 33;
Rev. xi. 15.

4 S. Matt. xiii. 41 ; xvi. 27 ; xxiv. 31. 1 Tim. iii. 15.

S. Matt. xvi. 18 ; cf. Rom. xvL 16.
I S. John xvii. 2. 8 S. Matt, xxviii. 18.
9 S. Matt. xvi. 27. 10 S. John v. 17, 19, 20.
II S. John verses 21, 28, 29 ; xi. 25, 40.
12 S. Matt. ix. 2-7; S. Luke vii. 36-50. 13 S. John iii. 17.
* S. Luke xix. 10 ; ix. 56. ls S. John xvii. 2.

S. John v. 22, 27 ; S. Matt. xxv. 31-39. Cf. Is. xi. 3.
" S. John v. 20-23.
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sisted in the knowledge of himself as well as in

knowledge of the Father ;
x that dislike of himself

implied dislike of the Father;
2 that belief in

himself secured eternal life ;
8 that disbelief in him-

self involved present condemnation? 4 What, if

he should tell us that without him we could do

nothing;
8 that united with him, we should bring

forth much fruit;"
6

that, although leaving this

world before us, he was going to prepare places for

us in the Eternal Home ;
7 that his name would have

resistless power with the Father ;
8 that in his name

his pupils would cast out devils ;
9 that he would

send the Divine Spirit from the Father 10 Who, when
He came, would glorify the sender ?

u What should

we say of the promise of a perpetual presence,
12

of

the pretension to found an imperishable society,
13

of the delegation of power to forgive sins,
14 of the

claim to be so faultless that in him the Prince of

evil had no part whatever ?
15

Much else to the same purpose might be quoted
from the three earlier Gospels, as well as from the

last. And the question arises, how to account for

this earnest self-assertion on the part of Jesus

Christ ; how to acquit such language of the charges
to which it would expose any religious man who

1 S. John xvii. 3; xii. 44.
8 S. John xv. 23; S. Luke x. 16.

S. John iii. 16; v. 40; vL 47.
S. John iii. 18 ; viii. 24. S. John xv. 5 ; xiv. 6.

6 S. John xv. 4. 7 S. John xiv. 2, 3.

S. John xvi. 23; xvi. 13, 14.

S. Mark xvi. 17, 18 ; cf. 20. S. John xvi. 7.
J1 S. John xvi. 14. 12 S. Matt, xxviii. 20. 13 S. Matt. xvi. 8." S. John xx. 21-23; S. Matt. xvi. ly ; xviii. 18.
14 S. John xiv. 30.
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should use it at the present day ? How are we to

adjust it, on the one hand, with the sobriety and
truthfulness of a perfect human character; on the

other, with a due recognition of the rights of God ?

There are men who decline to entertain this

inquiry. They are not by any means forgetful of

God. He weighs upon their conscience, upon their

imagination, upon their life of daily thought and

action, as the greatest and most solemn of all facts.

They are not insensible to the moral beauties of the

earthly life of Jesus Christ; on the contrary, they

profess to be so enamoured of these "beauties, or of

some of them, as to be impatient of all other aspects
of our Lord's Work and Teaching. But they do not

allow themselves to reflect steadily upon the ques-
tion whether their loyalty to the supreme rights

of God, and their love for Jesus Christ, do not alike

oblige them to " consider the relation which exists

between Christ and God." Christian theology ap-

pears to them in the light of a wanton importation
of worthless metaphysics into the heart of a moral

history of simple and faultless beauty ; but they do

not reflect that their moral ideal itself must fall

to pieces, unless they are prepared in some way
to attempt the chief problem with which Christian

theology deals.

Is our Lord's language imposture? The sug-

gestion can only be mentioned to be condemned by
the entire drift and atmosphere of His Life. Is it

the hallucination of an enthusiast, so entranced in

his idea as to be insensible to the world of facts

around him? But even Channing has pointed out

that the enthusiasm takes a turn which would be
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inconceivable, for a deranged enthusiasm, under the

circumstances of Jesus Christ :
" I can conceive," he

says, "of His seating Himself, in fancy, on the

throne of David, and secretly pondering the means
of his appointed triumphs ; but that a Jew should

fancy himself the Messiah, and at the same time

should strip that character of all the attributes that

fired his youthful imagination and heart; that he

should start aside from all the feelings and hbpes of

His age, and should acquire a consciousness of being
destined to a wholly new career, and one as un-

bounded as it was new this is exceedingly im-

probable."
J "Was it, then, only the natural manner

of an oriental mind; the habit of seizing truth

intuitively and enunciating it authoritatively, in

contrast with our western methods of demonstration

and argument? But this explanation, even if on

other accounts it could be admitted, does not cover

the ground required. It does not justify the actual

substance and contents of our Lord's language about

Himself. It does not explain the fact that His

language about Himself is unlike anything which
we find in the Hebrew prophets. The prophets, if

you will, announce truth in the intuitive manner;
but they do not make themselves the subjects and

centres of the truth which they announce. They
draw the deepest distinctions between themselves

and their Master: they are sinners and He is the

All holy; they are foolish and incapable, He is

All-powerful and All-wise. The relation in which

Christ claims to stand, both towards the Father and
towards mankind, is utterly unanticipated by any-

1
Charming : Works, ii. 56.
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thing that can be traced in the prophetic literature

of Israel; it reveals a Personality distinct in kind
from any that had previously appeared in Hebrew
history.

And at this point we cannot but observe that our

Lord's language about Himself is entirely in har-

mony with the character of certain of the miracles

ascribed to him in the Gospels. The miraculous

element cannot be weeded out of the Gospel nar-

ratives, without altogether impugning the historical

value of those documents; and to do this mainly
because one department or one age of human experi-
ence does not positively correspond with what we
know as yet about another, is not reasonable. Now,
the Gospel miracles fall, speaking roughly, into two
classes ; they are acts of mercy, or acts of power.
In one sense, they are all acts of power; but the

motive of compassion towards human suffering ap-

parently predominates in the one class; while, in

the other, the reason for working them must be

chiefly looked for in the need of demonstrating the

personal power of the Agent. Thus, among the

miracles of mercy, there are seventeen cases on

record of His healing bodily disease ; there are six

cases of the cure of demoniacal possession, each of

which is described in detail ; there are three cases of

restoration to life. On the other hand, the miracles

at Cana in Galilee, and of feeding the four and

the five thousand, suggest, first of all, the creative

power of the Worker, although it was wielded with

a philanthropic object. The element of power is

more distinctly and exclusively apparent in His

stilling the tempest, and walking on the sea ; in His
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rendering Himself invisible to a hostile multitude ;

in His awing by a glance the traders in the temple,
and the multitude that came to take Him ; in His

cursing the barren fig-tree. Some of this class of

miracles are, in fact, objected to by a recent writer,
1

on the specific ground that they only befit a super-
human personality. We therefore do not strain the

import of such miracles in saying that they are, at

least, in harmony with Christ's language about His

claims upon mankind and His superhuman Person.

But our Lord's references to Himself are also in

keeping with another phenomenon. He was sinless.

Upon the positive side of Christ's character we have

already dwelt; upon the balanced perfection, the

ideal universality of the type. It was a life such as

Paganism had not conceived; it was higher than,

and distinct from, the unimpeachable justice, the

calm superiority to misfortune, the proud self-re-

spect, which constituted in various proportions the

Pagan ideal. It was a life of love and humility, of

the highest forms of holiness, expressed by example
as well as recommended by precept. But the most

startling moral feature in this life is that we can

trace nowhere in it any the faintest conscious-

ness of guilt. The best men ordinarily feel the

taint of moral evil most constantly and acutely :

their language about their sins and shortcomings
seems even exaggerated to those who live at a

greater distance from the Source of sanctity than

they themselves. But Jesus challenges His enemies

to convince Him of sin, if they can. He never hints

that He has done or said any one thing which needs

1 Schenkel: Characterbild Jesu. Abach. iv., Eap. 11, p. 123.
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forgiveness. He teaches His disciples to pray,

"Forgive us our trespasses:" He never prays for

pardon Himself. Sorrow makes all of us think of

that in our past lives, which, as conscience whispers,
has but too well deserved it : Jesus, in His sorrow,
thinks only of the sins of others. Certainly He is

tempted ; but there is nothing within Him that can

respond to the temptation : He is
"
holy, harmless,

undefiled, separate from sinners." And no attempts
to fasten sin upon Him have had a trace of success,

except so far as they have gone hand in hand with

a denial of His personal claims. Strauss, for ex-

ample, thinks it not merely fanaticism, but "un-

justifiable self-exaltation, for a man to imagine him-

self so separated from other men, as to set himself

before them as their future judge."
1

Strauss, we
must admit, is perfectly right, if the claim of Christ

to judge the world is not strictly based upon fact.

It is strictly impossible to maintain our faith in

the faultlessness of His character if we deny that a

fundamental necessity of His Being forced Him to

draw attention so persistently, so imperiously to

Himself. But, on the other hand, if His words

about Himself are sober truth, they only afford

another illustration of His compassionate love for

those whom He came to enlighten and to save.

Doubtless it has been a favourite object with a

modern school, as men have said, "to bring down
Jesus from the clouds, and to restore Him, by
criticism, to the domain of history." This enter-

prise assumes that "the theological and meta-

physical Christ of the creeds," is a very different

1 Leben Jesu for das Deutsche Volk, p. 242.
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person from "the living Christ of the Gospels."

But when such criticism enters upon its task, what

happens? If, instead of declaiming vaguely against

dogma, men really wish to get to the bottom of this

problem, they will find that, of two things, one

becomes absolutely necessary. Either they must

consent to forfeit the moral idea which they admire

in the Gospels, and which, to do them justice, they
are sincerely anxious to preserve; or they must fall

back upon those very statements of the Creeds which,

by affirming Christ's personal Divinity, really and

only justify His constant references to Himself,

and His unbounded claims upon mankind. His

precepts about humility are contradicted by His

example, unless His statements about Himself are

dictated by that true humility which would rather

incur the suspicion of pride than conceal the simple
fact. His enforcement of sincerity ceases to awe

us, if, in His language about Himself, He was
indeed guilty of consistent and almost boundless

exaggeration. His very charity loses its lustre,

and becomes suspected, if we are forced to feel that

He is ever capable of putting Himself unduly for-

ward; its highest forms cease to represent in our

eyes the Universal Love ; they remind us rather

of the efforts of this or that tribune of the people,
who conceals a personal ambition beneath the

activities of an ostentatious disinterestedness, and
whose efforts are at last crowned by a catastrophe
which they have really deserved.

If, on the other hand, we bow before the general

impression produced by Christ's character, and He
be taken at His word, He must be believed to be, in

Q
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the absolute sense, Divine. There is no room for an

intermediate being, such as Arianism imagined, who
is neither God nor an angel, in a serious tbeistic

creed. And our Lord's words are strictly inconsis-

tent with what would be sober and true in any
creature, however exalted. They are not surpassed ;

they are only iinfolded by the later teaching of

Apostles and of Creeds. The Christ of S. Paul's

Epistles is really the Christ of the earliest Evangel-
ist ; the Christ of S. John is the Christ of S. Paul ;

the Christ of the Creeds and the great Councils

is the Christ of S. John. He Who alone knows the

Father, and Whom none but the Father knows,
1
is the

Image of the Father,
2 is in the Form of God,

8
is the

Effulgence of God's glory and the exact Impress of

His Being,
4
is over all, God blessed for ever.6 He,

the Only Begotten Son, of God, Which is in the

bosom of the Father,
6 is of one substance with the

Father,
7 as being

" God of the substance of the

Father, begotten before all worlds." 8 The later

statements may be more elaborate; but they are

implied, in all their completeness, by the earlier.

Just as an anatomist, from his knowledge of the

animal frame, can pronounce upon the age and size

of a skeleton of which he only possesses the frag-

ment of a single bone ; so with our eye upon S.

John, and the Nicene confession, we can see state-

ments in S. Mark which can only be maintained

when men acknowledge the Consubstantiality of the

Son with the Father. There are deep harmonies in

1
S. Mait. xi. 29. 2 Col. i. 15. 8 Phil. ii. 6.

* Heb; i. 3. s Kom. ix. 5.
6 S. John i. 18.

7 Nicene Creed. 8 Athanasian Creed.
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truth which, from first to last, bind it in its integrity

rigidly together. They cannot be set aside or trifled

with ; for truths which we in our narrowness deem
obscure or unimportant, are often vitally necessary
to the maintenance of others which we are better

capable of appreciating. Our Blessed Lord's Divin-

ity, instead of obscuring His true Manhood, is the

safeguard and justification of its moral perfectness :

and we do the most beautiful of moral histories a

fatal injustice, if we forget that, in the words of the

Creed, its subject
"
is perfect God and perfect Man,

of a reasonable soul and human flesh subsisting;

equal to the Father as touching His Godhead, and

inferior to the Father as touching His manhood;
Who, although He be God and Man, yet is He not

two, but one Christ." 1

This is the full and solemn truth; that Jesus

Christ is not merely the Teacher, but the substance

of Christianity ; not merely the author of the faith

which Christians profess, but its central object. For
Christians the popular phrase,

" the religion of

Christ," does not mean, as Lessing suggested, only
or chiefly the piety which in the days of His flesh

He exhibited towards the Father. It means the

devotion, the submission of thought and heart, the

sense of obligation, the voluntary enthusiastic ser-

vice, of which He, together and equally with the

Father, is the rightful and everlasting Object ; which,
when He was on earth, He claimed as His due ; and .

which has been rendered to Him now for more than

eighteen hundred years by the best and noblest of

the human race.

1 Athanasiau Creed.
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HI.

In Jesus Clirist, then, we have the guarantee or

bond of religion ; He is the means of an actual com-

munication between the soul of man and the Eternal

God. "There is One Mediator between God and

men, the Man Christ Jesus."
* He is the Mediator

in virtue of the very terms of His Being : His office

of Mediation is based upon the two Natures which

are united in His Single Person. On the one hand,
as the Eternal Son, He is One with the All-Holy and
Infinite God ; on the other, as the child of Mary, He
shares all the finiteness and weakness of our man-
hood ; He shares with it everything except its sin.

Thus He impersonates and maintains, by the very
fact of. being what He is, a true vital bond between

earth and Heaven. To us men, He is the last and

most complete unveiling of the interest which God
takes in the wellbeing of His moral and reasonable

creatures; the Highest Organ of the Divine Mind
and Will ; the only and certain channel of those
" unsearchable riches

" a which flow down from the

Fountain of all goodness upon the beings whom He
has made. Before the Majesty of God He is the

unique and ideal Representative of our race: He
represents us, not as being what we are, but as being
what we were meant to be by the Great Author of

our existence. And yet, although we are only weak
and sinful, we may unite ourselves to Him by faith,

and love, and contrition for the past, and be "ac-

cepted in the Beloved." 8 His obedience as Man,
1 1 Tim. ii. 5. 2

Eph. iu. 8. Eph. L 6.
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reaching its climax in the self-sacrifice of the Cross,

becomes ours through His free grace and mercy.
His invigorating life, which restores our race to its

original strength and beauty, is still communicated

to us by His Spirit and His Sacraments; so that all

who will, may
"
put off the old man, which is corrupt

according to the deceitful lusts; and be renewed

in the spirit of their minds ; and put on the new
man, which after God is created in righteousness
and true holiness." z This cannot be done by fallen

man for himself, and out of the resources of his

warped and impoverished nature. But "what the

law could not do, in that it was weak through the

flesh, God sending His Own Son in the likeness of

sinful flesh, and for sin, condemned sin in the flesh ;

that the righteousness of the law might be fulfilled

in us, who walk not after the flesh, but after the

Spirit."
z

Being as He is, Divine as well as Human,
Jesus is

' made unto us Wisdom, and Eighteousness,
and Sanctification, and ^Redemption."

s Thus in

union with Him, those religious aspirations, which
are part of our natural outfit, find their true exercise,

their full satisfaction. As the Light of the world,
He is the satisfaction of the intellect. As " Fairer

than the children of men," He is the delight of the

heart. As "
Holy, harmless, undefiled, separate from

sinners," He challenges the submission of the will.

Intellect, feeling, moral effort, each have their part
in Him. He recognizes, He consecrates them. He
leads them upwards, in and through His own Holy
Humanity to the All-wise and All-beautiful. The

1
Eph. iv. 22-24. 8 Bom. viii. 3, 4.

1 Cor. i. 30.
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soul finds that in Him "
is the well of Life, and that

in His Light it will see light."

Does it seem inconceivable that the Eternal Son
of God should have, indeed, thus come among us

men, to teach and to save us ; to make reconciliation

between us and the Almighty Father; to bestow .on

us the priceless gift of a new Nature ; and to lead us

back, first one and then another, to our true home and

peace? Certainly, it may well move our wonder

to think of such grace and mercy. The Chrislian

creed, when once it becomes precious to us, takes us

altogether out of the daily range of earthly thoughts
and interests, lifting us into a better, and brighter,
but not more mysterious, or less real, world than

this. The Incarnation and Death of the Evei lasting
Son seem impossible, only because we do not steadily
reflect upon the simple but momentous truths

which lie at the root of all religion, and which all

who are not Materialists or Pantheists generally
admit. Is the Incarnation so improbable, think you,
if God is indeed a moral Being ; if man has an im-

mortal soul ; if moral evil is inherently deadly in

itself and in its effects ? Do we not name "
God,"

"
immortality,"

"
sin," without thinking what we

mean ; as if these tremendous words were the sym-
bols of trivial commonplaces, which implied nothing
beyond themselves? And is not this careless treat-

ment' of these solemn truths which we profess to

own, the reason why many of us do not understand

the truths beyond them? If the awfulness and

magnificence of God, the reality of Eternity, the

power and sting of moral evil, were more often sub-

jects of our thought, would our imaginations be as
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startled, as they often are, by those doctrines of

grace which adjust and harmonize what else is so

full of perplexity ; by the Incarnation of the Blessed

Son of God; by His plenary Atonement on the

Cross for the sins of men ; by His unceasing Inter-

cession for us with the Father; by the sanctifying

energy of His Holy Spirit; by the power of His

Sacraments, to renew and sustain our life ? Surely
the earlier truths are just as full of difficulties for

the imagination and the reason as the latter. We
put them out of sight as being less importunate,
but there they are. That the All-foreseeing and

Holy God should have created us at all, is at least

as startling as that, having created, He should have

redeemed us. Or rather when we reflect upon His

Morality, upon His Justice, upon His Love, must we
not think that His Eedemption of the fallen is

really less wonderful than His Creation of a race

capable of such signal failure ? Must we not find

in our daily experience of life, and of the crimes and

sufferings, which so largely compose it, more em-

barrassment and distress for reverent reason than

can be furnished by critical speculations upon the

explanatory and consoling truth, that " God so

loved the world that He gave His only-begotten
Son, that whosoever believeth on Him should not

perish, but have everlasting life ?
" x

" Whosoever believeth in Him." It is not then,

you say, a matter of strict mathematical demonstra-
tion. No ; it is not a matter of strict mathematical
demonstration. If it were, there would be no more
room for faith than there is in the process of learning

1 S. John iii. 16.
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a proposition of Euclid. Not to acquiesce in the

conclusion of a proposition of Euclid, is to be intel-

lectually 'deficient; but to refuse assent to the

Christian creed does not necessarily imply intel-

lectual deficiency. Why not? Because for such

assent moral dispositions are as necessary as is in-

tellectual capacity. The evidence for Christianity,

intellectually viewed, is something short of mathe-

matical
;

and intentionally so. Christian truth

makes a demand upon the will as well as upon the

intellect; and the will, to avoid the foreseen con-

sequences of assent, will often prevent the intellect

from doing its work, honestly and thoroughly, in

investigating the claims of Christ. This is, a reason

why so much store is set upon faith in St. Paul's

Epistles. Faith is a test of the moral drift of our

whole being, and not merely of the soundness or

acuteness of our mental powers. If an act of faith

in Jesus Christ implied no more than an act of assent

to the conclusion of a demonstrated proposition ; if

faith were nothing higher and nobler than the forced

result of a victorious assault upon the human under-

standing, conducted by columns and batteries of

mathematical evidence ;
then all that is said about

its moral and spiritual worth, about its purifying
and elevating virtue, would be simply unintelligible.

The most accomplished mathematician is not neces-

sarily moral ;
and the most fervent believers, ancient

or modern, have not been always Pascals and
Newton s.

Our Lord did, indeed, by His miracles, and notably

by His Eesurrection, address Himself to the experi-
ence of His contemporaries in enforcing His claims ;
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and by certain portions of His teaching, He appealed
no less truly to the operations of their natural

reason. But, in order to accept Him as He is, reason

and observation must be seconded by the heart and

the conscience. There must be a true desire to know
all that can be known of the Author of the law of

right and wrong within us. There must be a real

anxiety to escape from the moral anomalies of life ;

a recognition, and sense of human goodness ; a strong

anticipation that He Who is its Source cannot have

left us in weakness and darkness to struggle alone.

Why this temper is found in one man and not in

another, is a question which carries us back into the

deepest secrets of our several moral natures ; into the

vaiying histories of our loyalty or disloyalty to God's

original gift of natural light. But upon the exist-

ence or non-existence of such moral dispositions

depends our way of looking at the evidence which
Jesus Christ has thought good to set before us on
behalf of His claims. In one case that evidence will

appear sufficient : insufficient in another. It will

be held insufficient by the man who thinks to

become a believing Christian, as he would become a

mathematician, without any reference to the temper
of his heart, or even in spite of its decided bent

against the moral teaching of the Gospel. It will

be deemed sufficient nay, more than sufficient for

those who amid perplexities are "
waiting for the

consolation of Israel." 1
They understand that

religions truth, to be embraced at all to any purpose,
must be embraced, not simply by a dry assent of the

logical understanding, but by a vital act of the

1
, Luke ii. 25.
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whole inward man ; by moral sympathies even more

earnestly than by an intellectual grasp. Christ, our

Lord, in various ways, teaches us as much as this ;

and Christian apologists can only make that portion
of the act of faith which belongs to the understanding
easier to it, by removing obstacles to the reception of

truth or by exhibiting its inward harmonies. They
cannot, if they would, do the work of the Divine

Spirit, and control the fevers, the prejudices, the

cowardice, the rashness of the heart. He only Who
made the heart can soften, or subdue, or change it.

He only Who made the light to shine out of darkness

can so shine in the hearts of men, as to "
give the

light of the knowledge of the glory of God in the

face of Jesus Christ." 1

And they to whom He has taught this great lesson

will know and feel, that believing in the Divinity of

our Incarnate Lord, we stand, as it were, upon the

heights of Pisgah ; and that a new and vast prospect,

grateful to 63 es that are wearied with the long glare
of the desert, is opening before us. Before us is a

land of vineyards and oliveyards; a land flowing
with milk and honey. It is a region of repose for

faith and love ; it is an atmosphere where communion
with God is easy and natural. It is the proper
home of spirituality and benevolence, of that, internal

and external practice of religion, day by day, which
is so altogether higher and better a thing than the

profoundest study of its theory. For the Divinity
of the Son of God is the adequate warrant of all His

promises ; of the power of His Death ; of the gift of

His Spirit; of the efficacy of His sacraments; of

1 2 Cor. iv. Q.
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the converting and hallowing power of His written

Word; of the Divine character of that society of

souls which, by His Spirit, He has organized into

His Church since the day of Pentecost. How vast

in their range, how interesting in their idea and

scope, how energetically practical in their bearings
on all earnest life, are these great Christian doctrines

which form the hills and vales of our Gospel Land
of Promise ! We strain our eyes ; we would fain go
forward to study their beauties, to try, if it might
be, to understand and to surmount their difficulties.

But it cannot be ; at least now. If only we sincerely

cling by faith and love to our Divine and Human
Lord, all else will follow. For the present, like the

Magdalen, we can but hold Him by the Feet, and
entreat Him to teach us that personal devoteduess

to Himself, which is the secret and soul of genuine
religion ; since without it the love of God soon dies

away into an attenuated mysticism, while the love

of man is eventually hollowed out into a mechanical

philanthropy. Thinking of Him, praying to Him,
working for Him day by day, as our living, tender,

mighty, infallible Friend, we strengthen our hold

upon the one certain bond between earth and
heaven ; upon Him through Whom, in all our feeble-

ness and sin, we have real access in one Spirit unto

the Father.
1

Personal devotion to Jesus Christ is the exercise

of thought, and of aifection, steadily directed upon
His adorable Person. But it is also the exercise of

1
Eph. ii. 18.
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will : it is pre-eminently practical. There is muc'h

to be abstained from for His sake ; there is much to

be done and to be endured; there is some danger,

perhaps, of our doing nothing very definite, where

the opportunities of action are so various and so

complex. And therefore, that you may do something
for Jesus Christ now and here, you are asked to

support with your alms the St. James' Penitentiary.

Its object is to carry out our Lord's work in the

world as the Healer of souls, whom sin has separated
from God, by bringing them back to purity and

peace through a recovered union with Himself. It

has been said that Penitentiaries are too costly a

method of restoration from sin. They who speak
thus can have thought little to any purpose about

either the malignity of moral evil, or the meaning of

the Self-sacrifice of the Son of God. The institution

which I have named has done and is doing good,

and, as we trust, lasting work among our unhappy
sisters, who may well be so much less guilty in the

eyes of the Eternal Justice than are many upon
whom, in this present world, and often to their own
endless loss, the breath of censure never falls. Be
our case what it may, we surely do well to support
an undertaking which honours our Lord, by its

disinterested work of unwearied compassion; and
which, while labouring for the social recovery of

our poor countrywomen, aims much more directly at

promoting the eternal well-being of their souls, as

capable as our own of enjoying, through 'the Divine

Mediator, the present and future blessings of

religion.
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166, 171, 184 ; universally practised,
165 ; its nobility, 172-177 ; exercises
the whole being of man, 169-172,
199 ; its relation to the human per-
sonality, 173 ; its effects on the wor-

shipper, 176, sq. ; answers to prayer,
198 ; not equivalent to petition, 177 ;

warranted by the nature of God,
182, sq. ; objections to prayer, 168,

186, sgi/. ; its relation to natural

laws, 186-190 ; to predestination and
freewill, 189-192, 195, sqq.; con-
sistent with the dignity of God, 190,

$7.; its relation to the conflicting
interests of men, 192, sqq. See also

Preface to the second edition.

Pre-existence of the soul, not taught
in Holy Scripture, 95; condemned

, by the Church, ib. ; not implied
in the doctrine of original sin, ib. ;

contradicts the Biblical account of
Creation, 96

Providence, denied by deism, 56 ; con-
sistent with prayer, 189

Religion, its etymology, 19 ; true con-

ception of it, 19-21 ; how viewed by

modern thonght, 2-8; its import-
ance, 77; does not consist only of

feeling, 9-12; or of knowledge, 13-15;
or ofmorality, 16-18; characteristics
of a true religion, 21-37; its re-

lation to discussion of the origin of
the soul, 103 ; influences the whole
man, 116; implies the immortality
of the soul, 117, sq. ; must recognise
sin, 156, sq. ; prayer, its characteristic

action, 165

Resurrection, the, attested by that
of Christ, 113; its necesoity, 115;
suggested by ths relation between
soul and body, 96, 115

Robespierre, 59

Scheol, Jewish doctrine of, 111

Schleiermacher, on our capacity for

religion, 5 ; makes feeling the essence
of religion, 9

Schopenhauer, his pessimism, 130, sqq.

Scripture, Holy, its use ofthe argument
from nature, 53, n. ; on Creation,
63 ; its analysis of mau, 89 ; on the

origin of the soul, 101 ; on immor-
tality, 110 ; on the idea of sin, 137 ;

on dualism, 145; how related to the
creeds, 227

Seneca, on suicide, 120 ; on sin, 129

Sin, a fact in human history, 127 ;

acknowledged by heathens, 128, 129 ;

how described in Scripture, 137;
comparison of Pantheistic, Dualistic,
and Christian conceptions of it,

139-144, 161 ; its root is selfishness,
149 ; not due to limited knowledge,
134 ; or our sensuous nature, 135 ;

not only failure, 136; contradicts
the nature of God, 151, sqq. ; its

treatment in the Old Testament,
128; its nature and consequences
as revealed in the New Testament,
159, 160; measured by the Atone-
ment, 160

Smith, Goldwin, on the character of
Jesus Christ, 212, sqq.

Soul, the, its spirituality, 89; its re-

lation to the body and spirit, 91 ; its

origin, 93, sqq. ; not pre-existent,
95-97; influenced by the body, 115;
its value, 122 ; its complete exercise
in prayer, 169, sqq.

Spinoza, his conception of God, 60 ;

his theory of moral evil, 133

Strauss, on the existence of God, 62;
acknowledges the fact of the life of
Jesus Christ, 205 ; on His claim to

judge the world, 1:24
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Subjective spirit, the. its effects, 5

'Suicide, 118; how regarded by Chris-

tians, 119 ; other views, 120, sq. ;

the chief periods of its prevalence,
120. 121 ; its only antidote, 122

Teleological proof of the existence of
God, 54

Tertnllian, on the origin of the soul,
98

Theism, its evidences convergent, 70;
an incomplete revelation, 72; cor-

roborated by miracles, 76

Theology, a necessity, 25

Toland, 23

Traduciamsm, 98; its difficulties, 99;
its supporters, 100, n. ; not in har-

mony with the teaching of the

Church, 101
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i

;

Thoughts on Personal Religion.

THOUGHTS ON PERSONAL RELIGION : being a Treaflse on the

Christian Life in its two Chief Elements Devotion and Practice.

New Edition. Small Svo, 6s. 6d. Also a Cheap Edition, y. 6d.

Presentation Edition, elegantly printed on Toned Paper. Two
Vols. Small 8vo. los. 6d.

The Pursuit of Holiness.

THE PURSUIT OF HOLINESS: a Sequel to 'Thoughts on Personal

Religion,' intended to carry the Reader somewhat farther onward
in the Spiritual Life. Seventh Edition. Small 8vo. 55. Also

a Cheap Edition, y. 6d.

The Lord's Supper.

A COMMENTARY, Expository and Devotional, on the Order of the

Administration of the Lord's Supper, according to the Use of the
Church of England ; to which is added an Appendix on Fasting
Communion, Non-communicating Attendance, Auricular Confes-

sion, the Doctrine of Sacrifice, and the Eucharistic Sacrifice.

New Edition. Small Svo. 6s. Also a Cheap Edition, -uniform
with '

Thoughts on Personal Religion,'' and ' The Pursuit of
Holiness* y. 6d.

Waterloo Place, London,
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By James Russell Woodford, D.D.,

Sometime JLord Bishop of Ely.

Sermons. 2 Vols.

SERMONS'ON SUBJECTS FROM THE OLD TESTAMENT. Edited by
HERBERT MORTIMER LUCKOCK, D.D., one of his Examining

Chaplains. Second Edition. Crown 8vo. 5*.

The Feast of Tabernacles Man's Impatience of Things Supernatural
The Death of Moses The Power of Christ's Presence in Restraining
Evil TheCo-operationofDivineand HumanForces TheSovereignty
of God The Noiseless Building of the House of God The Power of
Music The Gentleness of God The Silence of God Man's Yearning
for Safety, satisfied in a Personal God God's Use of Evil in Working
out His Purposes The Probation of Man limited to this Life The
Arm ofthe Lord Noah, Darnel and Job, and the Communion ofSaints
The Church designed to embrace every Age and Character Light

at Eventide.

SERMONS ON SUBJECTS IROM THE NEW TESTAMENT. Edited by
HERBERT MORTIMER LUCKOCK, D.D. Crown %vo. 5*.

A City that is Set on a Hill The Closed Door The Peril of Playing with

Spiritual Convictions Misinterpretation of the Voice of God The
ResurrectionChange The Birthdayof the Church St. Peter's Shadow
The First Martyr The Reign of the Son of Man The Condition

of the Disembodied Soul Imperfect The Deposit of the Faith in
Christ's Safe Keeping Entrance through the Veil ofChrist's Humanity
The Cloud of Witnesses Th Names of Individual Souls on the

Breastplate of Christ Absolute Obedience to the Guidance of Christ
The Many Crowns The Rightful Entrance into the City of God.

The Great Commission.

THE GKEAT COMMISSION. Twelve Addresses on the Ordinal.

Edited, with an Introduction on the Ordinations ofhis Episcopate,

by HERBERT MORTIMER LUCKOCK, D.D. Second Edition.

Crown 8vo. r.

The Call of God The Ordination Gift Diligence in the Study of Holy
Scripture The Power of Absolution A Threefold Ministration after a
Threefold Rule Faithful Dispensers of the Word and Sacraments
The Presentation of Candidates The Ordination Vows of a Pattern
Life, a Life of Belief, and a Life Ministerial The Act of Ordination
The Twofold Teaching of the Ordination Collects Truth of Doctrine
and Innocency of Life The High Dignity and Weighty Office.

Waterloo Place, London.
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By Francis Paget, D.D.,

Canon of Christ Church, and Regius Professor of Pastoral Theology;

sometime Vicar of Bromsgrove.

Sermons on Belief.

FACULTIES AND DIFFICULTIES FOR BELIEF AND DISBELIEF.

Second Edition. Crown 8vo. -6s. 6d.

Introductory Essay. PART I. The Virtue of Self-assertion, in the Life of

the Intellect The Virtue of Self-assertion, in the Life of the Will
The Social Instinct The Reasonableness of Life The Love of

Beauty, in Nature The Love of Beauty, in Art The Love of Beauty,
in Character The Place of the Intellect The Dignity of Man-
Readiness. PART II. The Need of Healing The Miracle of Repair
The Reality of Grace The Transformation of Pity The Trans-

formation of Hope The Records of the Past The Force of Faith-
Discord and Harmony The Inner Life.

The Hallowing of Work.

THE HALLOWING OF WORK. Address given at Eton. Second

Edition. Small 8*0. zs.

The Faith of the Gospel.
Second Edition, Revised* Crown ^vo. -js.6ik

Also a Large-Pafcr Editionfor Marginal Notts, tfo. \is.6d.

THE FAITH OF THE GOSPEL. A Manual of Christian Doctrine.

By Arthur James Mason, B.D.,
Formerly Fellow ofTrinity College, Cambridge.

The Being and Nature of God The Blessed Trinity Creation through the
WordMan and his Fall The Incarnation of the Word of God The Atoning
Work of Christ The Risen Lord, and the Gift ofthe Spirit The Characteristics
of the Church The Means of Grace The Process of Salvation The Last
Things.

Waterloo Place, London.
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By Edward Meyrick Goulburn, D.D., D.C.L.,

Dean ofNorwich.

Gospels for Sundays.

THOUGHTS UPON THE LITURGICAL GOSPELS FOR THE SUNDAYS,
ONE FOR EACH DAY IN THE YEAR. With an Introduction on
their origin, history, the modifications made in them by the

Reformers and by the Revisers of the Prayer Book, the honour

always paid to them in the Church, and the proportions in

which they are drawn from the Writings of the four Evangelists.
Second 'Edition. Two Vols. Crown 8vo. i6s.

Gospels for Holy Days.

MEDITATIONS UPON THE LITURGICAL GOSPELS FOR THE MINOR
Festivals of Christ, the two first week-days of the Easier and
Whitsun Festivals, and the Red "Letter Saints' Days. To which

is prefixed some account of the origin of Saints' Days, and then:

Evens or Vigils ; of the pruning of the Calendar of the English
Church by the Reformers ; and of the re-introduction of the

Black-Letter Festivals, with separate notices of the Four which

were re-introduced in the Prayer-Book of 1552. Crown 8vo.

9s. 6d.

The Collects of the Day.

THE COLLECTS OF THE DAY : an Exposition, Critical and Devotional,

of the Collects appointed at the Communion. With Preliminary

Essays on their Structure, Sources, and General Character, and

Appendices containing Expositions of the Discarded Collects of

the First Prayer Book of 1549, and of the Collects of Morning
and Evening Prayer. Third Edition. Two Vols. Crown

8s. each. Sold separately.

Waterloo Place, London.
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By Edward Meyrick Goulburn, D.D., D.C.L,

Lectures in Holy Week.

HOLT WEEK IN NORWICH CATHEDRAL ; being Seven Lectures on

the several Members of the Most Sacred Body of our Lord Jesus

Christ. Delivered at Evensong on each Day of the Holy Week
in the Cathedral Church of the Holy and Undivided Trinity of

Norwich. Crown 8vo. $s.

I .'

Thoughts on Personal Religion.

THOUGHTS ON PERSONAL RELIGION : being a Treaflse on the

Christian Life in its two Chief Elements Devotion and Practice.

New Edition. Small 8vo, 6s. 6d. Also a Cheap Edition, y. 6d.

Presentation Edition, elegantly printed on Toned Paper. Two
Vols. Small Zvo. IQS. >d.

The Pursuit of Holiness.

THE PURSUIT OF HOLINESS: a Sequel to 'Thoughts on Personal

Religion,' intended to carry the Reader somewhat farther onward
in the Spiritual Life. Seventh Edition. Small 8vo. 55. Also

a Cheap Edition, y. 6d.

The Lord's Supper.

A COMMENTARY, Expository and Devotional, on the Order of the

Administration of the Lord's Supper, according to the Use of the

Church of England ; to which is added an Appendix on Fasting
Communion, Non-communicating Attendance, Auricular Confes-

sion, the Doctrine of Sacrifice, and the Eucharistic Sacrifice.

New Edition. Small 8vo. 6s. Also a Cheap Edition, -uniform
with '

Thoughts on Personal Religion,' and ' The Pursuit of
Holiness.' y. 6d.

Waterloo Place, London,
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By W. C. E. Newbolt, MA,
Principal ofEly Theological College ; late Vicar ofMalvern Link,

The Man of God.

THE MAN OF GOD : being Six Addresses delivered during Lent, 1886,

at the Primary Ordination of the Right Rev. the Lord Alwyne
Compton, Lord Bishop of Ely. Second Edition. Small 8.vo.

is. 6d. -

The Fruit of the Spirit.

THE FRUIT OF THE SPIRIT : being Ten Addresses bearing on the

Spiritual Life. Crown 8vo. 2J. 6d.

Introductory The Spiritual Life LoveJoy Peace Long-Suffering
Gentleness Goodness Faith Meekness Temperance.

Counsels of Faith and Practice.

COUNSELS OF FAITH AND PRACTICE : being Sermons preached on

Various Occasions. Zvo. js. &d.

Manuals of Religious Instruction

New and RevisedEditions. Small %vo. 3t.6d.eafA. Sold separately.

MANUALS OF RELIGIOUS INSTRUCTION.

Edited by John Pilklngrton Norris, D.D.,

Ardifcacon ofBristol and Canon Residentiary ofBristol Cathedral.

I. THE CATECHISM AND PRAYER BOOK.

II. THE OLD TESTAMENT.

III. THE NEW TESTAMENT.

Waterloo Place, London.
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By Edward Bouverie Pusey, D.D.,

Late Regius Professor ofHebrew, and Canon of Christ Church,

Oxford.

Private Prayers.

PRIVATE PRAYERS. Edited, with a Preface, by H. P. LIDDON, D.D.,

D.C.L., Chancellor and Canon of St. Paul's. Second Edition.

Royal 320*0. 25. 6d.

Prayers for a Schoolboy.

PRAYERS FOR A YOUNG SCHOOLBOY. Edited, with a Preface,

by H. P. LIDDON, D.D., D.C.L., Chancellor and Canon of

St. Paul's. Large Type. Third Edition, zqmo. is.

Selections.

SELECTIONS from the Writings of EDWARD BOUVERIE PUSEY, D.D.
Third Edition. Craum 8vo. 35. 6d.

Maxims and Gleanings.

MAXIMS AND GLEANINGS from the Writings of EDWARD BOUVERIE

PUSEY, D.D. Selected and arranged for Daily Use, by C. M. S.,

Compiler of Daily Gleanings of the Saintly Life, Under the

Cross, etc. With an Introduction by the Rev. M. F. SADLER,
M.A., Prebendary of Wells, and Rector of Honiton. Third

Edition. Crown i&mo. as.

Bright on the Incarnation.

Crown 8vo. 6s.

THE INCARNATION AS A MOTIVE POWER.

By the Rev. William Bright, D.D.,
Canon ofChrist Church, and Regius Professor ofEcclesiastical History, Oxford,

Waterloo Place, London.
B
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By George Body, D.D.,

Canon of Durham.

The Life of Justification.
THE LIFE OF JUSTIFICATION. A Series of Lectures delivered in

substance at All Saints', Margaret Street. New Edition.

2S. 6d.

Justification the Want of Humanity Christ our Justification Union
with Christ the Condition of Justification Conversion and Justification
The Life of Justification The Progress and End ofJustification.

The Life of Temptation.
THE LIFE OF TEMPTATION. A Course of Lectures delivered in sub-

stance at St. Peter's, Eaton Square"; also at All Saints', Margaret
Street. New Edition. i6tno. zs. 6d.

The Leading into Temptation The Rationale of Temptation Why we
are Tempted Safety in TemptationWith Jesus in Temptation
The End of Temptation.

Voices of Comfort.
New Edition. Crown Spa. js. 6d.

VOICES OF COMFORT.

Edited by the Eev. Thomas Vincent Fosbery, M.A.,
Sometime Wear ofSt. Giles's, Oxford.

This Volume of prose and poetry, original and selected, aims at revealing
the fountains of hope and joy which underlie the griefs and sorrows of life.

It is so divided as to afford readings for a month. The keynote of each day is

given to the title prefixed to it, such as :
' The Power of the Cross of Christ,

Day 6. Conflicts of the Soul, Day 17. The Communion of Saints, Day 20.

The Comforter, Day 22. - The Light of Hope, Day 25. The Coming of Christ,
Day 28.' Each day begins with passages of Holy Scripture. These are fol-

lowed by articles in prose, which are succeeded by one or more short prayers.
After these are poems or passages of poetry, and then very brief extracts in

prose or verse close the section. The book is meant to meet, not merely cases

ofbereavement or physical suffering, but 'to minister specially to the hidden
troubles of the heart, as they are silently weaving their dark threads into the
web of the seemingly brightest life.'

Also a Cheap Edition. Small Svo. y. 6d.

j

Waterloo Place, London.
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By H. L. Sidney Lear.

For Days and Years.

FOR DAYS AND YEARS. A Book containing a Text, Short Reading,
and Hymn for Every Day in the Church's Year. New Edition.

i6mo. as. 6d. Also a Cheap Edition, yzmo, is; or Cloth gilt,

is. 6d.

Christian Biographies.

CHRISTIAN BIOGRAPHIES. Nine Vols. Crown 8vo. y. 6d. each.

Sold separately.

MADAME LOUISE DE FRANCE, Daughter of Louis xv., known also

as the Mother T&ese de S. Augustin.

A DOMINICAN ARTIST: a Sketch ofthe Life of the Rev. Pefe Besson,

Of the Order of S. Dominic.

HENRI PERREYYE. By A. GBATRY. Translated by special permission.

With Portrait.

. S. FRANCIS DE SALES, Bishop and Prince of Geneva.

THE REVIVAL OF PRIESTLY LIFE IN THE SEVENTEENTH
CENTURY IN FRANCE. Charles de Condren S. Philip Neri and
Cardinal de Berull&q-S. Vincent de Paul Saint Sulpice and Jean
Jacques Olier. -

A CHRISTIAN PAINTER OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY:
being the Life of Hippolyte Flandrin.

BOSSUET AND HIS CONTEMPORARIES.
FENELON, ARCHBISHOP OF CAMBRAI.
HENRI DOMINIQUE LACORDAIRE. With Frontispiece.

Five Minutes.

FIVE MINUTES. Daily Readings of Poetry. Fourth Edition. i6mo.

y. 6d. Also a Cheap Edition. 320*0, is.,' or Cloth gilt, is. 6d.

Weariness.

WEARINESS. A Book for the Languid and Lonely. Large Type.

Fifth Edition. Small Zvo. $s.

Waterloo Place, London.
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Swayne The Blessed Dead.
Crown Bva. y. dd.

THE BLESSED DEAD IN PARADISE : Four All Saints' Day Sermons,

preached in Salisbury Cathedral.

By Robert G. Swayne, M.A.,
Chancellor and Canon Residentiary.

Jennings Ecclesia Anglicana.
New Edition. Crown 8vo. js. 6d.

ECCLESIA ANGLICANA. A History of the Church of Christ in

England, from the Earliest to the Present Times.

By the Rev. Arthur Charles Jennings, M.A1
.,

Sfesus College, Cambridge,(sometime Tyrwhiti Scholar, Crosse Scholar, Hebrew

University Prizeman, Fry Scholar ofS, John's College, Cants 'and

Scholefield Prizeman) and Rector ofKing's Stanley.

Norris -Rudiments of Theology.
Second Edition, revised. Crown Bvo. js. 6d.

RUDIMENTS OF THEOLOGY. A First Book for Students.

By John Pilklngton Norrls, D.D.,
Archdeacon ofBristol, and Canon Residentiary ofBristol Cathedral.

PART I. FUNDAMENTAL DOCTRINES : The Doctrine ofGod's Existence The
Doctrine of the Second Person of the Trinity The Doctrine of the Atonement
The Doctrine ofthe Third Person of the Trinity The Doctrine ofThe Church
The Doctrine of the Sacraments.

PART II. THE SOTERIOLOGY OF THE BIBLE: The Teaching of the Old
Testament The Teaching of the Four Gospels The Teaching of S. Paul
The Teaching of the Epistle to the Hebrews, of S. Peter and S. John Soterio-

Ipgy ofthe Bible (concluded).

APPENDIX ILLUSTRATIONS OF PART I. FROM THE EARLY FATHERS: On the
Evidence of God's Existence On the Divinity of Christ On the Doctrine of
the Atonement On the Procession of the Holy Spirit On The Chuidh On the
Doctrine of the Eucharist Greek and Latin Fathers quoted or referred to in

this volume, in their chronological order Glossarial Index.

Waterloo Place, London.
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Bartlett's Bampton Lectures.

Bvo. gt.

THE LETTER AND THE SPIRIT. Being the Bampton Lectures for

1888.

By Robert Edward Bartlett, M.A.,
Late Fellow and Tutor ofTrinity College, Oxford,

Introduction The Letter and the Spirit in Scripture Exegesis The Letter and
the Spirit in the Church The Letter and the Spirit in the Sacraments The
Letter and the Spirit in Creeds and Confessions of Faith The Letter and the

Spirit hi Christian Worship and Life The Church of the Future Appendix.

Selection from Alford's Sermons.
TiuoVoIs. Crown. %vo. Sold separately.

SELECTION ADAPTED TO THE SEASONS OP THE CHRISTIAN YEAR,
from the Quebec Chapel Sermons of

Henry Afford, D.D.,
Sometime Dean ofCanterbury.

Vol. I. Advent to Trinity. 6s.

Vol. IT. Trinity to AH Saints' Day. 5J.

The Discipline of Life.

Second Edition. CrmvnSvo. 2t.6d.

THE DISCIPLINE OF LIFE, BEING LAST WORDS OP COUNSEL.

By the Rev. Reginald 6. Button, M.A.,
Sometime Curate qfS. ATartin's-in-ihe-Fields ; late Preacherand Assistantat

S. fames', Westminster.

With a PREFACE by tlie Rev. the Hon. Augustus Legge,
Canon ofRochester.

Temper Discipline Sacrifice Obedience Moral Courage Truth Con-
science Duty Loyalty Self-Conquest Friendship Impulse Enthusiasm

Patience Resignation Painstaking Gratitude Courtesy Considerate-

ness^ Punctuality Method Prudence Ambition Moral Power Sympathy
Disappointment Worry Monotony Habit Waste Generosity Com-

pensation Failure Success.

Waterloo Place, LondoQ.
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Moberly's Addresses.

SORROW, SIN, A&D BEAUTY. Three Short Series of Addresses.

By B. O. Moberly,
Vicar ofGreat Bud-worth, and Examining Chaplain to the Bishop ofjChester.

Oxford House Papers.
First Series. Crown Svo. as. 6</.

OXFORD HOUSE PAPERS. A Series of Papers for Working Men,
written by Members of the University of Oxford.

The Life of Bishop Wordsworth.

With Portraits. Bvo. i6s.

THE LIFE OF CHRISTOPHER WORDSWORTH, D.D.,

Bishop of Lincoln, 1807 1885.

By John Henry Overton, M.A.,
Canon efLincoln, and Rector ofEpviorth,

* AND

Elizabeth Wordsworth,
Principal ofLady Margaret Hall, Oxford.

Richmond Christian Economics.

Crown Bvo. 6s.

CHRISTIAN ECONOMICS.

By Wilfrid Richmond, M.A.,
Diocesan Inspector ofSchoolsfor the Diocese ofChester.

Late Warden of Trinity College, Glenalmond.

Conscience and Political Economy Conrpetitionj the Law of Life Justice,
the Law of Exchange Love, the Law of Distribution The Blessing of Labouz
The Privilege of Monopoly The Produce of the Past Wealth The Eco-

nomic Body The Ethics of Division of Labour Property 'Give me my
Price" Consumption of Wealth Competition and Co-operation The
Practicability of the Principles of Right Economic Freedom.

Waterloo Place, London.
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Prothero's Sermons before the Queen.

Crown 8w. js. 6d.

THE ARMOUR OF LIGHT ; and other Sermons,

By the Rev. George Frothero, M.A.,

Ckaflain in Ordinary it Her Majesty the Queen ; Canon ofWetlmintttr,
and Rector cfWhifftnzham.

Revised and prepared for Publication by
Rowland E. Prottiero, M.A.,

Fellow ofAll Souls', Oxford.

The Armour of Light The Nativity Numbering our Days The Cross of
Christ The Conflict of Good and Evil The Gathering of the Fragments
Biding our Time -Coming to Ourselves The Service of Sin Launching

into the Deep Solitude Things Old and New Watchfulness On -your
Guard Enemies of the Cross of Christ Forgiveness of Sin Simplicity
of Christ's Teaching Spiritual Sleep The Troubles of Israel.

Last Words to Girls.

Crown 8vo. 31. 6d.

LAST WORDS TO GIRLS. On Life in School and after School.

By Mrs. William Grey.

MacColl on the Nicene Creed,

Cnwn.tivo. 6s.

CHRISTIANITY IN RELATION TO SCIENCE AND MORALS. A course

of Lectures delivered in Ripon Cathedral on the Nicene Creed.

By Malcolm MacColl, M.A.,
Canon Residentiary ofRifon, and Rector ofSt. George's, City ofLondon.

Waterloo Place, London.
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The Children's Faith.

With Illustrations. T&mo. y. 6d.

THE CHILDREN'S FAITH. Instructions to Children on the Apostle's

Creed.

By Edward Osborne,
Mission Priest ofSt. Jo7m Evangelist, Cow/ley, Oxford; Author qf

The Children's Saviour,'
' The Saviour King-.'

Holy Week Addresses.

Small 2v0. as.

HOLY WEEK ADDRESSES. I. The Appeal and the Claim of Christ

II. The Words from the Cross. Delivered at St. Paul's Cathedral,

in Holy Week 1888.

By Aubrey L. Moore, M.A.,
Honorary Canon ofChrist Ckttnk., Oxford.

^^/^w*\^^\X>^-WV^%*^*rf'V*-1*^*'%*'^''^NXN*N*NX%x%^X\*^^

Some Urgent Questions.

Crown Zvo. 6s.

SOME URGENT QUESTIONS IN CHRISTIAN LIGHTS. Being a Selection

from the Sunday Afternoon Lectures delivered at St. Philip's,

Regent Street.

The Social Creedofike Church. Rev. C. W, Stubbs. The Monastic Life and
its Teaching's. Rev. Dr. Jessopp. TheNew Theology. Rev. E. C. Hawkins.
The Duties of the Rich to the Poor. Rev. S. A. Barnett. Positivism.

Rev. W. Page Roberts. The Catholicity of the Coming Church. Rev. B.
H. Alford. Training: Rev. J. Llewelyn Davies. Christianity and Social-
ism. Right Rev. Bishop Barry. The Future ofthe English Church. Rev.
Hubert Handley. Christian Citizenship. Rev. J. Percival. Vegetarianism.
Rev. Professor Mayor. The Place of Woman in the Work of the World.
Rev. Harry Jones. Contemporary Fiction. Rev. H. C. Shuttleworth.

University Settlements in East London. Rev. H. Henley Henson.

i

Waterloo Place, London.
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Selection from Newman's Sermons.

Third Edition. Crown Zvo. 5*.

SELECTION, adapted to the Seasons of the Ecclesiastical Year, from

the ' Parochial and Plain Sermons
'

of JOHN HENRY NEWMAN,

B.D., sometime Vicar of S. Mary's, Oxford.

Edited by the Bey. W. J. Copeland, B.D.,
Late Rector ofFarnham, Essex.

Contents.

Advent'. Self-denial the Test of Religious Earnestness Divine Calls The
Ventures of Faith Watching. ChristmasDay : Religious Joy. New Year's

Sunday l The Lapse of Time. Epiphany: Remembrance of Past Mercies

Equanimity The Immortality of the Soul Christian Manhood Sincerity and

Hypocrisy Christian Sympathy. Septuagesima: Present Blessings. Sexa-

gesimal Endurance, the Christian's Portion. Quinquagesima: Love, the

One Thing Needful. Lent: The Individuality of the Soul Life the Season

of Repentance Bodily Suffering Tears of Christ at the Grave of Lazarus

Christ's Privations a Meditation for Christmas The Cross of Christ the Measure

of the World. Good. Friday: The Crucifixion. Easter Day .'Keeping
Fast and Festival. Easter-Tide : Witnesses of the Resurrection A Par-

ticular Providence as Revealed in the Gospel Christ Manifested in Remem-
brance The Invisible World Waiting for Christ. Ascension: Warfare the

Condition of Victory. Sunday after Ascension: Rising with Christ. Whit-

sunday: The Weapons of Saints. Trinity Sunday: The Mysteriousness
of our Present Being. Sundays after Trinity: Holiness Necessary for

Future Blessedness The Religious Use of Excited Feelings The Self-wise

Inquirer Scripture a Record of Human Sorrow The Danger of Riches

Obedience without Love as instanced in the Character of Balaam Moral -

Consequences of Single Sins The Greatness and Littleness of Human Life

Moral Effects of Communion with God The Thought of God the Stay of

the Soul The Power of the Will The Gospel Palaces Religion a Weariness

to the Natural Man The World our Enemy The Praise of Men Religion
Pleasant to the Religious Mental Prayer Curiosity a Temptation to Sin

Miracles no Remedy for Unbelief Jeremiah, a Lesson for the Disappointed
The Shepherd of our Souls Doing Glory to God in Pursuits of the World.

Waterloo Place, London.
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Aids to the Inner Life.

Five Vols. y&no, Cloth limf, 6d. each: or Cloth extra, is. each.

Sold separately.

These Five Volumes, Cloth extra, may he had in a Box, frice 74.

Also an Edition with Red Borders, as. each.

AIDS TO THE INNER LIFE.

Edited by the Rev. W. H. Hatchings, M.A.,
Rector oSKirMyMisferton, Yorkshire.

These books form a series of works provided for the use of members of the

English Church. The process of adaptation is not left to the reader, but has
been undertaken with the view of bringing every expression, as far as possible,
into harmony with the Book of Common Prayer and Anglican Divinity.

OF THE IMITATION OF CHRIST. In Four Boots. By THOMAS A
KEMPIS.

THE CHRISTIAN YEAR. Thoughts in Verse for the Sundays and Holy
Days throughout the Year.

INTRODUCTION TO THE DEVOUT LIFE. From the French of S.

FRANCIS DE SALES, Bishop and Prince of Geneva.

THE HIDDEN LIFE OF THE SOUL. From the French ofJEAN NICOLAS

GROU.

THE SPIRITUAL COMBAT. Together with the Supplement and the Path

of Paradise. By LAURENCE SCUPOLI.

Blunt Theological Dictionary.

Second Edition. Imperial Bvo. 42*. / or in half-morocco, 52*. 6d.

DICTIONARY OF DOCTRINAL AND HISTORICAL THEOLOGY.

By Various Writers.

Edited by the Eev. JohnrHenry Blunt, D.D.,
Editor ofthe

' AnnotatedBook ofCommon Prayer,' etc. etc.

3

Waterloo Place, London.
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The Treasury of Devotion.

Fifteenth Edition, i&mo, as. 6d. ; Cloth limp, as. ;

or bound with the Book of Common Prayer, 3*. 6d.

THE TREASURY OF DEVOTION : a Manual of Prayers for General and

Daily Use.

Compiled by a Priest.

Edited by the Rev. T. T. Carter, M.A.

Also an Edition in Large Type. Crown Bw. ss.

Devotional Works.

New and Uniform Editions.

NineVols. i6tnt>. vs. fid. each. Sold separately.

HALF-A-CROWN EDITIONS OF DEVOTIONAL WORKS.

Edited by H. L. Sidney Lear.

SPIRITUAL LETTERS TO MEN. By ARCHBISHOP FENELON.

SPIRITUAL LETTERS TO WOMEN. By ARCHBKHOP FENELON.

A SELECTION FROM THE SPIRITUAL LETTERS OF S. FRANCIS
DE SALES, BISHOP AND PRINCE OF GENEVA.

THE SPIRIT OF S. FRANCIS DE SALES, BISHOP AND PRINCE
OF GENEVA.

THE HIDDEN LIFE OF THE SOUL.

THE LIGHT OF THE CONSCIENCE. With an Introduction by the

Rev. T. T. CARTER, M.A.

SELF-RENUNCIATION. From the French. With an Introduction by the

Rev. T. T. CARTER, M.A.

OF THE LOVE OF GOD. By S. FRANCIS DE SALES.

SELECTIONS FROM PASCAL'S THOUGHTS.

Waterloo Place, London.
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Welldon's Harrow Sermons;
Second Edition. -Grown Bvo. is. dd.

THE FUTURE AND THE PAST : Sermons Preached to Harrow Boys,

xst Series, 1885 and 1886.

By the Rev. J. B. C. Welldon, M.A.,
Head Master ofHarrow School, and Hon. Chatlain to the Queen.

The Future and the Past Individuality All Saints' Day The Religious

Value of Small Duties The Promise of the Advent The Bible The

Meetings with the Angels The Sins of the Tongue The Bearing of

the Cross Worldliness The Keeping of Sunday The Natural Body
and the Spiritual Body Balaam The Animal World The Blessing of

Failure Friendships Spiritual Insight The Lord's Prayer The Uses

of the Holidays.

Wordsworth on the Creed.

Grown Zvo. $s.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE CREED.

By Elizabeth Wordsworth,

Principal of Lady Margaret Hall, Oxford.
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The Book of Church Law.
Fifth Edition, revised. Crown Zvo. 75. 6d.

THE BOOK OF CHURCH LAW: being an Exposition of the Legal

Rights and Dudes of the Parochial Clergy and the Laity of the

Church of England.

By the late Rev. John Henry Blunt, D.D.,

Revised by Sir Walter G. F. Phillimore, Bart., D.C.L.,
Barrister-at-Law, and Chancellor ofthe Diocese ofLincoln.

Waterloo Place, London.
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The Prayer Book in Latin.

With Rubrics tn Red. SmallZvo. js.Gd.

LIBER PRECUM PUBLICARUM ECCLESLE ANGLICANS.

A GuUelmo Bright, S.T.P.,

JSdis Christt afud Oxon. Canonico, Historic Ecclaiastica, Profcssore Regie,

et

Petro Goldsmith Medd, A.M.,
CoUegii Vnvuersitatit afud Oxon. Socio Seniore.

LATINE REDDITUS. Editio Tertia, cum Appendice.

[In hac Editione continentur Versiones Latinae i. Libri Frecum Publicamm
Ecclesije Au-^licanae ; 2. Liturgis Primas Reformats ; 3. Liturgis Scoticana: ;

4. Liturgix Americans.]

Blunt Household Theology,
New Edition. i6mo. is.

HOUSEHOLD THEOLOGY : a Handbook of Religious Information re-

specting the Holy Bible, the Prayer Book, the Church, the

Ministry, Divine Worship, the Creojds, etc. etc.

By the Rev. John Henry Blunt, D.D.,
Editor oftrie 'AnnotatedBook ofCommon Prayer,' etc. etc.

The Larger Edition, ys. 6d. , may ie had.

Selections from Neale's Writings.
New Edition. Crown Svo. 3*. 6d.

SELECTIONS from the Writings ofJOHN MASON NEALE, D.D.,

Late Warden qfSactorille College.

Waterloo Place, London.
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Life of Bishop Bickersteth.
With Portrait. Bvo. izf.

A SKETCH OF THE LIFE AND EPISCOPATE OF THE RIGHT REV.
ROBERT BICKERSTETH, D. D., Bishop of Ripen, 1857-1884. With
a Preface by the Lord Bishop of Exeter.

By bis Son, Montagu Cyril Bickersteth, M.A.,
Sometime Vicar ofSt. Paul's, Pudsey, Leeds.

Bickersteth Yesterday, To-day, and
For Ever.

One Shilling Edition. iZttto.

With Red Borders. i6tna. as. 6d.

YESTERDAY, TO-DAY, AND FOR EVER : a Poem in Twelve Books.

By Edward Henry Bickersteth, D.D.,
Bishof ofExeter.

The Larger Edition, 5$., may ie had.

Baker Prayers for Boys.
Second Edition, ymio. Zd.

DAILY PRAYERS FOR YOUNGER BOYS.

By William Baker, D.D.,
Htad Master ofMerchant Taylors' School, and Pretendary ofSt. Paul's.

Thomas a Kempis' Of the Imitation

of Christ.

Large-Type Edition. Crown Svo. y.6d.

OF THE IMITATION OF CHRIST. In Four Books.

By Thomas a Kempis.
Translated and Edited by the Rev. W. H. Hutchings, M.A.,

Rector ofKirkoy Misferton, Yorkshire.

Waterloo Place, London.
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Mercier The Story of Salvation.

Small Zoo. 3S.6&

THE STORY OF SALVATION ; or, Thoughts on the Historic Study
of the Bible.

By Mrs. Jerome Mercier,
Author of ' Our Mother Church,' etc.

The Star of Childhood.

Fifth Edition. Royal i6mo. is. 6d.

THE STAR OF CHILDHOOD : a First Book of Prayers and Instruction

for Children.

Compiled by a Priest.

Edited by the Rev. T. T. Carter, M.A.

With Illustratifois after Fret Angelica.

The Guide to Heaven.
New Edition. iZtito. is. 6d. ; Cloth limp, is.

THE GUIDE TO HEAVEN : a Book of Prayers for every Want. For

the Working Classes.

Compiled by a Priest.

Edited by the Rev. T. T. Carter, M.A.

Aft Edition in Large Type. Crown Svo. is. 6d. ; Cloth limp, is.

S. Augustine's Confessions.

Cheap Edition. i6mo. 2s. 6d.

Also with Red Borders. Small Svo. ss.

THE CONFESSIONS OF S. AUGUSTINE. In Ten Books.

Translated and Edited

By the Rev. W. H. Hutchings, M.A.,
Rector OfKirkby Misferton, Yorkshire.

Waterloo Place, London.
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By, Charles Gore, M.A.,

Principal of the Piiscy House, Fellow of Trinity. College, Oxford, and

Examining. Chaplain to the Lord Bishop ofLincoln.

The Church and the Ministry..
THE MINISTRY OF THE CHRISTIAN CHURCS. Second and Cheaper

Edition. 8vo. iGr, '6d.

The Foundation of the Church Apostolic Succession The Witness of
Church History The Institution of the Apostolate The Ministry in
the Apostolic Age-^The Ministry in the Sub-Apostolic Age Con-
clusion and Applications Appended Notes.

Roman Catholic Claims.

ROMAN CATHOLIC CLAIMS. Second Edition. Crown, Svo. y. 6d.

The Via Media and the Roman Catholic Development The Unity of the
Church The Authority of the Church The Bihle in the Church
The Promise to St. Peter The Growth of the Roman Church The
Development of the Papacy in Latjn Christianity The Nature of
Schism Anglican Ordinations Anglican Orthodoxy.

Crake's Historical Tales.

Crown 8vo. five Vols. 35. 6d. each. Sold separately.

HISTORICAL TALES.

By A. D. Crake, B.A.,

Authorof '
Histoty ofthe Church under the Reman Empire, etc. etc.

EDWY THE FAIR; or, The First Chronicle of .ffiscendune.

ALFGAR THE DANE; or, The Second Chronicle of ^scendune.
THE RIVAL HEIRS : Being the Third and Last Chronicle of

^Escendune.

THE HOUSE OF WALDERNE. A Tale of the Cloister and the

Forest in the Days of the Barons' Wars.

BRIAN FITZ-COUNT. A Story ofWallingford Castle and Dorchester

Abhey.

Waterloo Place, London.
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